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► Presidential search 
A woman president? Wouldn't be the first time 
BY Juut CLAY ^  
News editor 
The best man to lead Eastern into the next century 
could very well be a woman. 
As the presidential search committee continues to 
receive applications and nominations for president 
from all over the country, it continues to stress that it is 
looking for the best person for the job. 
This is really an affirmative action committee," said 
Allan Ostar, academic consultant. "It is fully committed 
to all qualified individuals as candidates, and I don't 
detect any bias." 
Some feel a woman president would complement 
and reflect the student body. 
"If the next president were a woman, she would 
truly represent the student body since we have more 
women than men here," said Bridgett Pugh, vice presi- 
dent of Residence Hall Association. "I would hope cam- 
pus would be ready (for a woman president)." 
Actually, before Eastern was a university and was 
just Eastern Kentucky State Normal School, it was 
ready for a woman president 
Mary Creegan Roark served as acting president 
when her husband. Ruric, Eastern's first president, 
became ill with brain cancer in 1909. She was appoint- 
ed by the Board of Regents in February that year. 
Roark served a little more than a year after the death 
of her husband and was succeeded by John Crabbe, 
Eastern's second president 
She was -born in 1857 and attended Nebraska 
University and Oberlin College. She received both a 
bachelor's of science and of art from National Normal 
University in Lebanon, Ohio, where she taught Ruric 
after her graduation. 
They married in 1881 and came to Kentucky when 
Ruric was appointed dean of the future University of 
Kentucky. He was named the president of Eastern in 
1906. 
T\vo in-house women 
administrators not interested 
See Woman/A5 
Virginia Falkanberg, left, and Rita 
Davis ana two of Eastern's top female 
administrators. Falkenberg said she 
doesn't plan to pursue the president's 
slot Davis said she Isn't planning on 
applying tor president, but doesn't 
"want to close any doors right now.* 
BYJAMENEAI 
Managing edSor  
While the campus commu- 
nity awaits the naming of the 
university's next president, two 
of Eastern's few top women 
administrator* are sariac they 
have no plans to apply tor the 
job. 
Associate vice presidents 
for academic affairs RMa Davis 
and Virginia Fafcenberg have 
bom come to hold high posi- 
tions at the university, although 
by different routes. The two. 
said they have no pans to run for «K 
university's top leadership position. 
President Hanly Funderburk wtt 
retire in 1998. A search comatose 
r wishing of a rrprrar milt for the 
student body, two for faculty, and one 
for staff, the Board of Regents, alum- 
ni. department chairs, the dean's 
cowncB and the retired F intern com- 
muniy, has made dear k m looking 
for the best person for the job—man 
Sen A7 
Wellness building one step closer 
Project 
could 
take 18 
months 
New beginnings 
Eastern's new wellness building has been designed to be just larger than 40,000 
square feet and contain space for athletic training, classrooms and offices. 
2nd level 
Copy room 
Computer room 
Physiology room 
BY KRtSTY GILBERT 
Assistant news editor 
The construction of the well- 
ness/classroom center will come 
one step closer when bids from con- 
tractors are taken beginning the mid- 
dle of next month, director of physi- 
cal plant James Street said. 
Street said that after the decision 
is made on the contractor, the com- 
pletion of the center would be 
expected within one year to 18 
months. 
In November 1996, Sherman, 
Carter and Barnhart, an architectur- 
al firm located in Lexington, was 
selected to design and prepare the 
plans for the wellness/classroom 
center. 
Sherman, Carter and Barnhart 
also designed the Dizney Building, 
the University Building and the 
Thomas and Hazel Little Building 
renovations, Street said. 
The $4.75 million construction 
project will add 40,078 square feet of 
academic and athletic facilities to 
Eastern's campus. The facility's 
usable space will be two stories high 
with the first floor measuring at 
21,121 square feet and the second 
floor being 16.626 square feet. Street 
said. 
The wellness/classroom center 
will be located on Kit Carson Drive 
next to the Begley Building and will 
sit parallel to the track. 
The state-of-the-art building will 
have many advancements in teach- 
ing facilities as well as training areas 
and equipment 
Located on the first floor will be 
an activity teaching area, an athletic 
training and locker area, a 
hydrotherapy pool and even a exam 
and X-ray room, according to the 
plans. 
On the second floor will be an aer- 
obic exercise room, an exercise 
physiology lab, computer room and 
three classrooms, according to the 
plans. 
See Wellnass/A7 
offices 
»    Public information 
This artist's render- 
ing shows the new 
building with addi- 
tional landscape 
changes. 
Wellness area 
Dotted areas are 
open showing first 
floor below. Three classrooms-1 
'Environmental room 
The temperature inside this room 
can be manipulated to duplicate 
different environmental conditions. It 
is located In the physiology section. 
v 
Ground level 
Mechanical room 
X-ray room 
^S2F«S5 
Athletic strength 
training      — 
Large activity 
teaching area 
This space opens up into the 
second floor, allowing more ceiling 
space for some wellness activities. 
Gary Cordner named acting dean of college of law enforcement 
BY KWSTY GILBERT 
Assistant news editor 
After several months of searching 
and interviewing applicants for the 
replacement of retiring dean of law 
enforcement Truett Ricks, the 
administration has appointed a facul- 
ty member from within the college to 
serve as acting dean. 
Rita Davis, a member of a search 
committee which brought in five out- 
side applicants for interviews in 
October, said the administration 
appointed Gary Cordner as acting 
dean beginning Dec. 1 and continu- 
ing until next fall. 
» ■  
Davis said that the five selected 
applicants who were brought in for 
interviews all were obligated to their 
contracts through Jury 30 and could 
not accept the position as of Dec. 1. 
The search will resume and will 
be readvertised in the fall of "98 with 
the new dean beginning his or her 
contract July 1.1999. Applicants who 
applied earlier can still be considered 
at that time if they chose, Davis said. 
Russell Enzie. vice president of 
academic affairs and research, was 
unavailable for comment and did not 
return several calls to the Progress. 
Davis said Cordner was appointed 
as acting dean because of two imme- 
diate needs the college of law 
enforcement faces. 
First is the need for writing the 
proposal for the program of distinc- 
tion. 
Secondly, will be the need to fill 
two chair positions within the law 
enforcement college. 
Dean Ricks, who will retire in 
December, is filling in as department 
chair for police studies, Davis said. 
Pam Collins, chair of the loss pre- 
vention and safety, will step down 
Jury 1. Davis said. 
Beginning next fall. Cordner will 
serve as the transition between the 
retiring dean and the new dean com- 
ing in, Davis said. 
Cordner has taught at Eastern for 
11 years as a professor in the police 
studies department. He also has 
been the director of the graduate pro- 
gram in the law enforcement college 
for a year and a half and has been the 
director of several grants. 
He received his bachelor's degree 
from Northwestern University and 
his master's and doctorate at 
Mk'higan State University. 
Cordner said he decided to teach 
at Eastern because it offers a police 
_1  
study department. Eastern is one of 
the few universities which offers 
police studies as a separate study, he 
said. 
Cordner said he hasn't decided if 
he win apply for the position of dean 
or not. After next fall, he said he will 
evaluate whether to consider apply- 
ing for the position. 
At this time, Cordner said he just 
wants to concentrate on his job as 
dean for the next eight or nine 
months. 
"I appreciate the confidence that 
the faculty and Dr. Enzie have shown 
in me." Cordner said. "  
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► Editorials 
ON GUARD 
New students' rights group should keep senate, administration on 
A group of rather gutsy students met for 
the second time Monday night. The 
group came together to pursue the fur- 
thering of student rights. 
Daniel Blochwitz, one of the organizers of the 
group, said the new body will examine how to ' 
bring students' rights to the forefront, ranging 
from protests to rallies. One of the biggest con- 
cerns the new group looks to counteract is the 
abuse of power against students. 
A logical question to ask might be why these 
students felt compelled to organize. With 
groups like Student Association and the 
Residence Hall Association elected by the stu- 
dent body to keep a watchdog's eye on student 
rights, it seems odd that any other group would 
need to organize to fight the same battles as SA 
andRHA. 
The only answer to the confusion must be 
that these students felt those groups weren't 
satisfying their needs. In which case, this 
newest group's efforts could be understood. 
While students have their elected leaders to 
go to bat for them in pursuing their interests in 
student rights such as parking, improv- 
ing food service and securing better 
campus housing conditions, if some 
students think the established leader- 
ship isn't doing its job, then form- 
ing their own leadership is not 
only logical, it's admirable. 
A problem could develop, 
though, with several different 
groups claiming to support the 
needs of Eastern students. 
When students eventually 
bring their concerns for their rights to the 
university administration, chances are more 
good will come from it if the groups are united. 
Three or more groups pulling in different 
directions could make it appear as though the 
student body is split on its true needs. 
The bottom line is that the more input the 
merrier. This new group should be commended 
for taking enough pride in its campus and in 
themselves to unite in forming this group. 
Starting a group such as this from scratch 
is impressive. 
However, that ambition may translate into an 
apparent lack of unity when the president's 
office or Board of Regents begins considering 
student proposals. 
To make it work, all these groups have to be 
ready to give and take, and put small differ- 
ences in organizational philosophies aside and 
keep the only thing that matters in the 
forefront — the protection of stu- 
dents' rights. 
SO, WHAT DO YOU jlTDNK? 
ARE STUDENT ASSOCIATION ANDRHA 
ADDRESSING YOUR NEEDS? 
DOES CAMPUS NEED 
ANOTHER STUDENT RIGHTS GROUP? 
TO VOICE YOUR OPINIONS 
Drop us a line at 117 Donovan 
Annex or via e-mail at        \\ «/ 
progressOacs. v"^|\y 
eku.edu.You can also \    - 
send your comments through the 
\   feedback button on the Virtual 
\/y2t.    Progress web site at 
www.eku.eoWprogress 
With open arms 
University made right decision by offering to take Sue Bennett students 
With open arms. 
That"s how Eastern stands 
to former students of Sue 
Bennett College. 
The university has said it wiD grant 
special admission to Sue Bennett's 319 
students since their school lost its 
accreditation in September from the 
Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools. Sue Bennett, a 101-year-old 
private Methodist college in London, 
owes $2 million to creditors, including 
the Internal Revenue Service. 
Eastern's administration did eventu- 
ally make the right decision by offer- 
ing to admit the students who have 
lost their university, but it took longer 
than it should have for them to decide. 
Four other Kentucky universities 
— University of Kentucky, Western 
Kentucky University, Murray State 
University and Morehead State 
University offered to take the students 
before Eastern did. And Cumberland 
College has been bequeathed the 
school's academic records. 
The university has said it wiD take 
all Sue Bennett credits and apply them 
to students' degree programs as com- 
pletely as possible. Job search assis- 
tance also will be available to Sue 
Bennett seniors. 
Officials said even though Sue 
Bennett's academic records have been 
handed over to Cumberland College, 
they expect most students to transfer 
to other colleges in the state. 
Eastern is smart for making an 
effort to be one of those colleges, ben- 
efitting both the university and Sue 
Bennett students. The university 
could have just stood by and let the 
Sue Bennett students go to 
Cumberland or choose another of the 
universities to attend. 
The more tuition money coming 
into the university, the better. But 
more important to the students is that 
they don't have to worry and fight 
about getting into another university 
after theirs is closed. 
The whole situation could have 
been very messy with Sue Bennett 
students having to go through a lot of 
red tape to find another school if they 
did not want to go to Cumberland. But 
Eastern, as well as many other univer- 
sities, stepped in to make it easier, and 
of course, to gain more students. 
Those students need to be concen- 
trating on their education, not worry- 
ing about the fact that their college is 
closing down due to its financial prob- 
lems. And Eastern took a step to help 
them do that by opening its arms to 
them. 
On top of offering special admission 
to former Sue Bennett students, 
Eastern also held a teleconference 
through KentuclcyTelelinking 
Network — KTLN — presenting the 
students with the opportunity to ask 
questions about admission to the uni- 
versity, including information about 
financial aid and career services. 
Though slow in doing so. Eastern 
should be commended for opening its 
arms to students after they were left 
with no school and should be encour- 
aged to be a leader in such situations 
in the future. 
► Corrections 
Walker comments 
misreported 
A story in last week's Progress 
about a campus safety walk should 
have more clearly stated that 
Assistant Director of Public Safety 
Corrections 
Policy 
The E—Urn Progress wW pub- 
Keh clarifications and corrections 
when needed on the Perspective 
pages. If you have a correction, 
► To Our Readers 
The editor wW decide *the cor- 
rection deserves special treatment, 
or needs to be In tie section In 
which the error occurred. 
Tbe Eastern Progress encourages 
readers to write letters to the editor 
on topics of interest to the university 
community. 
letters should be typed, double- 
spaced and limited to 250 words. 
If a letter has excessive spelling, 
grammar and punctuation errors, the 
editor reserves the right to urge the 
writer to make revisions. 
Unsigned letters, carbon copies, 
photocopies and It-tiers with illegible 
signatures will not be accepted. 
The Progress reserves the right 
not to publish letters that are judged 
to be libelous or in poor taste. 
Letters should be addressed to 
the newspaper and should contain 
the writer's signature, address and 
phone number. Letters for publica- 
tion will be verified. The Progress 
also gives its readers an opportunity 
to voice more detailed opinions in a 
column called "Your Turn." 
Those interested in writing for 
this column should contact the edi- 
tor prior to submitting the article. 
Letters and columns should be 
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117 
Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky 
University. Richmond, Ky. 40475. 
Letters and columns may also be 
submitted by e-mail at 
progress@acs. eku.edu. 
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Women need to take responsibility for themselves 
ALYSSA BRAMLAGE 
MyTurn 
Bramlage is copy 
editor for the 
Progress. 
With two reports of rape on 
campus in past weeks, 
women on campus should 
be questioning their safety. Beyond 
that, though, women should be ques- 
tioning themselves and their behav- 
ior. 
Both cases involved drinking, bad 
decision making and, in at least one 
case, sexual advances from both par- 
ties. 
Everyone from public safety to 
your mother is going to tell you to 
take the usual precautions. Stay 
sober when you're with strangers, 
stay in public places and don't fool 
around with sex — one-night stands 
are dangerous. 
They're right, but most women 
already know that. For some reason. 
though, night afteY night 
they choose to ignore the 
warnings. 
Are affection and sexual 
desire that important? Is 
there something so lack- 
ing in our lives that we feel 
the need to go a little too 
far with strangers? 
I'll admit that I got a lit- 
tle too well-acquainted 
with someone at a party. I 
didn't have sex with him 
and I was lucky that he 
was a decent guy, but, in 
retrospect, that evening 
could have ended a lot dif- 
ferently. 
For two women, their nights did 
end differently and I asked myself 
£olng horn© 
stay here 
(whore It's 
really quiet) 
and gat to 
know yotir- 
why. The easy answer 
would be that men are 
pigs and shouldn't be 
trusted, bu( the tough 
answer to swallow 
involves both sexes. 
Each situation is differ- 
ent and we don't know 
all (he details involved 
in each, but in both I 
asked if maybe the 
woman should harness 
some of the blame. 
Why did the women 
put themselves in the 
situation in the first 
place? Were they that 
desperate or were they looking for 
someone who liked them and wanted 
them? 
In a way it seems as if they were 
looking for someone else to give 
them something they couldn't give 
themselves. Affection. 
I think this is the perfect time for 
women to take a look at themselves 
and ask. "Do I like me?". 
If you like yourself to begin with, 
then you don't need constant reaffir- 
mation from other people that you 
are nice, pretty or desirable. 
Spend time with you and evaluate 
who you are and who you want to be. 
Instead of going downtown one 
night, stay home and think. Instead 
of going home one weekend, "stay 
here (where it's really quiet) and get 
to know yourself. 
After the party that weekend, I felt 
really guilty for what I had done. I 
had to seriously evaluate what was 
going on. 
I sat here by myself for an 
evening, forgetting everything else 
for just one night. I discovered the 
reasons I did what I did and then I 
remedied them. 
Everyone says that college is for 
finding yourself, so why don't you? 
Just take a night or a weekend off 
from your busy life and find out who 
you are. 
By discovering the real you and 
the you that you want to be, then you 
won't need others to give you affec- 
tion, you can thrive on the fact that 
you give yourself what you need. 
Now you can wait until the right 
person comes along for any kind of 
sexual relationship. 
Missing their Newspapers today don't do what they're were built to do — tell stories North Halstead Street in Chicago is lined with blues bars and faded 
storefronts — behind these store- 
fronts and bar faces are ancient bartenders 
who have lived behind the bar and kids 
taking their first drinks. Halstead Is one of 
those rare places that has a history and is 
creating one, too. 
A stiff wind smacked me in the face, as 
I stepped out of the cab and onto North 
Halstead Street Halloween night, and 
watched the masked dead of Halstead 
parade themselves. 
I pocketed a piece of paper the cab dri- 
ver handed me without glancing at it It 
was a list of bars my friend and I had 
asked for, where we could hear some 
good music — assuming we didn't find 
our other friend or the good music here 
on North Halstead. We battled our way 
through the fanged throng and went into 
the Hidden Shamrock. 
Stop, right there. I was doing the for- 
bidden dance — DO, not the Lambada — I 
was telling you a story in a newspaper, and 
that is the unholiest of all the unholies, is it 
not' Most people who saw this story prob- 
ably stopped reading it in the first five sec- 
onds they looked at In fact, most people 
probably won't read an entire story in this 
whole paper. 
You see, it appears the newspapers of 
America are running scared because a 
huge percentage of readers don't read 
their stories and an overwhelmingly huge 
percentage of 18 to 30 year olds don't read 
the paper at all 
As a journalism major, this obviously 
distresses me. But as a 21-year-old human 
being, it's even more distressing. 
Too scared to read their own papers, or 
God forbid, change them, print media has 
decided to start an ad campaign to regain 
their status as the one who tells you what 
you need to know. 
Well. Ill tell you the secret behind 
MTVs Tabitha Soren telling you to read 
your newspaper every day like a good little 
kid — you don't read it because it's boring. 
Not because you're part of the dumb gen- 
eration, like everyone seems to think and 
say whenever they get the chance. 
And you, the reader, should be mad as 
hell about it, just like me. Newspapers 
exist to provide you with stories that mat- 
ter, stones that you want and need to 
know about. But that isn't the extent of 
their responsibilities — papers have to be 
readable as well, and somewhere along 
the way, that got lost. 
At the College Media Advisers conven- 
tion in Chicago the weekend of Oct. 31. a 
brilliant journalist and storyteller said he 
thought it was because THEY made news- 
paper writing separate from all other 
forms of storytelling. That's definitely part 
of it. 
Stories are stories — whether told 
around the hearth or read over morning 
coffee. That may not sound like a revela- 
tion, but toss it around a newsroom and 
you get to find out how the girl in the fairy 
tale with the red shoes felt 
She kept wearing these red shoes, and 
so (iod made her unable to take them off 
and they made her dance all the time. So 
she had to decide, cut off her feet and join 
the rest of the townspeople, or keep danc- 
ing until she died. 
I like to think she died dancing, but in 
the story she cut off her feet and made 
everyone else happy. When writers want 
to pen stories that dance with readers in 
papers, they either get directed to dance 
the readers to death or to chop off the cre- 
ative ideas — do it by the book and get the 
story done. 
IA-t's faie it. the old yadayadayada-dry- 
as-a-bone style isn't working anymore. 
Headers have grown out of it; papers 
haven't. So. the papers are losing then- 
readers; it's as simple as that People don't 
want to be uninformed. Nor do they stop 
reading stories because they don't care 
what happens in their world. They stop 
reading because newspapers don't tell sto- 
ries. They give facts and everyone likes a 
well-told story, but hardly anyone except 
Joe Friday wants just the facts. 
Ihe biggest sham of all is this idea that 
reporters have to write stories like they 
are unattached with no feelings or opin- 
ions about what they cover. The just-the- 
facts style mandates this, and it reads false 
because it is false. But newspaper writers 
and publishers like to blame it on the read- 
er. Well, the apathetic, stupid reader is a 
myth that writers use to cushion their 
egos. So there. 
OK. back to Halstead Street My friend 
and I went into the Hidden Shamrock and 
found the one person in Chicago we were 
actually looking for. The next night the 
Italian cab driver who wrote the bar rec- 
ommendations for us was our waiter in an 
Italian restaurant we chose from the 
phone book, and the restaurant was miles 
away from where he dropped us the night 
before. Amazing, hum? 
The stories are there, even simple ones 
like that The connections between the 
reader and what's happening is there. The 
magic is there. The reader is there. So, 
shouldn't newspapers be there to teD the 
story as well? After all. there's nothing like 
a good story. 
GWENDA BOND 
ttyTum 
Bond is news 
writer for the 
Progress. 
► Campus Comments 
THE ISSUE 
Last week, the Rev. Ken Waibel resigned his posi- 
tion as pastor of St Mark parish in Richmond. Waibel 
earlier had attended a conference on ministering to 
gays and lesbians. The idea of sexual orientation 
affecting religious or spirtual beliefs is a debate fought 
often in both the gay community and the churches. 
u 
I believe that a gay per- 
son who professes to be 
a Christian is sadly mis- 
taken because Jesus 
taught against homo 
sexualty. 
Danville 
Elementary education 
ymr. Senior 77 
a 
Being   a  Catholic,   it 
(homosexuality) is com- 
pletely against my 
beliefs. 
Frankfort 
Environmental 
science 
Year: Junior 77 
ii 
I see no connection 
between someone's sexu- 
al orientation and their 
belief system. 
touisville 
Political science 
Yaar: Junior 
► Letters =£> 
7 
ii 
Being gay would have to 
hinder a relationship 
with Christ because He 
condemns it 
Danville 
Middle school 
education 
YMT: Junior 77 
ion 
little to do with 
sexual orientation 
I read with interest your article by 
Alyssa Bramlage and Danielle 
Fowler concerning the resignation of 
the Rev. Ken Waibel as pastor of St 
Mark Parish in Richmond. The bur- 
den of your story was that Waibel 
resigned because he participated in 
a conference on ministry to gays and 
lesbians sponsored by the Catholic 
bishops of the United States. I 
understand that reporters face dead- 
lines and have to go with the story 
that they have. 
However, had your reporters had 
the opportunity to survey a wider 
spectrum of opinion among 
Catholics in Richmond, they might 
have come away with a less exciting 
but more accurate story. 
The first point is that Waibel's 
resignation has little to do with 
issues of sexual orientation-. The 
position of the U.S. Catholic 
Conference and the local Catholic 
community on this issue is clear and 
has been for some time. Gays and 
lesbians are our brothers and our 
sisters, our daughters and our sons, 
and are full members of the Catholic 
community. That is notwithstanding 
the fact that a few people may think 
that a scurrilous organization such 
as The Wanderer represents 
Catholic views. 
A little history may help. When 
Waibel came to town in 1994, there 
were two thriving parishes in 
Richmond with different missions. 
St Stephen the Martyr parish was 
organized to be a Newman Center 
for the university community and 
catered to the idiosyncratic needs of 
that community. The St Mark 
parish was oriented toward the larg- 
er community of Richmond and pro- 
vided, among other services, a 
parochial school. Waibel decided 
that these were, in his words, "feud- 
ing twins." 
To most observers, there were 
two parish communities performing 
significant but different missions, 
which were complementary rather 
than competitive. Under Waibel, St 
Stephen was abolished, leaving 
Richmond with one parish. At about 
the same time, a major building pro- 
ject at St Mark was undertaken 
without adequate financial commit- 
ment from trie community. Under 
such circumstances, it is not difficult 
to understand why some might 
regard Waibel's departure as helpful. 
What is so sad about the unfortu- 
nate developments in the Catholic 
community since Waibel's arrival is 
that they were unnecessary. A mod- 
est capacity to listen to the commu- 
nity would have made such a differ- 
ence. 
J.F. O'Connor 
Richmond 
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Additional program of distinction proposed  ► Progress Classifieds 
Richard Freed 
suggested a cen- 
ter of teaching 
excellence as a 
program of dis- 
tinction. 
BrJuutCuv  
News editor 
At the Nov. 1 Board of Regents meeting, 
Faculty Regent Richard Freed presented an 
additional potential program of distinction. 
In addition to proposals on the college of 
law enforcement and the program of occu- 
pational therapy presented by Russell 
Enzie, Freed presented the board with the 
concept of a center of teaching excellence 
as a potential program of distinction. 
President Hanly Funderburk read over 
the proposal. Freed said, and due to time 
constraints there was no time to present 
the proposal to the faculty before the board 
meeting. 
"I wanted to find out if(the idea was 
worth presenting," Freed said, "but I was 
probably wrong to present it to the board 
so soon." 
The criteria for the program of distinc- 
tion was set Nov. 3 by the Council on 
Postsecondary Education. 
Eastern can receive up to $1.4 million 
from the state next year in additional funds 
for an approved program of distinction. 
Eastern must match any funds dollar for 
dollar with those from the state. 
The center for teaching excellence pro- 
posal does not fit CPE's criteria for next 
year. Freed said. 
Any proposed distinction program must 
already be established at one of Kentucky's 
colleges and universities. 
"I hope the idea can be discussed in the 
future," Freed said, "and that faculty and 
staff will have ample time to discuss this 
idea if there is interest in pursuing it." 
► Police Beat 
The following reports have been 
filed with the university's divi- 
sion of public safety. 
Nov. 7 
Rhonda Bowling, 19, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication. 
Michael S. Wright, 27, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication. 
Christy Owens, 22, 
Nicholasville, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
and possession of marijuana. 
Nov. 6 
Larry Shelton, Richmond, 
reported that a vehicle in the 
Lancaster Lot had its left rear win- 
dow broken out. The driver of the 
vehicle could not be located at the 
time, but later reported his radio to 
be missing. There are no suspects 
at this time. 
Amanda Wynn, Combs Hall, 
reported that her vehicle had been 
stolen from the Lancaster Gravel 
Lot. She said that she locked the 
doors before leaving the car. There 
are no suspects at this time. 
Shauntel Jones, 18. Louisville, 
was arrested and charged with 
receiving stolen property. He was 
approached in front of Begley 
Building while attempting to climb 
on a bike that had been reported 
stolen. 
Nov. 5 
Shelby G. Bowling, Jr., 46. 
Somerset, was arrested and 
charged with driving on a sus- 
pended license due to a first 
offense DUI and operating a vehi- 
cle while under the influence of 
alcohol. 
Susan Schroder, 19, Case 
Hall, reported that clothing had 
► News Briefs 
been stolen from the Case Hall 
laundry room. Schroder said she 
placed the items in a washer and 
returned an hour and 20 minutes 
later and the clothing was gone. 
Among the items taken were 
jeans, a Gap sweatshirt, one J. 
Cruise shirt and an unknown num- 
ber of T- shirts and underclothing. 
The estimated value of these items 
is over $200. 
Rena Murphy, Keene Hall, 
reported that someone had broken 
all the heater guards loose from 
the wall of the 13th floor restroom. 
There are no suspects at this time. 
Jeffrey Lindsey, 18, Louisville, 
was arrested and charged with 
possession of drug paraphernalia. 
William R. Morganett II, 18, 
Louisville, was arrested and 
charged with possession of mari- 
juana. 
Nov. 4 
Chris Blair, 24, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with dri- 
ving with one headlight, failure to 
produce an insurance card and 
operating a vehicle on a suspend- 
ed operator's license. 
Rena Murphy. Keene Hall, 
reported that a small fire had been 
started by a burning sock. An offi- 
cer said an interview with suspects 
will be set up at a later time. 
Ron Doan, Richmond, report- 
ed that a case of toilet paper had 
been stolen from the basement 
janitor's closet of the Stratton 
Building. 
Nov. 3 
Erica Brown, Martin Hall, 
reported that her vehicle had been 
damaged while it was parked in 
the Martin Lot. Approximately 
three scratches that ran the length 
of the vehicle on the driver's side 
were found. 
Compiled by Hannah Risner 
Nov. 2 
Matthew        Munbt,      20. 
Richmond, was arrested for posses- 
sion of marijuana and possession of 
drug paraphernalia 
Jim Harmon, Palmer Hall, 
reported that a window had been 
broken on the seventh floor of 
Palmer Hall. The window had been 
struck by a blunt object breaking 
out a section of the window. 
Nov. 1 
Shauntel Jones, ODonneO Hall, 
reported that his Sony PlayStation 
was missing from his room. Jones 
stated that he locked his door before 
leaving his room. 
Melissa Howell, Richmond, 
reported that her vehicle had been 
entered by an unknown suspect No 
damage was reported, but a key 
chain with several keys was report- 
ed missing. 
Oct31 
Charles       Hopkins,     18. 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with possession of alcohol, 
disregarding a traffic light, driving 
while under the influence of alcohol, 
possession of drug paraphernalia 
and possession of a controlled sub- 
stance first degree. 
Sean Phillip Murray, 21, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with driving while under 
the influence of alcohol. 
Brandee Coffey, McGregor 
Hall, reported that a door to a room 
and a bulletin board outside the 
room had been set on fire. 
Bridget Chilton, Martin Hall, 
reported that her vehicle had been 
damaged while parked in the Martin 
Lot Damage included a dent on the 
area above the right rear wheel and 
a scratch on the left rear door. 
Mass Communications 
Careers Day today 
Pam Luecke, editor of the 
Lexington Herald-Leader and 
meteorologist Tom Sater from 
WKYT-TV join other media pro- 
fessionals in career seminars 
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. today 
in the Powell Building. 
Representatives from televi- 
sion and radio stations, newspa- 
pers and public relations firms 
will speak on careers in the mass 
media 
For more information, call 1871. 
Banquet set for Nov. 22 
International students will pre- 
sent authentic food and entertain- 
ment at 6:30 p.m. Nov. 22 in the 
Keen Johnson Ballroom. 
Tickets are $6 for students and 
$8 for nonstudents at the interna- 
tional office. Case Annex Room 
181, or call 1478. Tickets will not 
be sold at the door. 
Aurora wants prose 
Aurora, the Eastern student lit- 
erary magazine, is now accepting 
manuscripts for the spring issue. 
It accepts poetry and short fic- 
tion and will also consider creative 
essays. 
Poems should be limited to six, 
and stories or essays should be no 
longer than 3.000 words. 
A cash prize will be given 
Honor's Day for the best poetry 
and fiction to appear in the issue. 
No manuscripts will be 
returned. For more information on 
submissions, call William Sutton at 
4992 or drop off manuscripts at 
Case Annex Room 495. 
Club takes on press 
Robert Miller will speak at 7:30 
p.m. Nov. 19 in the Adams Room of 
the Wallace Building. The topic will 
be "Responsibility and 
Irresponsibility of the Press." 
Women's Studies 
seminar announced 
"Personal Politics and Border 
Crossing: Stories of Chinese 
Malaysian Women in U.S. Higher 
Education," a presentation of the 
women's studies program, will be 
HELP WANTED. 
FREE T-Shlrt +$1,000, Crsdit Card 
fundraisars for fratamlbas. sororities 4 
groups. Any campus organization can 
raise up to $1,000 by aaming a whop- 
ping IBjOOVBAappfcalbn. Cal 1-800- 
932-0528 sxt. 65. Qualified callers 
T-SHWT 
TYPING/DATA ENTRY - $5-$10 par 
hour depending on typing spaad and 
accuracy Minimum spaed 45wpm. Job 
description: Entering student names and 
adrfrssttit from nomination forms sub- 
mitted by teachers, counselors and/or 
professors Part-time or ful-time morn- 
ings, afternoons, evenings, weekdays 
and/Or weekends. Flexible schedules, 
wok up to 40 hours par week. Create 
your own schedule according to your 
availability. Apply in person at 2570 
Pakimbo Dr., Lexington, Monday to 
Friday 830-430 
REGISTRATION STAFF - $5-$8 per 
hour. Job description: To register stu- 
dents in the Academy by processing 
their nominations and applications. 
Mornings, afternoons, evenings, week- 
days and/or weekends. Ftoxbte sched- 
ule. Work up to 40 hours per week. 
Create your own schedule according to 
your avatetoity. AppV in person at 2570 
Palumbo Dr., Lexington. Monday 
through Friday 8:30 to 430. 
ENGLISH WRTTERS - The International 
Organization for Student Success is cur- 
rently seeking writers who posses excel- 
lent grammar and writing axis to assist 
in writing publications. Applicants must 
be doctoral, graduate or undergraduate 
students who posses a 3.8 or better 
grade point average. The positions pro- 
vide writers with writing experience and 
sample work. The Organization offers 
flexible hours and excellent pay. The 
work is vary interesting and enjoyable 
Apply in person at 2570 Pakimbo Dr., 
Lexington. 
OSPBEY BUSWESS CENTER is now 
offering a typing service. (Term 
Papers, Resumes, etc) For Information 
cal (806)626-1360. Ask for Atverta 
220,000 Titles! 
www.lstmusic.com/7eku 
Great Discounts! 
To the biggest U of L 
fan on campus! 
Happy Birthday 
KRISTY 
GILBERT! 
the Progress staff 
Compiled by Julie Clay 
held at 11:45 a.m. today in the 
Faculty Dining Room of the Powell 
Building. 
"Warrior Marks," a film about 
the African ritual of female genital 
excision, will be presented at 3:30 
p.m. Nov. 18 in Room 128 of the 
Crabbe Library. 
Exit interviews set 
The second half of your Federal 
Stafford Loan will not be disbursed 
until you attend an exit counseling 
session. 
Sessions are held daily at 2 p.m. 
in the financial aid office, Room 
200 of Coates Building. 
Sessions are also held every 
Tuesday and Thursday at 4:45 p.m. 
in the financial aid office. 
Update your address 
In order to receive undergradu- 
ate CARES reports and undergrad- 
uate spring 1998 schedule books, 
currently enrolled students should 
update addresses if currently off 
campus or if their addresses have 
been changed recently. 
SPRING BREAK 
CANCUN *399 
MAZATLAN '399 
JAMAICA 459 
SOUTH PADRE 
I'AU i ^ iirs v'i'i 
PARTY PAK 
MEALS, 
DRINKS, <& 
DISCOUNTS! 
MNTED: CAMPUS REP'S TO 
| PROMOTE SPRING BREAK - SELL 
ONLY 15 & TRAVEL FREE1 
STUDENT EXPRESS 
A  ,1800 SURFS UP 
" 1-800 787 3787 
www sludeniexniess.coiii 
Hey; Advertisers! 
We are again running our 
Coupon Clipper, our famous page of 
student specials for the '97 holiday 
season. Be sure to check with your ad 
representative to see about getting in on this special 
deal! Space is limited, and time is running 
out, so let them know today. 
Eastern Progress 
117 Donovan Annex 
622-1881 
 progrsss@acs.aku.adu 
GROW WITH THE LEADFRS 
CELLULARONE®, the leader 
in cellular service 
in Central Kentucky 
has two part-time positions 
in our Richmond office: 
Customer Service 
Representative 
Candidates must have 
a High School diploma, 
some college preferred. 
Must have excellent 
communication skills, 
demonstrated leadership, 
computer knowledge, and 
marketing and business 
experience. 
Send resume to: 
CELLULARONE® 
ATTN: Jill Ratliff 
124 South Keene land Dr. 
Richmond, Ky 40475 
Deadline: November 19,1997 
CELLULARONE® 
•Richmond. KY 
No telephone calls please 'EOE 
$1,500 wsstdy potonMal ma»ig circu- 
lars. Frea information. Call 410-783- 
8274. 
Part-time Work: Thoroughbred 
Gymnastics chaer tumbling instructor 
624-9685. 
EARNS75O-$1500/WEEK. Raise all the 
monay your group needs by sponsoring 
a VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No 
investment & very little time needed 
There's no obigation, so why not cal for 
information today. Cal 1-800323*454 x 
96. 
DRMER&SOLO, TEAM - Steady runs 
w/ loyal customers. Your own Driver 
Manager for personal contact, proftat*- 
ty, home time. Make plenty of money 8 
gat generous home time to spend it Cal 
Dave at 800-7774685 
Apollo's Pizza now hiring. Must be 18 
years old with valid driver's license 4 
insurance. Apply in person at 228 S. 
Second SI. 
TRAVEL... 
Earn MONEY and FREE Trips!! NDI- 
VOUALS and GROUPS wanted to pro- 
mote SPRING BREAK!! Cal INTER- 
CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-800-327- 
6013 or htto-y/www.icptcom 
•"ACT NOW! Call Leisure Tours for 
SPRING BREAK packages to South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica and Florida. 
REPS NEEDED.Travel free and earn 
commissions GROUP DISCOUNTS tor 
6 or more people. 800-838-8203 or 
wwwWsuratours.com 
Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 
6 Days $279! Includes Meals, Free 
Parties. Taxesl Get a group - GO FREE! 
Prices increase scon - Save $50! 
springbreaktravel.corri 1-800*78-6386 
Spring Break Cancun ft Jamaica 
$379! Book Early - Save $50! Get a 
group - GO FREE! Panama City $129! 
South Beach (Bars dose 5AM') $129! 
sprirtjbreaktravel.com 1-80O6784386 
SPRING BREAK 
CanCUh    CrmHn 
MOW HIKING REPS I 
1-800-234-7007 
hltp //wwvv rnfili'sssummi'rloufs com 
"Spring Break..."Ta*a 2"** Hiring 
Reps! Sell 15...Take 2 Free. Hottest 
Destinations! Frea Partiee, Eats and 
Dnrta. SunSptoah 1-800428-7710 
FOR RENT... 
One, two and thrae bedroom apart- 
ments and town houses. Cal Hagtr 
Rentafe at 623*482. 
MGCELLANEOUS... 
MBtD CARS from $175. Porsches. 
Cadillacs, Chevys. BMWs, Corvettes 
Also Jeeps, 4 WDs. Ybur Area. T6I Free 
1 -800-218-9000 Ext A-7077 for current 
listings. 
Frea Cash Qrantsl College. 
Scholarships. Business. Medical Bills. 
Never Repay. Tc4 Free 1-800-218-9000 
ExtG-7077. 
Foreign studenta-vlsrtora 
DV-1 Greencard Program available 
1-800-773-8704 & (818) 882-9681 
Appfcations dose Nov. 14. 
Do you need a paper typed? Cal 62fr 
9786. 
Roomate needed! Females only tor stu- 
dent-owned three-bedroom home quiet 
area. North Richmond. Avaiable Dec 1. 
no smoking, no pets, partial furniture 
available tor bedroom. Cal 624-2502. 
BIRTHDAYS^. 
GAILBUG - Happy Birthday! Just for 
smies. ME. 
Happy Birthday Michael Scott 
Henderson! Love, Annie and friends. 
Happy Birthday Linda 
18! 
Nov. 
Happy   Birthday    Reglna   Gall 
HBCkworth.MEiBS-J 
Come see our 
Virtual Progress 
www.eku.edu/Pro^ress 
WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT 
i-intwtWt 
Be the first to come down to 
first gear and answer the 
question correctly. 
Looted on the corner of la and Main: 
Which country '• currently building the 
lirfnldim? 
Last week: No Winner 
Last weeks answer: 
1994   &  1997 
(One win per cuilOBir, pw HBIWI, pi——.^ 
MUG OF 
THE WEEK! 
If this is vou. hurry to 
the Progress office to 
pick up your 
FREE SURPRISE! 
117 Donovan Annex 
|»Expires Wednesday Noon* 
Last week's winner was Henry 
Ray from HodgenviUe. KY. He 
is a 19-year-old undeclared 
major. 
Looking for a job to 
fit into your \M 
Now 
hiring 
weekend 
shifts! 
Temporaly job of 
January 
through April. 
Saturdays and 
Sundays 
1st shilt 
7 a.m - 5:30 p m. 
Applicants must 
pass Typing Test ol 
40 wpm 
1 ,n nod incentives 
available 
Implementation 
based on interest for 
shift. 
Applications taken 
Mon - Thurs. 
8 a m - 4 p.m. 
First Image 
307 Richmond Rd. 
(Boonc Square 
Shopping Center) 
Berea. KY 40403 
EOE MFDV 
TYPISTS needed at 
Fust Image no computer sxperlence 
red   Musi pass typing tost with at 
' 40 wpm FULL TIME HOURS 2 wi 
PAID VACATION annually PAID SICK TIME 
,ind snort term disability medical, dental 
ibility,  Retention Bonus 
AD&Dand Life Insurance; 401 -K Retirement 
Tuition Reimbursement stork p ... • 
Employ       . 
\    Paid Jury Duly and Bereave- 
me        paid H -" 
Part-time hours 
available 
second shilt 
Apply al 
First Imane 
307 Richmond Rd 
iBoon 
Shopping Ceniei 1 
2nd Shift 
Beattyville KY    2nd Shilt ■ 
London   KY     2nd & 3rd Shilt 
Mon.-Thurs. 
8 a.m, - 4 p.m. 
EOE 
MFDV 
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Pregnancy center offers 
options, emotional support 
BYEWCKA HEHO  
Activities co-»dilor 
For seven years, The Richmond 
Pregnancy Help Center, staffed by 
nearly all volunteers, has been 
telling women some life-changing 
news. 
The center, located behind 
Record Smith at 316 Geri Lane, 
offers free pregnancy testing to. 
clients. 
Kim Gardner, interim director 
of the center, said the Pregnancy 
Help Center is a pro-life agency. 
"We arc here to save babies," 
she said. 
The Pregnancy Help Center is 
open on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
from 9 a-m. to 4 p.m. 
"We want to increase bur 
hours, but we are staffed by volun- 
teers," Gardner said. 
She said the center's goal is to 
eventually be open five days a 
week. She said it will increase its 
hours starting at the beginning of 
the 1998. 
Chris Jolly, director of educa- 
tion, said she goes to schools to 
give presentations to health class- 
es or parenting classes about 
abstinence. 
Jolly said she has not presented 
any abstinence programs at 
Eastern yet, but hopes she can get 
her foot in the door. 
"If a teen or college student is 
pregnant, they have to seek help. 
They don't have to feel alone," 
Jolly said. 
She said often the volunteers at 
the center act as a liaison between 
teens and parents upon revealing 
a pregnancy to parents. 
"We really do offer pregnancy 
help," Gardner said. 
Jolly said most clients are 
referred to the clinic by friends. 
Gardner explained that the cen- 
ter has a pregnancy closet full of 
diapers, maternity wear and other 
items for mothers-to-be. 
Gardner said if a teen client's 
pregnancy test is positive, topics 
like adoption, abortion and speak- 
ing with the parents of the preg- 
nant teen are discussed. 
If results of a test are negative, 
Gardner said the risk of sexual 
disease is addressed to clients. 
Gardner said sexual diseases 
are very common in Madison 
County. 
"We encourage abstinence 
because it's the only reliable form 
(of birth control)." she said. 
Gardner said the Pregnancy 
Help Center tries to explain the 
failure rate of birth control and 
condoms to clients. 
There are no easy answers," 
Jolly said. 
She said the only way to avoid 
pregnancy is by not having sex 
and the center strives to teach 
that. 
"Girls have an alternative and 
we're here," Gardner said. She 
said girls do not have to always go 
to Planned Parenthood, another 
Richmond pregnancy agency. 
"Our motto is there's hope 
because there's help," Gardner 
said. 
Jolly said all the members are 
trained volunteers. She said the 
pregnancy tests given are 98 per- 
cent accurate, but that there is a 
chance of an inaccurate test 
because of blood in the urine or 
different proteins found. 
Gardner said the center is a 
very vital company that services 
25 to 35 clients a month. It is a 
non-profit organization. 
There is a 24-hour hot line in 
Louisville that women may call in 
case of a crisis. The number is 1- 
800822-5824. 
Gardner said each employee at 
the Pregnancy Help Center has a 
story to tell, an experience to 
relate to the clients who come to 
the center. 
"We offer a lot of emotional 
support here," Gardner said. 
She said if a client is pregnant, 
the center refers clients directly to 
help agencies who can help them 
issue medical cards. 
"Seek help and wise council," 
Jolly said. 
Not all tanning sessions 
'pm are created equal. 
m Come into 
Oceanf ront Tan-lnl 
^INEXPERIENCE THE 
ff   DIFFERENCE 
in all 
2 beds! 
Csodn9 NEW HEX UNIT 
■'■rzz-y-*'■■■'■-'• """>'•:■■.' 
623-8993        519 Leighway Drive 
Woman: Only woman president began recruiting program 
From the front 
Despite only receiving the title of 
acting president, her name a bare 
mention alongside Eastern's tradi- 
tional presidential biographies, her 
tenure was not a lame duck. 
Eastern's enrollment increased 
from 600 to 750 students, possibly 
due to Roark's active and precedent- 
setting recruiting campaign during 
the summer of '09 to increase the 
fall enrollment. An agriculture pro- 
gram was added to the curriculum 
and a girl's dormitory was built on 
campus. 
Roark was a leader in the 
Kentucky suffragette and education- 
al reform movement in the first 
decade of the 20th century. 
She supported better teacher 
training and salaries, and helped 
lead the movement to grant women 
the right to vote 
in school elec- 
tions. 
In December 
of 1910, Roark 
was named 
dean of women, 
adding $1,800 
to her acting 
president's 
salary of $3,600 
a year. She 
served as the 
dean of women 
until 1915, 
when she left 
due to health 
reasons. Roark died in 1922 in 
Baltimore. 
Eastern honored Roark for her 
service as it announced Crabbe as 
her successor at a chapel program 
in April 1910. At the program, facul- 
ty member E.G. Payne said. This 
May Creegan 
Roark was only 
female president 
little woman, in spite of all the pred- 
judice against a woman occupying 
such a place, rose to the occasion 
and achieved success." 
Nearly a century later, Kentucky 
has had several official women uni- 
versity presidents — but not at 
Eastern. 
"I think students would be open 
to the idea if she were willing to 
make some changes here in favor of 
the students," Student Association 
Vice President Lisa Smith said. 
"I'm not sure if older, more con- 
servative administrators would be, 
though." 
A female president would be out 
of the ordinary, though. 
"I would be very surprised if we 
had a woman president," said Karen 
Carey, director of institutional 
research. "I wouldn't be surprised if 
we had some good female candi- 
dates, though." 
Founded in 1964. 
PC Systems 
Is Your Complete 
Source For: 
Hard Drives 
Floppy Drives 
CD-ROMs 
Memory 
Modems 
Tape Drives 
Motherboards 
Video Cards 
Network Adapters 
Authorized Dealer For: 
LEXMARK. 
■NOVELL 
CREATIVE 
had. Creative Lafes Sowd Mm 
nSCfQSm,   l.CtnaaYm.   ■   Novwl 
an all rag at— 4 wwmmmki. 
PC Systems 
"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works!" 
461 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond. K Y • (606)624-5000 • (800)640-5013 
Local Internet Service Provider http://www pcsystems.net 
•Intel Pentium* 200Mil/ Processor with MMX™ Technology 
•3 GB Hard Drive -Mini Tower or Desktop Case 
•16 MB RAM F.ipandabte to 2M MB «2 MB PCI Video 
•15" SVGA Color Monitor 2«dp Non-interlaced 
•Internal 33.6 Voke/Fax/Modem «I04 Keyboard *MOUM & Pad 
•Microsoft Window! »<i  •Microsoft Works •Microsoft Money 
•Sound Blaster* Discovery AWT 64/24» Multimedia Kit: 
•Imtnml 14* CD-MOM DHrt •Gtumimt S»mm4Blmi-<* AWEU AmMm <mrd 
•It WmmXhanntl Sum Sp—ktn :Stftwr, TUn ImrlmMmg: 
'1*97 GrmlUr'i MaM—Mt CarrrlaaedMi™ •<•/•» »., rrIM •(/.»'- 
•Triplt rimy »7 'Mmdmrnm %>/•»' • ftrtwa'l (htytty'" 
•My Flm Ammiimg Wmrld ExmUrtr •Snmmtt Slrrtr* (,n Srt to Umrm! 
•OmaV* /aa***'"•Cmiivt VUkm Wtbn^mt'- U- -KrmHudinX fUyer 
•Micrffi VetMrelmi'" •< rr.mr Mlxtr •Crtmtir* HmvrSlmtha*. i Mft. 
$1,669. 
Monitor Included! 
Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems 
•Founded in 1984, our company is stable & our products are reliable 
•Local technical support 'Fast reliable honest service 
Our computers are not proprietary •Excellent reputation for expert advice 
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner 
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems ($60/hr. value) 
•Our computers are custom built A serviced in Richmond. KY 
•90 days same as cash financing available (on approved credit) 
So What Are You Waiting For? Stop By And Check Out 
The PC Systems Difference! You 'II Be Glad Yon Did * 
AS pan 
...I*.!,!. 
Take Insurance As An Elective! 
ASK SOMEONE WHO KNOWS! 
You will spend thousands of dollars for insurance 
during your lifetime. Invest your money wisely. 
Take Principles of Insurance as an elective course 
and become a prepared consumer when 
purchasing your insurance needs.    . 
By the way, if you're interested in a major with many job 
opportunities-now and after graduation~and thousands of 
dollars in scholarships awarded each semester, your only 
choice is Insurance Studies. 
ASK SOMEONE WHO KNOWS, ASK AN 
INSURANCE SOCIETY MEMBER TODAY!! 
INS 370 Section 31428 MWF 8:00 a.m. 
INS 370 Section 31461 MWF 11:45 a.m. 
EMS 370 Section 31572 TRF11:45 a.m. 
Why Walt? 
Get Involved with the Insurance Studies Program Today! 
For more Information call 622-1579 
Miss that good home cookln'? 
Gret a Large 1-Tbpping 
Just like Momls for only 
'ns Urance AA- 
Insurance Society 
Campus Delivery Only 
623-2264 p,"    ^ ■■„. 
Just off the Bypass   |*|7yfls~ll|lT 
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Paradise' found at Chapel 
I "• DAHKOE FOWLER  
1 ontributing writer 
Eastern is the first university in 
1 ntucky to heed the call of a craze 
Sit has swept through more than 
universities in America, New 
2 aland and Norway — an all-day 
t viing of John Milton's 17th cen- 
t ry epic masterpiece, "Paradise 
I at" 
Nov. 20 the Meditation Chapel 
v II be the place to go hear about 
t flder roles. Christian theology, 
t1 <e nature of good and evil, pride 
a A ambition, mythology and the 
r lationship between the powerful 
a d the weak. 
"The idea is that people come 
a d go, stay or leave, as they like," 
a id Nancy Lee-Riffe, professor of 
tl e English 476 class sponsoring 
rj j epic event "From national com- 
0 'nts, the best guesstimate is that 
tl » whole event will take eight or 
e rht and a half hours," she said. 
The reading of Book I begins at 
8 i.m. and will continue until the 
e d of Book XII around 4:30 p.m. 
Student appeal 
Since everyone from campus 
a; d the community is welcome to 
n id or listen, students see a lot of 
p tential in the poem's appeal. 
"We're going to have fun with 
it " said Amy Davis, a senior 
E iglish major. 
Benefits abound for students 
"1 om all English areas, from reli- 
g on, even from psychology, 
b cause a lot of psychological prob- 
le ns are dealt with. It gives them a 
di Terent outlook," Davis said. 
Despite the heavy subject mat- 
U r in the poem, students should 
n< t be intimidated. 
"Once I-started reading it, I real- 
iz ;d I kind of like this," said Bill 
B iwling, a senior elementary edu- 
Ca tion major. He said the marathon 
r< ading "will be much more fun 
tl an just being in a class" because 
h< aring the poem aloud offers stu- 
dents "a better understanding of 
w tat the characters are all about, 
w lat the epic is all about" 
"Paradise Lost" 
public reading 
Wheil: 8 a.m.-around 4:30 p.m. 
Where: Meditation Chapel 
Other students agree. 
"Reading it aloud will probably 
help you gain more and help you 
with the meaning," said Nureka 
Duncan, a senior history major. 
"You hear things you wouldn't if 
you read it by yourself." she said. 
Inspirational event 
Lee-Riffe expects the event's 
success will inspire future readings 
as well. 
"I just hope enough people will 
be interested that they come ... or 
hammy enough to want to try read- 
ing such great narrative poetry," 
she said. 
Whether reading or listening, 
participants may follow along in 
their own text, or may use copies 
available for audience members. 
The continuous reading wi 
change every 75 lines, and a sched- 
ule will be posted for each of the 12 
books. 
"It's very non-threatening," said 
Margaret Dean, assistant professor 
of English and director of the 
Reading/Writing Center. Dean said 
there will be a sign-in because 
some professors may offer extra 
credit for students who attend. 
"We're making it as easy as possi- 
ble for people to participate," she 
said. 
Dean mentioned several reasons 
for the poem's lasting appeal. 
"Milton sounds so beautiful 
aloud. You're not having the total 
experience unless you read or hear 
it aloud," she said. The narrator is 
an important character, every bit as 
much as Adam, Eve or Satan (in 
the poem). Part of the poet's inten- 
tion is that you hear these voices." 
Hearing these characters' voices 
aloud leads to greater appreciation, 
Dean said. 
Meant for reading aloud 
"Paradise Lost was written with 
the expectation that people would 
hear it read it aloud," Lee-Riffe said. 
Although people have read 
Paradise Lost aloud in college since 
it was penned in 1688, Lee-Riffe and 
Dean recognize that Milton is not as 
popular with students today. 
"My best guess is that students 
today are less interested in thinking 
about theology and eternal life; 
maybe they're also less interested in 
narrative poetry," Lee-Riffe said. 
"Milton's reputaton is slipping, 
even though he's been considered 
one of the best poets in the English 
language," Dean said. "He wrote 
about biblical themes, and ifs hard 
for the general public to connect" 
But she and Lee-Riffe see the 
marathon reading as a way to give 
people the opportunity to experience 
and appreciate the drama and beauty 
of Milton's poetic mastery, in a way 
that reading it silently cannot 
achieve. 
Forbidden fruit" 
Lee-Riffe teaches that Milton was 
blind when he wrote most of the 
II    eP,c 
He would recite parts of it after 
being visited by what he called the 
Muse of Poetry, which friends and 
family would write down for him. 
"But people today don't listen 
much or listen well to much of any- 
thing," Lee-Riffe laments. "Yet this 
great poetry does not shine forth 
unless it's heard," she said. 
"We're hoping people will come 
and discover ("Paradise Lost") is 
sort of like the forbidden fruit" Dean 
said. They'll take a taste and want to 
eat more." 
To sign up to read at the event, 
Lee-Riffe may be reached at 622- 
2282, or by e-mail at 
engleeri@acs.eku.edu. Dean's office 
number is 622-6191. Her e-mail 
address is engmdean@acs.eku.edu. 
To suscribe to the Milton list- 
serve, send a message to 
Mailserv@Richmond.edu with the 
text SUBSCRIBE MILTON-L in the 
body of the message. The Milton 
homepage is located at 
www.urich.edu/-creamer/Milton.ht 
ml. 
Chance to give 'gift of life' at Clay Hall 
Br LAETTTU CLAYTON 
Activities co-editor 
Learn how to "give someone the 
gift of life" at 9 pm. Nov. 19 at the 
C ay Hall Cafeteria 
Donna Slone, senior education 
coordinator for the Kentucky 
Organ Donors Affiliates (KODA), 
will be there to speak about the 
iriportance of organ and tissue 
donation, along with guest speak- 
ers from the UK Medical Center 
and the Kentucky Blood Center, 
who will talk about donating blood 
as, well 
Slone explained that KODA was 
on campus this past August to sur- 
vey students about organ and tis- 
sue donation. She said the results 
ol this survey will serve as a test for 
KDDA to determine how it can best 
raise awareness on other campuses 
in the state. 
"We are using Eastern as a pilot 
project," Slone said. 
KODA is joined by Phi Beta 
Lambda service organization 
statewide, as well as Eastern's 
chapter, in an effort to raise aware- 
ness about organ and tissue dona- 
tion through an "awareness cam- 
paign" aimed at about 33 college 
campuses in Kentucky. 
Slone said Michael Jordan has 
agreed to be the national 
spokesperson for organ and tissue 
donation, and Phi Beta Lambda has 
agreed to "blitz" the campus with 
posters of Jordan. 
KODA has spoken to various 
classes at Eastern, including nurs- 
ing classes and a course called 
"Death and Dying," every year for 
the past four or five years, Slone 
said. 
"In the past we spoke to classes 
on request," she said. 
However, the awareness cam- 
paign will be a little more aggres- 
sive in spreading the information 
on organ and tissue donation. 
Slone said what KODA learns 
from the Eastern survey, it will take 
to other college campuses. Like 
what "does and does not work." 
The survey consists of 10 ques- 
tions designed to see how much 
students know about donating their 
organs and tissues after they die, 
and if they know what is required 
to see that they do become donors. 
Slone said it is not enough to 
sign the back of a driver's license 
or an organ donor card. 
The very main thing is to tell 
your family," she said. "When a per- 
son dies, the next of kin are the 
ones who will be asked for permis- 
sion or consent." 
Among the organs and tissues 
that can be donated are the eyes 
and corneas, lungs, heart valves, 
heart, kidneys, pancreas, liver, 
small intestine, skin and bone. 
GOODYs 
FAMILY   CLOTHING* 
This is your invitation to 
Family^- 
Friends 
Sunday, November 16th 
(shop 'til 10 p.m.) 
and Monday, November 17th 
C^your 
, '*£ entire 
Oil   purchase* 
•Including all Goody's Low Price, 
sale and clearance priced items 
Because of their already low prices, denim. Sag Harbor Mazers 
and Nike are not included. 
Invited by: 
STUDENTS 
DO YOU NEED EXTRA CASH? 
DO YOU HAVE A LITTLE EXTRA TIME? 
WELL...ARE YOU FREE DAILY.....EITHER 
9 a.m. - Noon 
Noon - 3 p.m. 
3 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
or look at your finals schedule. Are you free specific days or 
even the January Back to School Opening? 
IF YOUR ANSWER IS IN THE AFFIRMATIVE • 
HAVE WE GOT A JOB - FOR YOU! 
APPLY TODAY! JUST OFF CAMPUS 
mm- in for a five makeotcr or skin rare consultation and 
I>r ■■ II:Ii <■ for a beautiful surprise. 
\ professional)* trained HVauH 
\il\isor <'au help bring out your 
prettiest look witlr c\p< rt shaili' 
selection ami will introduce 
you to the latest in anti-aging 
skin care technology..all in the 
Comfort of a relaxing, private 
atmosphere. Stop l>\ today lor a 
beautiful new mil! 
mERLE noRmnn 
<: <>     S     M 
..■•••■ « "«.„,! , 
R    T    I    C 
,..i.,,.,,.i,.i 
s    i    u   l>   I   <>   s 
839 
EKU 
Bypass 
Carriage 
Gate 
Shopping 
Center 
Mon. - Sat. 
10 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Closed 
Sunday 
10% 
Student 
Discount 
Independently 
owned and 
operated. 
Please recycle your Progress. 
CHURCH DIRECTORY 
> 
Trinity Presbyterian 
Church (PCA) 
128 S. Keeneland Dr. 
624-8910 
Sun. 9:50 a.m. 
Sun School 11 a.m. 
St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church 
1285 Barnes Mill Rd. 
623-7254 
Sun. School 9:30 a.m 
Worship 10:45 
Catholic Newman Center 
405 University Dr. 623-9400 
Campus Masses: Sunday 
5 p.m. 
St Mark Catholic Church 
608 W. Main St 623-2989 
St. Mark Masses: Sat. 5 p.m. 
Sun. 8:30 a.m.,10:30 p.m. 
Westside Christian Church 
1432 Fairlane Dr. 623-0382 
Sun. 9:45 a.m., 10:45 a.m., 
6 p.m. 
First Alliance Church 
Contemporary Bible 
Worship 1405 Barnes Mill 
Rd. 624-9878 
Sun. 9:20 a.m., 1030 a.m. 
First United Methodist 
Church 401 W Main St. 
623-3580 Sun 8:30 a.m., 
10:50 a.m 
Big Hill Avenue Christian 
Church 129 Big Hill Ave. 
623-1592 Sun 10:45 a.m, 
6 p.m. 
I 
Red House Baptist Church 
2301 Red House Rd. 
623-8471 or 624-1557 
Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
Worship 11 a.m., 7 p.m. 
Trinity Missionary Baptist 
Church 2300 Lexington Rd. 
624-9436 Sun. 9:45 a.m., 
11 a.m., 6 p.m. Wed. Youth 
& Prayer 7 p.m. 
Lighthouse Worship 
Center 219 Moberly Ave. 
623-3246 Sun. 10 a.m., 
11 a.m., 6 p.m. 
lues. 7 p.m. Thurs. 7 p.m. 
Episcopal Church of Our 
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd 
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 
a.m., 11 a.m. Sun. 
School 930 a.m. 
Church of God 
Militant Pillar and 
Ground of the 
Truth 137 Pine St. 
623-9048 
Tues. 7 p.m. Thurs. 
7 p.m. Sun. 10 a.m, 
Noon, 6 p.m. 
Unitarian 
Universalist 
Fellowship 
209 St. George St. 
626-5055 
Sunday Service 
and Church School 
1030 a.m. 
First Baptist Church 
350 West Main at Lancaster 
Ave. 623-4028 Worship Sun. 
8:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 6:30 p.m., 
Wed. 6:30 p.m. Sun. School 
9:40 a.m. S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at 
BSU Center. 
Richmond House of Prayer 
(Full Gospel Church) 
330 Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 
or 624-9443 Sun. School 10 
a-m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6 
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. 
Transportation available 
Faith Family Fellowship 
1783 Lancaster Rd. 625-0605 
Sun. 1030 a.m Wed. 7 p.m. 
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organize to light for their rights 
BY Juui CLAY  
\jews editor 
Perceived abuses of university 
ower have led several Eastern stu- 
dents to form a new student rights 
oup to address these problems. 
"Rights get violated a lot here," 
jid Sandy Accime, a junior prevet- 
lr rinary medicine major from Haiti. 
! A sanction for violating open 
bouse sparked Accime's interest in 
udent rights. 
"You are supposed to be notified 
|in 48 hours of a housing violation, in 
riting," Accime said. 
She checked out a friend a few 
|minutes late this semester, and 
cpected a timely written statement 
Instead, 23 days later, Accime got 
i letter from Turley House to come 
I and receive her sanction. 
"It's like going to jail without 
going to court first," Accime said. 
Tie procedures in the handbook 
n't being followed." 
redness: 
iome offices 
rill move to 
tew building 
t-rOrn the front 
Some offices and departments will 
ke die move down the street to the 
new wellness/classroom center. All 
IfootbaD coaches' offices, the offices of 
the dean of health, physical education, 
Recreation and athletics, the athletic 
or, the wellness coordinator— 
i new position for Eastern, and the 
physical education office will be locat- 
ed in the new building, said Robert 
'3augh, dean of the department of 
health, physical education, recreation 
nd athletics. 
:The wellness/classroom center 
i plans to have a "Hall of Fame" in 
he lobby on the first floor. This area 
till showcase Eastern's past athletic 
.Street said. 
With the addition of this state-of- 
he-art facility Eastern will be able to 
dd to the athletic training program as 
veB as other athletic programs, Baugh 
'I think it offers a lot of potential for 
lemics and athletics," Baugh said. 
Other housing abuses have 
brought more students seeking 
improvements in their rights. 
Scott Jones, 22, and athletic train- 
ing major from Paris, was out of his 
room running track when a surprise 
room inspection was conducted in 
Commonwealth Hall. 
"I've had $100 taken from my 
room," Jones said. "People are com- 
ing into my room when I'm not 
there, and there's been no action 
taken." 
A Tire extinguisher turned up 
missing frornjhe fourth floor at 
CommonwealfrT and officials told 
Caleb Deitch and his floormates that 
they would assess everyone on the 
floor for the extinguishers and the 
labor costs involved to search for the 
missing units, Deitch said. 
He didn't feel charging students 
for searching was right Deitch said. 
The group held its second organi- 
zational meeting Monday in the 
Powell Building and is working on 
writing its constitution so it can be 
officially recognized by the unrversi- 
"We want to be a central point 
where students can go when their 
rights are being broken," said Daniel 
Blochwitz, a junior art/photgraphy 
major from Germany. 
The group wishes to remain 
informal, with every member equal 
to, one another, but according to uni- 
versity regulations the group must 
organize to become official and con- 
tinue to use a room in the Powell 
Building for its meetings, Blochwitz 
said. 
"Can't we-all be co-presidents of 
this group?" one student asked. 
No, according to regulations, the 
group must have a president a trea- 
surer and two officers, Blochwitz 
said. 
Last week's meeting drew 
Student Association President Mike 
Lynch and Residence Hall 
Association President Jim Harmon 
to explain to the group what they do 
for Eastern's nearly 15,000 students. 
"The climate was frosty at first 
when they came," Blochwitz said. "It 
seemed they came in to deter us 
from what we are trying to do." 
Once the group and Lynch and 
Harmon discovered they had similar 
goals to serve the students, the 
meeting thawed somewhat 
"We are approaching similar 
problems from a different direction," 
Blochwitz said. "We all want to be 
closer to tile student body." 
Lynch said he was there to help 
the new group. 
"I'm there to listen to all their 
concerns and problems, and to act 
on them as quickly as I can," Lynch 
said. 
But the group realizes it doesn't 
have to be official to be effective. 
"We don't need a constitution to 
be a students group," Accime said. 
"We are always a group — we are 
the student body." 
Fa I ken berg: VP title added to dean's duties 
From the-front 
Davis, associate vice president 
for academic affairs and one of the 
few women in a top administrative 
position'at Eastern, said she is not 
planning to run for university presi- 
dent as of now. 
"I don't want to close any doors 
right now, but I'm not planning to 
run," she said. "I might still decide to 
run for president" 
Davis said her reason for not run- 
ning right now has to do not so much 
with gender but more with already 
being an Eastern employee. 
To hear everybody talk, they all 
seem open to a woman president," 
she said. "I really feel like a woman 
president is what Eastern needs. 
"I'm hesitant being internal. I sort 
of feel like ... they can go somewhere 
else and find someone who can do 
the job, but when you hire someone 
you expect them to be an expert in 
that area. I think sometimes they 
don't look behind their own doors. 
For me to move up in higher educa- 
tion, I think I'd have to go some- 
where else." 
Davis has served in a variety of 
positions since coming to Eastern in 
1973. Davis moved from instructor to 
acting dean of the college of busi- 
ness, and was a director at the col- 
lege of law enforcement's training 
resource center. 
Davis' current position of associ- 
ate vice president for academic 
affairs was advertised in 1995, and 
the position attracted 10 applicants. 
As associate vice president Davis 
earns $71,270 and has two secre- 
taries. 
The other associate vice president 
for academic affairs, Falkenberg, was 
appointed to her position this sum- 
mer. It was never advertised. 
Eastern's affirmative action plan 
requires that vacant positions be 
advertised. 
Executive assistant to the presi- 
dent Doug Whitlock said 
Falkenberg's position was not adver- 
tised because it was not a vacant 
position, but a change of title. 
"It was an addition of significant 
other responsibilities, not a position 
where there was a position to fill," 
Whitlock said. 
Falkenberg agreed with Whitlock, 
saying that there was no reason to 
advertise her position because there 
was no opening. 
"If s just like when you get mar- 
ried; your name just changes, but 
there isn't a vacancy for your old 
name," Falkenberg said. 
Like Davis, Falkenberg also has 
climbed up the ladder of positions at 
Eastern. She was appointed in 1973 
as assistant professor of psychology, 
named acting dean of the graduate 
school in 1984, named dean of the 
graduate school in 1986, was named 
acting associate vice president for 
academic affairs in 1996 and was 
made associate vice president in July. 
Falkenberg, who was dean of the 
graduate school, was given some of 
retired vice president Joseph 
Schwendeman's former responsibili- 
ties including supervision of adminis- 
trative information services, academ- 
ic computing and telecommunica- 
tions services, media resources, 
grants and contracts. 
Falkenberg's title is now associate 
vice president for academic affairs 
and dean of the graduate school. 
Her pay changed also,, from 
$72,750 to $77,747 — a 7 percent 
increase. Her staff increased to 
include Ann Puckett, who was 
administrative assistant for 
Schwendeman. 
Falkenberg said she is not plan- 
ning to run for president 
"I have not applied for the posi- 
tion," Falkenberg said of the presi- 
dential search. • 
ElflJ Lady Colonels 
er Arena 
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va. 
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L • FAST FHOTO LAB AND STUDIO 
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OFF 
with E.K.U. I.D. 
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advertising representatives responsible 
for your area of Richmond. 
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$20 million building proposed 
for student services, classrooms 
B» Juue CLAY 
News editor 
The Council on Postsecondary 
Education last week recommended 
the construction of a new student 
services and classroom building at 
Eastern at an estimated cost of S20 
million in state bonds. 
The proposed capital project is 
one of 513 billion in projects the 
council has identified as the high- 
est priority needs for Kentucky's 
universities, said Ken Walker, the 
council's acting chief operating 
officer. 
In October, university presi- 
dents submitted their requests for 
capital projects to the council. 
The student services building 
was the first priority for new con- 
struction at Eastern, said Jim 
Clark, director of Eastern's plan- 
ning and budget office. 
The capital project budget 
includes $128 million in additional 
new buildings for Kentucky univer- 
sities and $32 million in renova- 
tions. 
The new building's funds will 
have to be presented to the 
General Assembly by Gov. Paul 
Patton in mid-January. 
If it is approved, construction 
will begin in the next two years, 
Clark said 
It will house offices for billings 
and collections, financial aid, 
admissions, the registrar, housing, 
and advising, Clark said. 
The building will be "one-stop 
shopping" for students. Clark said. 
making it more convenient to com- 
plete administrative tasks when 
semesters begin for all students. 
Location for the building has 
yet to be determined, Clark said, 
but preferably it will be in an easy 
location to get to with ample park- 
ing. 
Eastern requested the student 
services building during the 1996 
General Assembly, but did not 
make the capital projects list or 
have the support of the then- 
Council on Higher Education. 
"It's good to have the recom- 
mendation by the council," Clark 
said. 
The recommendations will be 
forwarded to Patton and the 
General Assembly this month. 
Three Richmond homicides still unsolved 
UT F      c 
EKU    STUDENTS 
D i      N'   -     BEL:  EVE 
:  F     v'  U    CAN 
HAND IE    IT 
DR I  NK I  N G     AS 
MUCH    AS     Y'   U     WANT 
:  S     (. . K . 
99!      1 996    SURVf   v 
" F S ' U i   M , r S 
EKU  SUBSTANCE  ABUSE  COMMITTEE 
WWW .EKU . EDU/SUBSTANCEABUSE/ 
BY JUUE CLAY  
News editor 
Drive-by shootings. People 
beaten to death. Murders. 
No, it's not Los Angeles' gang 
"hoods." It's Richmond in the past 
fewweeks. 
Last week, two drive-by shoot- 
ings damaged property but no one 
was hurt in the incidents. 
On Nov. 12, two 9 mm shots 
were fired into an apartment win- 
dow on Robbins Drive, narrowly 
missing a 2-year-old and the 
child's mother, police said. 
Michael Dallas Anderson, 23, of 
Maryland Drive in Richmond was 
charged with three counts of first 
degree wanton endangerment 
hours after the incident. 
Anderson faces five to 10 years 
in jail on each count if found 
guilty, Richmond Police Detective 
Randy Isaacs said. 
One drive-by shooting occurred 
at Joe-Etta's Barber & Style Shop 
on First Street at 8:30 p.m., when 
no one was there, Isaacs said. 
"Ten shots were fired with a 
.40-caliber handgun," Isaacs said. 
"No one was hurt, but a couple of 
shots hit the bricks." 
The incident is still under 
investigation, along with several 
unsolved murder cases. 
"We average about one to two 
murders a year," Isaacs said. To 
date, we've had four this year and 
only one is solved." 
Chris Blizzard was shot and 
killed in August as he was driving 
a car near the Hill area downtown, 
Isaacs said. Police think his death 
was a drug deal gone sour, but 
they are still talking to suspects. 
The Oct. 2 shooting of Tarek 
Amry, 20, who was shot downtown 
near Great Financial Bank, is also 
still under investigation, Isaacs 
said. 
Also under review is the death 
of Ricky Noland. He was found 
dead last week near Bellevue 
Elementary School, apparently 
beaten to death, police said. 
Officers are still interviewing 
suspects in the case. 
Subcommittee looks into options for food court 
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT 
A subcommittee looking at ways 
to bring brand names into the 
Fountain Food Court met for the 
first time Nov. 5. 
As an extension of the food ser- 
vice student advisory board, this 
subcommittee will be looking at 
how Eastern can bring vendors to 
the food court in a way that will 
benefit students without producing 
large costs for the university, food 
service director Greg Hopkins said. 
The process the group will be 
looking at is called "branding," 
which refers to bringing in recog- 
nized food vendors to sell products 
in the food court. 
Bringing in fast food restaurants 
to sell on campus is called "fran- 
chise branding," Hopkins said. 
While this type of service brings 
in the most recognizable names, it 
is also costly. Hopkins said past 
considerations for bringing in 
brand name restaurants could have 
cost between $34,500 and $100,000, 
plus any renovation costs and royal- 
ties. 
The group will continue to meet 
every other "Wednesday, Hopkins 
said. 
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► Playrs to watch 
Chrissy 
Roberts 
Senior 
Guard 
Roberts was a first-team All- 
OVC selection last year while 
leading Eastern in scoring 
(13.4 ppg) and assists (85). 
She led the nation in three- 
point shooting percentage last 
year (48.8 percent). 
Laphelia 
Doss 
Senior 
Forward 
*W\ 
Doss, sister of former men's bas- 
ketbaH standout DeMarkus, con- 
trols the paint for the Lady 
Colonels. The Franklin native led 
Eastern with her 8.7 rebounds a 
game. She was named MVP of 
the OVC Tournament last year in 
NashvMe. 
Trina 
Goodrich 
Senior 
Guard 
Goodrich has battled through 
injuries during her career at 
Eastern. Last year the Berea 
native was an honorable mention 
AKM; selection with her 9 8 ppg. 
Four seniors, coach challenged to top 
best season in Lady Colonel history 
Eastern Kentucky 
women's basketball 
coach Larry Joe Inman 
stood, arms crossed, eyes 
peeled toward three of his 
players beginning a 10-foot 
jump-shot drill. 
All three missed. 
Not a good thing to do. 
Being that the team was look- 
ing pretty sluggish so far during 
practice, Inman was not 
pleased. 
Inman 
immediately 
interrupted 
the drill, 
briskly 
walked 
toward mid- 
court and 
began to lec- 
ture his team 
about its poor 
start of prac- 
tice. 
Inman 
told his 
defending 
Ohio Valley Conference regu- 
lar season and tournament 
champions that a champi- 
onship team does not practice 
like that. 
"It's a pride thing," Inman 
screamed to his 16 players. 
"Don't ever come to practice like 
that again." 
1997 Lady Colonels, that was 
►Scouting the OVC 
BRIAN SIMMS 
From tho 
UppmrDmck 
your wake-up call. 
Even though you are the 
defending conference champs 
and favored to repeat, another 
crown isn't just going to fall in 
your lap. 
Eastern should repeat as the 
best team in the league, but it 
will take some work — hard 
work. 
And even though on a 
Monday afternoon in an empty 
Alumni Coliseum, the Lady 
Colonels didn't look like a cham- 
pionship team, they will. 
The record will fall 
Last year's team set a school 
record with 24 wins. 
That record is in jeopardy. 
Four talented seniors will 
make sure of that 
Chrissy Roberts (Miss auto- 
matic from three-point land), 
Laphelia Doss (Miss tough 
one in the middle), Trina 
Goodrich (Miss injury prone) 
and Lisa Pace (Miss cool 
under fire) will lead Eastern 
to its second-ever NCAA 
appearance. 
"We return a good 
nucleus of seniors," Inman 
said. "We will depend 
greatly on our veteran play 
were All-State selections in high 
school. 
"How good we will be 
depends on if our young people 
mature," Inman said. "I feel that 
this team ... is a realty good 
team." 
Inman was being modest 
Inman will begin his ninth 
season at Eastern with his best 
team ever. A repeat as confer- 
ence champions isn't given, but 
a good bet. 
What inman has 
started here at Eastern 
is the beginning of a 
dynasty. 
The Chicago Bulls 
did it with a solid core 
of dependable players. 
So did the Dallas 
Cowboys. 
Dynasties are fun 
to watch, just 
like the Lady 
Colonels.     ^ 
Both grab the fan by the neck 
and scream, "Come see us beat 
the crap out of teams!" 
The Lady Colonels should 
have their share of routs this 
year because they are a really 
good basketball team. Enough 
said. 
"We have high expectations," 
Goodrich said. 
So does Inman. He said so 
during practice. 
Larry Joe Inman, last 
year's OVC Coach of 
the Year, will serve his 
ninth year at Eastern. 
Brian Smms/Prooress 
ers. 
A big duty the seniors must 
undertake is the grooming of 
eight new faces, six of whom 
4f>~\m 
According to a poll of Ohio 
Valley Conference head 
coaches and sports infor- 
mation directors. Eastern will 
repeat as league champs. 
The Lady Colonels (24-6. 16-2 
OVC last year) received 17 of the 
possible 20 first place votes. 
Perennial conference power 
Tennessee Tech received the 
other three votes. 
The Golden Eaglettes will 
present the biggest challenge 
to  Eastern's  defense  of  the 
OVC crown. Tech was 18-11 
last year and reached the title 
game of the OVC tournament 
for the 13th time in the past 14 
years. 
The Golden Eaglettes return 
four starters, including presea- 
son player of the year Diane 
Seng. 
Seng was last season's fresh- 
man of the year with her 22.2 ppg 
(10th in the nation). 
Austin Peay was a distant 
third in the preseason poll. The 
Lady Govs are led by forward 
Amanda Behrenbrinker. 
The senior was a first-team 
All-OVC selection last year after 
finishing in the top five in the 
league in four statistical cate- 
gories. 
Eastern's Laphelia Doss and 
Chrissy Roberts were named to 
the preseason All-OVC first team. 
Trina Goordich was an honorable 
mention selection. 
Brian Simms 
► What to watch for 
• Will the Lady Colonels live up to 
the high expectations for this year 
after last year's history making 
season? 
• For the team to repeat as OVC 
champs, the eight freshmen must 
make an immediate impact. Eight 
new faces join Inman's squad, 
including six former all-state ath- 
letes. "How good we will be 
depends on if our young people 
mature," coach Larry Joe Inman 
said. 
• Eastern needs to get strong, 
consistent play from its nucleus 
— Chrissy Roberts, Laphelia 
Doss, Trina Goodrich, Lisa Pace 
and Shannon Browning. 
• Can the Lady Colonels make up 
the quickness they lost with the 
departure of the Davis twins. 
"Even though it was just two of . 
them, we lost a tot of speed." 
Doss said. 
► Schedule 
Nov. 15    Marshall   7:30 p.m. 
Nov. 17   Detroit Mercy   noon 
Nov. 21-22   OVC/Southem 
Conference Shootout 
Dec. 6   UT-Martin   5:30 p.m. 
Dec. 8   Murray State   7 p.m. 
Dec. 11    Miami (Ohio)   7 p.m. 
Dec. 20-21    UAB Invitational 
Jan. 3   Eastern Illinois   2 p.m. 
Jan. 5   SEMO   6:30p.m. 
Jan. 10   Term. St.   5:45 p.m. 
Jan. 12  Austin Peay   7 p.m. 
Jan. 14   Murray State   7:30 pm. 
Jan. 17  Morehead State  5:30 p.m. 
Jan.24   Termeemee Tech   2 p.m. 
Jan. 29   MTSU   7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 31   SEMO   5:30 p.m. 
Feb. 2   Eastern Illinois   7 p.m. 
Fab. 4   UT-Martin 7:30 p.m. 
Fab. 7   Tenn. State   2 p.m. 
Fab. 9   Austin Peay    7:30 p.m. 
Fab. 14   Morehead State   2p.m. 
Feb. 17   Kentucky   7 p.m. 
Feb. 19   MTSU   6:15 p.m. 
Feb. 21   Tennessee Tech 545 p.m 
Feb. 24   OVC First Round   TBA 
Feb 28-March1 OVC Tournament 
TBA 
OVC games in italics 
Home games in bold 
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Tap 
TODAY 
£*A Women*' Studies Prog- 
ram on Chinese Malaysian 
women in higher education will 
start at 11:45 a.m. in Powell's 
Faculty Dining Room. 
Careers Day for the mass 
communications department 
starts at 9:15 a.m. in Powell 
Building. Faculty members and 
students are welcome to attend all 
sessions. For more information, 
call 622-1876. 
FRIDAY 
A   faculty   development 
seminar. "Power Point for 
Television Distance Learning" 
with Larry Bobbert speaking, 
starts at 1 p.m. in Combs Room 
230. 
Today is the deadline for 
Thanksgiving Break Housing. 
You must go to Jones Room 106 
by 4 p.m. to make reservations. 
SATURDAY 
The meeting of the Madison 
County Civil War Round Table 
will be held at 6 p.m. in the Board 
of Regents Dining Room in 
Powell Building. 
SUNDAY 
The Arlington Trio will per- 
form at 8 p.m. in Brock Auditor- 
ium. It is open to the pubic. 
PROGRESS 
Dinner serves good fun 
Progress File Photo 
Tickets are now available for a good meal. Patrons can 
now buy tickets for the Madrigal Dinner which takes 
place Dec 4 through 6. Ticket cost is $22.50 each and can be 
bought in the Powell Building or over the phone at 622-2512. 
The dinner will be held at keen Johnson Ballroom. 
This is the 27th year for the dinner. The event is beingxo-. 
sponsored by the department of music and the division of 
food services. 
In addition to a meal, people can also enjoy music. Twelve 
singers, dancers. Jesters and magicians will put on a 2-and- 
halFhour show. 
Tickets for the Madrigal Dinner sell out quickly, so you 
will want to get yours while they're available. 
MONDAY 
The League of Women 
Voters of Berea and Madison 
County will hold a meeting 
about democracy in Madison 
County. 
The meeting will be at 7:30 
p.m. at the Berea Public 
Library. 
TUESDAY 
Eta Sigma Gamma wiD have 
a bake sale from 8 am to 1 p.m. 
on Begley fourth floor. 
A humanities forum, Ihe 
Nature of Grace in 'Saving 
Grace,'" in 7 p.m. in Crabbe 
Library 108. 
The     college     of     law 
enforcement will have a seminar, 
"Ethics, Integrity and Fraud in 
Insurance" with speaker John Di 
Liberto, at 3:30 p.m. in Posey 
Auditorium. 
WEDNESDAY 
The Philosophy Club will 
meet and talk about responsibility 
and irresponsibility in the press. 
The meeting starts at 7:30 p.m. in 
Wallace Building's Adams Room. 
A seminar on organ dona- 
tion wiD be at 9 p.m. in Clay Cafe. 
Speakers from UK Medical 
Center and the Kentucky Blood 
Center will talk about blood, 
organ transplants and donations. 
The Importance of Being 
Earnest" starts its run at 8 p.m. in 
Gifford Theatre through Nov. 22. 
Cost is $5 adults and $4 stu- 
dents. Call 622-1323 between 
noon and 4 p.m. for ticket infor- 
mation. 
The Wind Ensemble will 
perform at 8.p.m. in Brock 
Auditorium. It is free and open to 
the public. 
ANNOUNCING 
A marathon reading of 
"Paradise Lost" will start at 8 am, 
Nov. 20 at die Mediation Chapel. 
Registration for spring 
1998 classes is going on now. 
See your adviser about your 
RAC number and advising. 
CIMAUKk   THEATRES 
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Michael Roy, editor 
pop    culture 
1968: Movie audiences jumped 
aboard a "Yellow Submarine" as 
the animated Beatles movie is 
released. 
The Eastern Progress 
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Robert Smith's 
best is shown off 
on "Galore." 
The Cure has never been what 
you would call an album band. 
Robert Smith, the band's lead 
singer-songwriter, has written 
some of the best songs ever. But, 
with the 
exceptions of 
The Head 
on The Door" 
and 
"Disintegra- 
tion," the 
Cure's 
albums have 
two or three 
great songs 
sandwiched 
with many 
others that 
are too simi- 
lar. 
"Galore: 
The Singles 1987-1997" is a 
sequel to the Cure's earlier great- 
est hits package, "Staring at the 
Sea." And like that one, Cure fans 
will want to add it to their collec- 
tions. 
Among the hits here are "Just 
Like Heaven," still Smith's great- 
est song, with its New Wave-ish 
synths and guitar work. 
Smith's trademark songs about 
lost love are also here. 
"Lovesong" still sounds like 
R.E.M. crossed with Joy Division. 
"Pictures of You" and "A Letter to 
Elise" paint lonely love letters 
from a man who can't let go of the 
girl who got away. 
"Lullaby," meanwhile, sounds 
like it could be in a Tim Burton 
("Batman," "Nightmare Before 
Christmas") movie, with lyrics like 
"Spiderman is having me for din- 
ner." 
There is some poppy stuff, so 
the album is not Prozac city. 
"Friday I'm in Love* is pop heav- 
en, with its catchy lyrics and beat, 
and the sticky sweet "High" show 
the Cure in upbeat mode. 
The album does have some 
weak spots. "Catch" and "Hot, 
Hot, Hot" don't stack up to these 
glories or even "A Night Like This" 
and "Inbetween Days." 
Also, the last tracks, pulled 
from 1996's "Wild Mood Swings" 
don't mesh with the earlier tracks. 
Only The 13th" and "Gone" 
should have been included. 
A new song, "Wrong Number" 
sounds like an outtake from 
"Mood Swings," but still does its 
job of providing die-hard Cure 
fans a track they need. 
The major problem is that the 
album only delivers half of the 
Cure's best output. What they 
need to do is combine material 
from "Galore" and "Staring at the 
Sea" as a double CO or weed out 
the weaker material for a single 
album. Besides that, "Galore" 
should satisfy Cure fans. 
—Michael Roy 
Wilde's 'Earnest5 rounds out semester 
BY MICHAEL ROY 
•Rf't 'wy**y ■,.,.*Jtt.v 
Arts editor 
Audiences "earnestly" seeking a Wilde 
time can find earnest entertainment on cam- 
pus. 
Oscar Wilde's comedy The Importance of 
Being Earnest," the second play of the 
semester starts Nov. 19. 
The play, Wilde's fifth and most famous, 
tells the story of two friends. Jack and 
Algernon in Victorian England. The play 
details how both use the name Ernest to get 
the women they love and how that plan back- 
fires. 
The play was written 
by Wilde as a satirical 
comment on Victorian 
society. Wilde also wrote 
the novel The Picture of 
Dorian Gray" and "The 
Critic as Artist" 
"Wilde lived at odds 
with society," "Earnest" 
director James Moreton 
said. Wilde was generally considered an off- 
beat figure in his time. 
One of his plays was even staged at a 
brothel. Wilde also served prison time for a 
homosexual relationship with a poet 
"Earnest" gained praise from critics at the 
time, except for Wilde's good friend George 
Bernard Shaw, who found the play "hateful" 
and "sinister." "Earnest" was also banned 
after Wilde's imprisonment and was revived 
just before his death in 1900. 
Wilde's play is, a "very light, frothy come- 
dy," Moreton said. 
Audiences looking for Jim Carrey-type 
comedy, though, will have to adjust. 
"The Importance of 
Being Earnest'' 
When: 8 p.m. Nov. 19 - 22 
Where-. Gifford Theatre 
"It helps to have an ■understanding of the 
period. You have to listen," Moreton said. *lt 
will be interesting to see how people react." 
The time period is best exemplified in 
films like The Age of Innocence" and "Bram 
Stoker's Dracula." 
In addition to the audience, the actors 
themselves had to adapt to Wilde's writing. 
"You have to learn it the way it was writ- 
ten," Moreton said. Moreton called the play 
"real education for actors." 
"Audiences will get to see a show different 
from what they're used to seeing," Moreton 
said. 
The cast is headed by 
Charles Mullins as Jack 
and John Drago as 
Algernon. Playing the 
loves of both men's lives 
are Rebekah Salyer as 
Jack's love, Gwendolen, 
and Julia Gallagher as 
Jack's ward, Cecily, whom 
Algernon falls in love with. 
Mullins feels that play rehearsals are mov- 
ing ahead at a good pace. 
"We're right where we should be," 
Mullins said. "Give us another week." 
Michelle Steele, who plays Algernon's 
aunt. Lady Bracknell, also feels the 
rehearsals are progressing as planned. 
"It is going great," Steele said. Steele finds 
her role is different from her last role, as the 
mother in The Glass Menagerie," who is a 
dependent personality. 
"Lady Bracknell is very high class, very 
judgmental," Steele said. "Very rich." 
Another cast member, Fonzie Geary, who 
plays the servant Lane, also feels that 
Chris Holis/Progress 
Charles Mullins and John Drago (sitting) rehearse Act 1 Tuesday. The play opens Nov. 19. 
"Earnest" will tickle audiences. 
"Ifs a very different kind of play," Geary 
said. He -said that the play is "not in a very 
serious mood." 
Other cast members include Lashe Dunn 
as Cecity's teacher Miss Prism, Rob Stanfield 
as the Rev. Chasuble, Karen Pettit as Mrs. 
Merriman and Emily Vamer as a maid. 
"Earnest" begins at 8 p.m. in Gifford 
Theatre. The play runs through Nov. 22. 
Cost of the tickets are $5 for adults and $4 for 
students. 
Reservations can be made by calling 622- 
1323 between noon and 4 p.m. Monday 
through Friday up until the day before the 
play begins. 
Don Knight/Progress 
Not just coffee cups 
The Vegetable Cup" is among the pieces by Richard Burkett on display 
this month in Giles Gallery as part of the Clay and Metals Invitational. 
Burkett, who is a ceramics artist from San Diego State University, is one 
of four artists who have work on display through Dec. 2. 
Favorite albums have the beat 
I none of my columns I wrote 
about my favorite album,   the 
Beatles' "Revolver. ■ 
Below are my other favorite 
albums. Albums I have listened to 
as many times as "Revolver" and 
are as important to me as 
any. 
The Go-Gofl "Beauty 
and the Beat" The Go- 
Gos were big when I was in 
grade school. Hearing "Our 
Lips Are Sealed" and "We 
Got the Beat" brings back 
those memories. 
The Cure The Head 
on the Door." The band I 
listened to during junior 
high after I got this album. 
"Close to Me" is a classic, 
while "A Night Like This" has more 
romantic pain than anything 
Mariah Carey can muster. 
Smashing Pumpkins 
"Siamese Dream." This is the 
album that symbolizes the alterna- 
tive revolution of the 1990s. 
Billy Corgan's lyrics on 
"Disarm" and "Mayonnaise" made 
the album more real and down-to- 
earth than the punk of Nirvana or 
Pearl Jam's wailing. 
Today" still sounds fresh even 
today. 
The Rolling Stones Their 
Satanic Majesties 
Request" The Stones' 
answer to "Sgt. Pepper" 
is pretty offbeat and not 
as well liked by the 
Stones. 
Still the album is 
more bold than any- 
thing the band had 
done before and ^he's 
a Rainbow" and "2000 
Light Years from 
Home" are classics. MICHAEL ROY 
Out of Tlm0 Hole "Live Through 
^^^^^  This." OK, you can 
debate whether her 
husband wrote the lyrics and if she 
has talent, but Courtney Love still 
delivers the goods on this combo of 
pop and punk. 
"Miss World." "Violet" and 
"Doll Parts" make it clear Love is 
notthe90sYokoOno. 
The Psychedelic Furs "AD of 
This and Nothing." A greatest 
hits collection, this album collects 
the Furs' output from the Smiths- 
ish "Love My Way" to "Pretty in 
Pink." 
R.E.M. "Green." I discovered 
this album in eighth grade. Michael 
Stipe's lyrics on "World Leader 
Pretend" seemed real to me in that 
era of Paula Abdul. The band 
proved it could rock on "Orange 
Crush" and be goofy on "Stand." 
Neil Young and Crazy Horse. 
"Everybody Knows This is 
Nowhere." The second album by 
Young and his usual backing band, 
this album contains such classics 
as "Cinnamon Girl" and the chilling 
"Down by the River." 
The Beatles "Abbey Road." 
The Fab Four's farewell to the 
world. The album mixes the bluesy 
rock of "Come Together" with the 
romantic "Something." 
Paul McCartney really shines 
here, outdoing even John Lennon, 
with his classics "Oh Darling," 
"Golden Slumbers" and his haunt- 
ing statement in The End" — The 
love you take is equal to the love 
you make." 
Had MONO 
Recently? 
Sick of being sick? 
This will make you feel better! 
If you've had mono in the 
last 30 days, you could get 
$50 for donating plasma. 
Call 624-9815 
or stop by 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
<*** 
*/&& 
292 South 
Second St. 
THE BOTANV BAY 
RicrtMONci's FIRST 
Porter Plaza mw**-* 
We've remode\ed\omi 
We offer a com 
For your Stockl 
H(gh T|meg, ove 
custom* 
Of course, there 
gift items arrmnq 
NEW LOOK, 
& FINEST HEMP STORE! 
the Eastern Bypass) 623-HEMP 
heck out our new lookl 
of hejjip products, 
eeds we have 
se fragrances, 
hemp balm, 
"new and unique 
ly for Christmas. 
NEW STUFF! 
[[ReGisll 
20% off 
When you buy 
any 3 products 
624-0066 
Walk-ins welcome 
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
Sunday 12:30 p.m.-6 p.m 
Richmond Mall 
s I'.ook Wi-i-k is November 17 25. 1<W7. 
CHILDREN S ki celebration Of National 
Children's Book Week, 
your college store has a 
drttghtlij new assortment 
of children's books just in • 
tfane far holiday gift gtrtag! 
"Treat the special child in 
your life to the gift that 
shapes a lifetime. 
University Book &. Supply, Inc. 
1090 Lancaster Rd. 
Richmond, Ky 40475 
RttiltfM' 
Hal BimiiB X GTIYY 
Your favorite Brazier 
ffwiwi rt>*rtrf' 
QOgf 
my wp you lite 'onl 
Dairii 
Queen 
brazier* 
WE ALWAYS 
Have your favorite 
TREATS 
Blizzards 
Banana Splits 
Sundaes 
A Delicious 
Real Shakes 
Dairij 
JlMM'll 
Cip this Coupon I 
This Coupon Good forl 
" Double Cheeseburger. 
ONLY990 
' Save 800 
Good for up lo 4 persons per vim. I 
Clip this Coupon 
This Coupon Good forl 
I One 12 oz. Blizzard ONLY $1.19 
Save 67^   J 
Good for op lo 4 persons per visa. 
Not valid wilfa say other coupon. Not valid with my other coupon. 
Big Hill Avenue 
624-0481 
MOB. - Thurs. 5:30 SJB. • 11 p.sa. 
Fri. - SaL 5 JO s.as. -12 a.a. 
Sun. 6:30 a-in. - 11 pja. 
131 N. Keeneland Dr. 
623-3625 
Locally owned 
and operated 
Practicum 
The best deal on campus! 
Practicum students earn credit hours and valuable 
work experience (besides getting their pictures in the 
If you are a journalism major, working for the 
Progress could be yew ticket to the future! 
Amber 
Allen 
Shawn 
Hopkins 
Gwenda 
Bond 
Hannah 
Rlsner 
■JH6 117 Donovan Annex 622-1881 
Eastern PrOgreSS proaress#acs.eku.edu 
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Average guy hides chief justice inside 
Gabe Uebel 
chief Justice of 
Student Association 
Gabe Uebel created 
Student Advising 
for Judicial Affairs, 
a program in which 
students on the 
committee act as 
attorneys for stu- 
dents who have 
have committed 
violations. 
Major: accounting/political 
science double major 
Year Senior 
BY DewA TACKETT  
Contributing writer 
Dressed in blue jeans and a 
baseball cap, Gabe Uebel appears 
to be the average college guy. A job 
at Subway, an earring and a laid- 
back attitude all contribute to his 
overall persona. 
However, average is hardly the 
word to describe him. 
Uebel, a 21-year-old account- 
ing/political science double major, 
serves as chief justice of the 
Student Association. He maintains 
a 3.2 GPA and is a member of the 
Order of Omega Uebel is also the 
president of the Phi Kappa Tau fra- 
ternity and head of Student 
Advising for Judicial Affairs, a pro- 
gram he started while in office. 
"Gabe was instrumental in set- 
ting up the Student Advising for 
Judicial Affairs program," said 
Mike Lynch, president of Student 
Association. "We plan on continu- 
ing the program after he graduates. 
It is a vital service to the students." 
In this program, Uebel appointed 
eight students to an advisory com- 
mittee to serve as advisers for stu- 
dent affairs. Whenever students get 
written up for such things as open 
house violations, they receive a let- 
ter with the names and numbers of 
the committee members who act as 
student attorneys advising the stu- 
dent of his or her options. 
Uebel was appointed to the posi- 
tion of chief justice the second 
semester of his freshman year by 
Jeff Carter, former chief justice. He 
and the other members of the 
Student Court remain in office until 
they graduate. 
(Summer's   Gone, But Your Tan 
Doesn't Have To Be! 
Visit Richmond's Newest Tanning Salon 
Now open even later to 
serve your needs! 
7 days a week, 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Panama 
@mm Jims 
Don Knight/Progress 
Gabe Uebel has served as Eastern's chief justice since his freshman year. 
The Student Court serves as the 
judicial branch of the Student 
Association. It has a working 
understanding of the constitution 
and bylaws of Student Association 
and applies it when necessary, such 
as in campus elections. 
Aside from Uebel's many activi- 
ties on campus, next semester he 
has an internship with the 
Legislative Research Commission 
for the Kentucky state government 
in Frankfort. 
After graduation, Uebel will attend 
law school. He hasn't determined 
where yet, but he is leaning toward 
the University of Texas, Austin. 
There he will work on a joint master 
of business administration/doctorate 
of jurisprudence degree. 
Uebel's four years of service to 
Eastern will come to an end this 
May when he graduates. 
A search committee has been 
formed to find his replacement. 
Josh Bliedt, chair of the search 
committee, is in charge of distribut- 
ing applications to the 128 student 
organizations on campus. The com- 
mittee will accept these applica- 
tions until 1 p.m. Nov. 19. 
Interviews will be conducted, 
and from the candidates the com- 
mittee will recommend the top 
three to Lynch, who will appoint 
the new chief justice. 
"Gabe is very influential," Bliedt 
said. "Not just for me, but all 
around campus. A lot of people 
respect him." 
Uebel said Eastern has given a 
lot to him. 
"Whatever you put into Eastern, 
you get back 10 times. There are a 
lot of opportunities here, you just 
have to seek them out" 
Special: 
Single 
Tanning Visit 
Only $1.00 ! 
Saturdays & Sundays 
only until the 
(end of November. 
I I 
201 Water Street 
(Across the street 
from Subway) 
626-8937 
Walking 
distance from 
KU! 
M Why Wait Until W 
W Thanksgiving for Turkey? fe 
c^     Let Subway Deliver a     ffp 
* 
8 
Turkey Sub Today. 
We Deliver 
624-9241 
Ralph's 
New & Used Tires 
1970 Btna Road 
4 fflflM south of 
Richmond 
625-1426 
Good Used Tires $20 a piece 
Mounting and 3a\ance Free 
New Tires Bun.4p.rn. 
from $175 a eet    ^maftMwL-Srt 
Mounting and 
&a\ar\ce Free 
We keep 
you rolling! 
NEW AT RECORDSMITH 
02ZY BUSH LSG  MYSTIKAL 
OUT NOV18: METALLICA / A(H)C BOX SET 
wf WE   FAY   CASH   FOR wf 
-TlOUR  USE!  COS  t  TAril   *C 
[TIP   VALUE:   Cl-ll       TAPE-SSI 
_ Since 1978 -     - 
recordsmith 
WHERE    YOUR    MUSIC    MATTERS 
623 5058 EKU BY PASS ACROSS FROM PIZZA HUT 
mf   On the corner of Second and Water   Y\ 
42 
DAYS 
TIL 
CHRISTMAS 
IMMEDIATE NEED 
BANQUET SERVERS 
Great opportunity for students. 
,   Flexible hours, $7.25/hr, 
prestigious atmosphere. 
Call today 
Interim Personnel 1-800-92S-0801 
SIGN ON & COMPLETION BONUS 
$3500.00 
JACK TOOO wu* 
No one reaches 
EKU like we do. 
Eastern Progress 
622-1881 
Happy Hour 
ALL DAY MONDAYS 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
MARGARITAS 
<0$Sh 
7-9 p.m. 
On the corner of First 
and Water Streets 
623-0021 
CASH IN ON III GRADES. 
If you're a freshman or 
■ophomore with good 
grades,apply now for a 
three-year or two-year 
scholarship from Army 
ROTC.ArmyROTC 
scholarships pay 
tuition, most books and 
fees, plus S180 per school 
month. They also pay off 
with leadership experi- 
ence and officer creden- 
tials impressive to 
future employers. 
ARMYROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAN TAKE 
For details, visit 522 Begley Building or call 
622-1215 
FOOTBALL 
HHssee State 
Saturday, November 
Roy Kidtt 
:30 pm 
SPECIAL TICKET OFFER 
Purchase TWO 12-packs of Coca-Cola products at any Richmond 
area Redi-Mart and receive TWO FREE tickets to the game. 
Redi-Mart Promotional Price 
 Two Coke 12-packs - $5.99 
►, 
to 
EKU stadents receive free 
adiuiaj*— with ■ vaHAstude 3 Mf 
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Activities 
'Geography takes you places' 
Photos by Bid BuO 
Mount Kenya at Mount Kenya National Park in Africa « 17,040 fMl high. The rrwiKiUw » a vok^ic peak, as are »ome other fanwus African mountain*. 
Week promotes geography awareness 
BT L*mm CuTTOw  
Activities co-editor 
Next week you can see and 
learn about other place* in the 
world without ever leaving cam- 
put during Geography Awareness 
Week Nov. 17 to 21 
This is the 11th year Eastern 
has celebrated National 
Geography Awareness Week, said 
Alice Jones, assistant professor of 
Geography and Planning and one 
of the week's coordinators. 
Jones said the goal of the week 
is to help educate people about 
geography. 
"Understanding geography can 
help anybody no matter what 
they're interested in," she said. 
"Just about any field that can be 
studied, can be studied using 
geography." 
The idea for the week was con- 
ceived about 11 years ago by the 
Geography Education Program of 
The National Geographic Society. 
Jones said this program has 
been very active in developing 
maps and other educational mate- 
rial for school systems through- 
out the United States. 
More than 300 universities in 
the United States offer geography 
degrees and Jones said most of 
them will be doing something in 
honor of the national 
week. 
But the celebration Is not limit- 
ed to universities. Jones said it 
also covers grades kindergarten 
through 12. 
Geography student, Bilal Butt, 
from Kenya, Africa, said geogra- 
phy is not just places and names. 
"Overall, I think people are 
really restricted as to what geog- 
raphy really is," he said. "What I 
personally find interesting about 
geography is if s really diverse." 
Some examples are medical 
geography, cultural geography 
and geographic information sys- 
tems, which is really big, he said. 
There will be speakers through- 
out the week as well as workshops, 
a student bake sale and a slide pre- 
sentation of Kenya by Butt. 
The week's highlight, however, 
is the fourth annual geography 
slide quiz show at 7 p.m. today in 
the Ferrell Room of the Combs 
Building. 
Jones said they will show 50 
slides of places from all over the 
world, give clues and participants 
will choose their answers on a, 
multiple choice style test 
The last couple of years, we 
had enough prizes for everyone 
who participated," Jones said. 
TMs oheetah was in the cars of the Kenya Wildlife Services orphanage 
for sick cheetahs in Africa. The cheetah was being returned to the wrfd. 
Prizes are awarded based on 
scores from highest to lowest, and 
range from a hard cover world 
atlas donated by Rand McNally, to 
a $50 savings bond from Hyden 
Citizens Bank, to gift certificates 
from businesses in the area. 
All of the events are free and 
open to the public For more infor- 
mation contact the department at 
622-1418 or check out its web 
site at www.geography.eku.edu. 
Intramural department 
announces winners 
BY Urmw CLAYTON  
Activities co-editor 
The fall intramural season is 
drawing to a close and winners for 
most of the sports have been 
announced, but two championship 
teams have yet another game, or 
games, to play. 
Mafia and Iceburg, the men's 
flag footbaD and co-rec teams which 
won the flag football championship 
games, are both going to compete 
in the regional intramural competi- 
tion for flag football at the 
University of Western Florida Nov. 
14 to 16, said Mike Schaal, a gradu- 
ate assistant with the department of 
intramurals. 
Jamie Johnson, captain of 
Iceburg, said there will be about 50 
teams competing at the regional 
level, and of those 50, about 13 are 
co-rec teams. The winner will get to 
play in the Sugar Bowl in New 
Orleans 
Johnson, a junior, has played 
both men's and co-rec flag football 
since he haa been at Eastern. 
"I think the co-rec games are 
more fun than the men's," he said. 
"If a less stressful and you have a 
lot more fua" 
Photo contributed 
Aaron RusssN won the man's divi- 
sion of the Homecoming day race. 
Since his team is undefeated this 
year, Johnaon feels he and his 
teammates have a pretty good 
chance of winning in the regional 
games 
"But well just take it one day at a 
time," he said. 
Schaal said the flag football 
championship games for the men's 
and co-rec teams were played Oct. 
23. The women's championship 
game was played Oct. 28, aa waa 
the championship game for soccer. 
Volleyball is the only intramural 
sport still playing. It will finish dur- 
ing the first week of December and 
winners win be announced then. 
Schaal said the sportsmanship 
awards are something new this year 
to the department 
The whole idea or philosophy of 
intramurals is to have fun," he said. 
This award promotes that philoso- 
phy and many colleges are doing 
this now, he added. 
Teams are ranked on a scale of 
one to four, with four being the 
highest To receive a four, a team 
must be fully cooperative with offi- 
cials and members of other teams, 
and its conduct can not be rough or 
unsafe at any time, Schaal said 
"Each team gets a sportsman- 
ship rating," he said. 
To find out more about what the 
intramural department has to offer, 
or to find sign-up deadlines for the 
spring semester, stop by the intra- 
mural office in Begley Room 202, 
call 622-1244 or visit its home page 
at Eastern's web site, 
www.eku.edu. 
The winners for each event 
are below: 
Aaron Stace, Intramural tennis 
champion; Mafia, Flag football 
championship; Beta Theta Pi, 
Fraternity flag football champi- 
onship; Iceburg, Co-rec flag foot- 
ball championship; Lambda Chi 
Alpha A team. Flag football sports- 
manship award; Beta Theta Pi, 
Soccer championship; Sigma Pi, 
Soccer sportsmanship award; and 
United, Women's soccer champs. 
The 1097 Homecoming Run 
Race results are M follows: 
Overall: Aaron Russell (men), time 
17:12; Analy Scoresone (women), 
time 23:19; ages 16 and under. 
Lance Melcning£men),Mary Folk 
(women); ages 17 to 25, Luis 
Castillo (men),Christy Townsend 
(women); ages 26 to 40, Manuel 
Castillo (men), Michel Gage 
(women); ages 41 to 54, Mark 
Stevens (men), Stephanie Wyatt 
(women); and age 55 and over. 
Rick Erdmann (men). 
hicken 
Breast Fillet 
Try Our NEW Roasted Chicken 
Breast Fillet Sandwich! 
Tender, succulent chicken breast filet. 
Made with your choice of our free 
fixin's on fresh baked bread. 
Can you see 
what we see? 
Ray Ban 
Seren^eti 
Oakley 
Gargoyles 
Boll* 
Giorgio 
Armani 
Richmond Mall 623 1882 
New releases at 
L8(tttD<& IPiraDlftBSsaDir 
Dark Tower IV: 
Wizard and Glass 
by: Stephen King 
$17.95 
Richmond Mall 
Merry Christmas from 
Kentucky: 
recipes for the season 
by: Michelle Stone 
$19.95 
623-0522 
F 
.SUB 
623-3458 • Call ahead for pickup 
539 Leighway Dr., Eastern Bypass Opposite Denny's 
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. -11 p.m.; Sat. and Sun. 1030 a.m. -11 p.m. 
w 11: ^ ails ON THE RIVER 
BOONESBORO, KENTUCKY 
CENTRAL KENTUCKY'S 
FINEST SEAFOOD, STEAKS 
and REGIONAL CUISINE 
Featuring 
Prime Rib 
Fresh Seafood 
Steamed Shrimp 
Jumbo Oysters on the Half Shell 
Fresh Catfish Filets 
Fried Clams 
An Ever Changing Fresh Seafood Catch of the Day 
Hall's Original Beer Cheese 
Fried Banana Peppers 
Old Kentucky Country Ham 
r i ni   r 
^ 
Money 
doesn't 
grow on 
trees, 
you 
know! 
First time donors: 
$151st donation 
$25 2nd donation 
Not in same week 
Previous donors: 
$151st donation 
$20 2nd donation in the 
Hours:   MWF 9-4:30 TR 10-6 
You WILL  NOT get AIDS by donating. 
Sera-Tec Biologicals 
Limited Partnership sz 
&M* ••wrno.4 'oaot-i"' nxoc<i 
292 S. Second St. 
Call for business hours, 
624-9815 
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Any way you say it, it's 
thanks. How people of 
different cultures show 
their thanks to others, 
and a look at our own 
style of saying thank 
you. 
erci 
nDanke 
Thanicyou 
Accent 
Eastern's melting pot 
Students drawn from all across state's many counties 
Size: 437 square 
miles 
Established: Nov. 29. 
1784 
County Seat: 
Bardstown 
1990 population: 
29,710 
Number of students: 
73 
"I like my home county. In 
my county, everybody wants 
to move back there when 
they get out of college. A lot 
of people want to go back, 
but in my county, everybody 
wants to go back." 
Schrea Carter, freshman 
undeclared major 
Size: 427 square 
miles 
Established 1912. 
last Kentucky coun- 
ty to be established 
County Seat: 
Whitley City 
1990 population: 
15.603 
Number of stu- 
dents: 100 
"We had one of the largest 
methamphetamine labs in 
the nation. It's pretty back- 
wards, nobody really gives 
a damn about us. But in a 
strange way, it's such a 
weird place to grow up, it 
probably shaped the way I 
am today." 
Kevin Griffls, junior 
music theory and composi- 
tion major 
Size: 412 square 
miles 
Established: March 
29,1878 
County Seat: Hyden 
1990 population: 
11,623 
Number of students: 
133 
There's a lot of dead beats 
and welfare drawers (in 
Leslie County)." 
William Collett, freshman 
forensic science major 
120 counties have millions of stories 
BY D/WKL PwcKowt  
Contributing writer 
Kentucky is known through- 
out the country for college 
basketball and horse racing. 
But there are many more attrac- 
tions inside the borders of the 
Bluegrass state than just fast horses 
and hoops — 120 more. 
With 120 counties. Kentucky has 
roore political boundaries than much 
larger states such as New York. 
California. Ohio and Nebraska. In 
fact it has more political boundaries 
then most of the other states, 46 of 
them to be exact. Kentucky has one 
of the largest number of counties in 
the nation, smaller only than Texas 
and Georgia. 
Eastern's students 
Eastern has over 15.425 students 
enrolled for the fall semester. More 
than 14,000 — about 91 percent — 
qf the student body are from the 
Kentucky area. There are residents 
here from almost all of the counties 
— only two are not represented. 
Madison County leads all of the 
counties in students here with 2,037 
students enrolled. Fayette has a lit- 
tle more than half that number 
enrolled. Thirty-six of the counties 
in which students hail from have 
100 students or more enrolled. 
There is actually a simple reason 
for why Kentucky, a state that ranks 
only 37th in the nation in size, has 
so many counties. Early in its histo- 
ry, Kentucky established counties 
so residents were a single day's 
horse ride from the county legisla- 
tive seat, according to the Kentucky 
Encyclopedia. 
By the 1820s, however, politics and 
land speculation began to figure in the 
process of the creation of new counties. 
Residents who were unhappy with 
their county's government could 
actually convince state legislature to 
create a new county around them. 
How they came about 
However, after the Civil War, res- 
idents began to complain that too 
many counties led to poor govern- 
mental services and even lawless- 
ness, according to The Kentucky 
Encyclopedia. Therefore, only one 
county has been created after this 
time. That county was McCreary 
County, created in 1912. 
Although Kentucky has only 120 
counties now, it came close to hav- 
ing 121. In 1904, Beckham County 
was formed as a separate county 
from Carter County. 
"Beckham County was created 
and disbanded within eight days," 
Bill Elliot, a history professor, said. 
For most of the 19th century, 
counties maintained an active inter- 
est in improving transportation and 
invested in turnpikes and railroads. 
These  nearly bankrupted  many 
counties after the Civil War, accord- 
ing to the Kentucky Encyclopedia. 
Too often, railroad schemes 
would fail, leaving counties nothing 
but a big debt to pay. The develop 
ment of the modern road system 
has revived the economy of many of 
the counties, ensuring their sur- 
vival in the state government. 
The leaders of Fayette County 
launched a nearly successful cam- 
paign to revoke the recently issued 
charter of the City of Lexington in 
1836. 
tauisville, in the previous year, 
attempted to split from Jefferson 
County and become its own county 
when the Jefferson County Court 
failed to make improvements in the 
county buildingslt's request was 
deinied. 
Local Flavor 
For all the history found in other 
counties, there is plenty found here 
within Madison County as well.  ■ 
"Madison County has an inter- 
esting history to it," Elliot said. 
Most interesting is the fact that 
the county is split into two main 
groups. There are the people in the 
bluegrass area, and there are peo- 
ple in the mountain area in the 
southern part of the county. Elliot 
said there has always been a special 
rivalry between the two groups. 
Madison also has the distinction of 
having two major colleges within its 
boundaries. These are Eastern and 
Berea College. For a county the size 
of Madison, this is commendable con- 
sidering many counties only have one 
university to their credit, Elliot said. 
Finally, Madison County, and the 
Richmond area in particular, stand 
out in the history books as being 
the site of both a Revolutionary and 
a Civil War battle. On Aug. 29.1862. 
the city of Richmond was the site of 
a two-day battle between the Union 
and Confederate forces. 
Other claims to feme 
Outside of Madison County 
another famous battle was taking 
place partly within Kentucky's 
boundaries. Pike County was sight 
of the famous battle between the 
Hatfield and the McCoy families. 
Famous battles are a thing of the 
past in Kentucky, but the state and 
its many counties have been keep- 
ing up with the future. 
Hazard County has been the 
sight of two major Hollywood film 
productions, Patrick Swayze's 
"Next of Kin" and most recently 
Steven Segal's "Fire Down Below." 
There is a lot of history held 
within the borders of Kentucky's 
counties. They spread across the 
state creating 120 distinctly differ- 
ent areas geographically, economi- 
cally and politically. But they will 
always have one thing in common 
— they are all Kentucky. 
dM 
OHIO 
Around the nation 
Size: 41,330 square miles 
Established: March 1. 1803 
Capital: Columbus 
1990 population: 10.847,115 
Number of studenta:464 
':*r*%P The people from Ohio 
are a lot different. The 
people down here are 
a lot friendlier than they are at home ... People 
from Ohio don't ask what county you're from, 
it's what city." 
Shawn Spears, freshman nursing major 
from Toledo, Ohio. 
Around the world 
- 
Size: 38.025 square miles 
Capital: Seoul 
1992 population: 44.149.000 
Number   of   stu- 
denta: 13 
"My parents and 
family and friends 
are in Korea. I miss 
them especially during holidays. Everybody 
goes home, but international students can't go 
home. Not homesick, I just miss them." 
Kyong Kim, senior broadcasting major from 
South Korea. 
r • 
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► Athlete 
of the week 
Colonel 
wide 
receiver 
In Eastern's 20-10 road win 
at Southeast Missouri 
Saturday, Washington made 
six catches for 80 yards mak- 
ing him the Colonels' career 
leader in receiving yards with 
2.259. 
He surpassed the long 
standing mark of Aaron 
Marsh, who collected 2.246 
yards from 1964-67. 
This year, Washington has 
caught 34 passes for 503 
yards. 
► Sports briefs 
Merron breaks 
OVC record 
Senior volleyball middleWocker 
Amy Merron now ranks as the 
Ohio Valley Conference career 
leader in block assists with 466. 
This season, she ranks second 
in the league in blocks per game 
and fourth in lals per game. 
► Standings 
OWC B«^*h«ll 
Eastern UUnoia 
Uvmitte 
MTSU     ^^^ 
WMO 
Tennsas— Martin 
OVC Volleyball 
6-1 
4-2 
3 
2* 
IS 
0-7 
► Schedule 
Football (6-3, SO OVC) 
v$. Middle Tennessee 
130 p.m. Saturday, Roy Kidd 
Stadium 
Volleyball (3-26, 3-13) 
vs. Southeast Missouri 
7j>.m. Friday, McBraver Arena 
vs. Eastern Illinois 
2p.m. Saturday, McBrayer Arena 
Croaa Country 
ffCAA District III 
Championships 
Saturday, Greenville, S.C. 
Men's Basketball 
vj. Team Wildfire 
760-pjn. Saturday, McBrayer Arena 
vs. Berea .College 
7JW p.m. Nov. 18, McBrayer Arena 
Women's Basketball 
vs. Marshall 
730 p.m. Saturday 
r^untington.W.Va 
• 
vsrOetroit-Mercy 
7:30 p.m. Monday 
McBrayer Arena 
Sports 
Cross country dealt injuries at worst time 
Kabata, Jones questionable for districts 
BY PANEL RBMHART  
Sports writer 
Winter can be a time of sickness 
and injuries. But for Eastern's men's 
and women's cross country teams 
these illnesses and injuries are com- 
ing at the wrong time. 
Fresh off of winning the men's 
and women's Ohio Valley 
Conference titles each team could be 
without a key runner as they head 
► Football 
into the district three championships 
this Saturday in Greenville, S. C. 
The men may be without stand- 
out sophomore David Kabata. He 
has been sick this week and unable 
to train. Kabata is first-team All-OVC 
and won the Maryland invite earlier 
this season. 
For the women, senior Mandy 
Jones has a pulled hamstring and is 
questionable for the meet Jones is 
second-team All-OVC and is one of 
the senior leaders. 
"Any time we lose a person we're 
in trouble," coach Rick Erdmann 
said. "We have limited depth." 
Eastern will face some stiff com- 
petition from the 37-team field. The 
Colonels have never won the district 
or advanced to nationals. The district 
is made up of teams from all over the 
Southeast including such power- 
houses as North Carolina State and 
William and Mary. 
Last year the women's team fin- 
ished 20th and the men didn't even 
take a team. Jones was the top 
Colonel finisher last year placing 29th 
fnUowed by Jamie King in 32nd place. 
The Colonels will need better fin- 
ishes by their top runners this year, 
but with the injuries Eastern could 
be in trouble. 
"I just wish everybody was 
healthy," said Erdmann. "But you 
can't use that as an excuse." 
Despite the injuries l-.r*l 111:111 n 
said the teams have met their goal 
this year by winning the OVC and 
called the year a very successful one. 
The Colonels best chance at suc- 
cess lies with qualifying individual 
runners for nationals. The top five 
individual finishers for the men and 
women will qualify for nationals. 
Jamie King (women's OVC run- 
ner of the year) and Mohamed 
Musse (men's OVC runner of the 
year) will be the Colonels' best 
chances for qualifying for nationals. 
Unless one of the teams qualifies 
for nationals this will be the last 
meet for the Colonels. 
Eastern quar- 
terback Simon 
Fuentes looks 
for an opening 
as SEMO's 
David Bowling 
(left) and Kevin 
Meacham 
close in The 
Colonels got 
out of Cape 
Girardeau, Mo. 
with a 10-potnt, 
come-from- 
behind victory 
Brian 
SlfTHTlS/PrO^iWS 
ESCAPE 
Colonels avoid upset; up one game on Panthers 
Bv LANCE YEAGEB 
Don Knight/Progress 
Freshman Brian "Bull' Durham gave fellow tailback 
Derick Logan some resting time toward the end of the 
Colonels' 20-10 victory at SEMO. The Colonels were 
without the service of starting tailback Corey Crume 
because of an injury. Crume is questionable for 
Saturday's contest against Middle Tennessee. 
Assistant sports editor 
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — It was- 
n't supposed to be this tough. 
In an Ohio Valley Conference game 
which looked like a mismatch on 
paper. Eastern (6-3, SO OVC) once 
again relied on its stem defense to post 
a 20-10 win on the road at Southeast 
Missouri (3^3.1-5). 
The win gave Eastern sole posses- 
sion of first place in the OVC, one 
game ahead of Eastern Illinois. 
"When people play us, because of 
the history and tradition, they play a lit- 
tle harder," Eastern coach Roy Kidd 
said. 
"We just came in a little bit over- 
confident," Eastern defensive tackle. 
Justin Ernest said. "We didn't think 
they were gonna show up and they 
did." 
Eastern failed to gain a first down in 
the first quarter while SEMO got on 
the board with an Eric Warren 39-yard 
field goal and a six-yard touchdown 
pass from Justin Martini to Dante 
Bryant, leaving the Colonels with a 10- 
0 deficit going into the second quarter. 
"We didn't have any emotion going 
into the game," Eastern right guard 
Tyrone Hopson said. 
Momentum turned on the last play 
of the quarter when SEMO's Alan 
Byrd muffed a punt at his own 19 and 
Eastern's Robert Bryant recovered. 
The Colonels still had trouble mov- 
ing the ball against the SEMO defense 
and settled on a 33-yard John Wright 
field goal to pull back to 3-10. 
Eastern struck again 1:53 before the 
half to tie the game when Bobby 
Washington hauled in an 18-yard 
touchdown pass from Simon Fuentes. 
stutter-stepping to keep his feet in 
bounds in the left comer of the end 
zone. 
The Colonels' defense shut down 
SEMO in the second half, allowing 
only 13 yards rushing and no points. 
"You win championships by playing 
good defense," Kidd said. 
Eastern took the lead with a 14-play 
drive culminating in a 45-yard John 
Wright field goal with 5:28 left in the 
third quarter. 
Derick Logan put the Colonels up 
20-10 with a one-yard sweep around 
the right end with 8:10 remaining, cap- 
ping a 19i)lay, 80-yard drive. 
"We came down here to get a win 
and we got it" Kidd said. "Even though 
it wasn't very pretty, it was a win." 
Brian Simms/Progress 
Eastern linebacker Charles Tinsley broke up a 
pass intended for SEMO's Broderick Benson dur- 
ing the second half. The Colonel's defense limited 
the Indians to just 13 yards rushing and zero points 
after halftime "You win championships by playing 
good defense," Eastern coach Roy Kidd said. 
Don't try to tell Kidd Middle contest is for nothing this year 
BY DANIEL REINHART 
Sports writer 
Statistically, Saturday's game against 
Middle Tennessee does not mean a thing. 
It is the Nov. 22 game against Eastern 
Illinois that will decide the Ohio Valley 
Conference. Just don't tell coach Roy KkW 
this weekend's game doesn't matter. 
"I'm tired of hearing about next week," 
Kidd hollers at his players at the beginning 
of practice Tuesday. "We got to beat 
Eastern Illinois, but, hell that's next week." 
Eastern will be in a must win situation 
against Eastern Illinois even if the 
Colonels loses Saturday against Middle. 
Confused? 
Here is the explanation. If Eastern (6- 
3. 50 OVC) wins or loses to Middle (4-4. 
2-3) the game against Eastern Illinois (8- 
2,5-1) will still decide who wins die OVC. 
Eastern is one game ahead of Eastern 
Illinois (idle this week). 
Whether this game seems big or not, 
the Colonels better be ready for a Middle 
offense which is first in total yards in the 
OVC. They average over 400 yards a game 
and are ranked 24th nationally in offense. 
Like Eastern. Middle dropped its first 
three games of the season. But it has 
bounced back to win four of the last five. 
The Colonels defense, especially the 
secondary, will be tested by Middle's quar- 
terback Jonathan Quinn. Quinn is third in 
the league in passing efficiency and first in 
total offense. 
Eastern has felt the pains of the king 
season and goes into the game somewhat 
battered and bruised. 
Running backs Corey Crume and 
Derick l.ogan are both injured. Crume is 
questionable for the game, but Logan 
probably will play despite what appears to 
be a bruised back. 
Eastern better not overlook Middle 
Tennessee because as Kidd puts it 
best. "He ( Middle Tennessee coach 
Boots Donnelly) loves to beat 
Eastern." 
Quinn is Middle's 
quarterback. 
► Volleyball 
Eastern set for final homestand after third win of year 
BY LAWCE YEAOEH        
Assistant sports editor 
Senior Eastern volleyball player 
Chelsea Bowers came back from 
an ankle injury with authority 
Friday night as the Colonels staged 
a five-game comeback win at 
Middle Tennessee. 
Eastern prevailed 15-11. 10-15. 
11-15, 154 and 15-9 behind Bowers' 
.324 hitting in a performance which 
included 15 kills and 19 assists. It 
was her first appearance since leav- 
ing an OcL 7 loss to Morehead with 
a second-degree ankle sprain. 
Setter Emily Stinson recorded a 
career-best 52 assists in the match 
to go along with 19 digs while Amy 
Merron hit .308. tallying 24 kills. 
Freshman Jeni Brockman hit .429 
with 7 kills and Kelly Smith pitched 
in eight blocks 
Saturday Tennessee Tech's 
high-powered attack swept Eastern 
15-11, 15-11 and 15-7. The toss left 
the Colonels at 3-26, 3-13 in the 
Ohio Valley Conference. 
Bowers led the way again with 
10 kills. 
"Against Middle, we came out 
pretty strong and competed strong 
throughout and that made the dif- 
ference." said Eastern coach Geri 
Polvino. "Against Tech. we strug 
gled. We let Tech's fire power take 
us out of the game." 
This weekend. McBrayer Arena 
will say goodbye to Bowers, ririn 
Grady and Merron. 
The Eastern volleyball seniors' 
careers are winding down with 
their last home matches against 
Southeast Missouri at 7 p.m. Friday 
and Eastern Illinois at 3 p.m. 
Saturday. 
SEMO. the 90s' dynasty of OVC 
volleyball, sits atop the league with 
a 22-8, 12-3 mark, while Eastern 
Illinois is 17-13.9-7. 
"Most of us are just going out 
there and trying to have a little 
more fun, even though we go out 
trying to compete every time," 
(irady said. 
INSIDE: 
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Scott Perry photo by d'Art Lykins, Photo Illustration by Brian Simms, Tim MoHette, Don Kmghl/Progress 
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► Players to watch 
Daniel 
Sutton 
Senior 
Forward 
Sutton led Eastern in scoring (14.1 
ppg) and rebounding (7.3 rpg) last 
season. He ranked among the 
nation's top 25 junior college 
recruits when he transferred to 
Eastern from Louisburg (N.C.) 
College prior to last season. 
Aaron 
Cecil 
Senior 
Forward 
Cecil is a fierce competitor, 
ready to play every time he 
laces up. Last year he led the 
Colonels in shooting (50 per- 
cent), while scoring 7.9 ppg. 
The senior from Louisville is 
better known for his hustle and 
defense. 
Shane 
Junior 
Guard 
Carnes is expected to run the 
Colonels offense at the point this 
season. The junior transferred 
from Sullivan prior to the season 
after spending his freshman 
year as a Tennessee Volunteer. 
New coach's blueprint for sucess 
built upon coaching experiences 
When Scott Perry took on 
the title of Eastern 
Kentucky men's basket- 
ball coach back in April. 
he was also shouldering 
the moniker of architect 
He was endeavoring 
to build a program out 
of the doldrums of 
Division I college bas- 
ketball. A program 
which has won neither 
the regular season Ohio 
Valley Conference title 
nor the OVC tourna- 
ment since 1979. LANCE YEAGER 
Easterns last appear-     Fourth and Long 
ance in the NCAA aamaaam 
Tournament was a 97-81 loss to 
Tennessee in the first round in 1979. 
But Perry is planning for a sue- 
Eastern  21 
on the skids 
The Colonels have 
won less than 10 
games four times 
since the 1978-79 
season, the last 
time Eastern went 
to the NCAA tourney. 
7879 7980 
► Scouting the OVC 
cessful future, and his blueprint for 
reconstruction begins with this 
year's team. 
"It's definitely going to be 
a rebuilding year, but I 
don't want to just look at it 
and say that we're not 
gonna have some success 
with it," Perry said. 
Last year the Colonels fin- 
ished ninth in the OVC 
with a league mark of 6-12. 
The overall mark was 8-18. 
"You can't turn a program 
around overnight Our goal 
is to improve from last year, 
to show that we're better 
and then continue to add 
talent." Perry said. 
Perry came to Eastern after 
serving as an assistant coach for 
the past four years at the 
University of Michigan, where he 
helped recruit the nation's top 
recruiting class in 1994 and 1995. 
While he admits his Michigan 
experience will help him recruit, 
he says it's the years he spent as 
an assistant at the University of 
Detroit Mercy (1988-1993) which 
will guide him in rebuilding 
Eastern's program. 
Exp#ft#nc#o DulM#r 
The season before Perry 
arrived at Detroit Mercy (1987-88). 
the school posted a 7-20 record. 
Through his years there, the pro- 
gram gradually improved and post- 
ed a winning mark (15-12) in his 
last season (1992-93). 
"I've been involved in a situation 
like this," Perry said. "I know it 
takes rolling trie sleeves up, not let- 
ting people around you quit or give 
up and staying focused on the task." 
Perry said his degree in market- 
ing and sales management from 
Detroit's Wayne State University 
(where he served as team captain 
as a player) will help his efforts to 
sell Eastern's program. 
"Running a basketball program 
is just like running a business," 
Perry said. "Sales and marketing 
promotion are a big part of it 
We've got to sell the vision that 
this program is going to improve, 
and I know that we will" 
Perry said this year's team is 
important in laying down a founda- 
tion for the rebuilding process. 
Tm very positive we're going to 
do it" Perry said. "I think these play- 
ers here know they're important 
and they want to be a part of starting 
to turn the comer at Eastern." 
i wn MOMoarrrogrMS 
New Eastern basketball 
coach Scott Perry's first 
year will not be a memo- 
rable one. according to a poll of 
Ohio Valley Conference head 
coaches and sports information 
directors. 
Perry's Colonels were tabbed 
to finish eighth out of the 10-team 
league. 
Eastern received 50 votes in 
the poll. 
Murray State, which has cap- 
tured at least a share of nine of l t 
the last 10 conference regular sea- 
son championships, was a unani- 
mous choice to win the title this 
year. 
The Racers will be led by 
senior DeTeri Mayes. 
Mayes was the OVC 
Newcomer of the Year last season 
and also earned first-team All- 
OVC honors. He averaged 21 ppg. 
Tennessee State was picked to 
finish second with 130 votes, 32 
behind the Racers. 
The Tigers are led by Jason 
Johnson, a junior center. 
Austin Peay was picked to fin- 
ish third. 
The Govs had Reggie 
Crenshaw selected to the first 
team, and Joe Sibbitt to the second. 
Sibbitt is on pace to shatter the 
OVC records for three-pointers 
made and attempted in a career. 
Eastern Kentucky senior for- 
ward Daniel Sutton received hon- 
orable mention honors. 
Brian jiimms 
► What to watch for 
• Will new coach Scott Perry be able 
to guide the Colonels to an improve- 
ment on last year's 8-18 mark? 1 
don't want to live in the past," Perry 
said. The past is the past. We gotta 
get together and get this thing 
turned around." 
• With four new players (Shane 
Carnes, Mark Williams, Ibrahim 
Mytes and Derrick Wilder) and three 
players (Eric Addie, David Evans 
and Marty Thomas) back after miss- 
ing last season, can Eastern find the 
chemistry to play as a unit? 
• The Colonels will depend heavily 
upon the leadership of their two 
seniors, Daniel Sutton and Aaron 
Cecil. They are the only returning 
starters from last year's team. 
• The Colonels will need to make 
up for their lack of height (Wilder at 
6-feet 8-inches is the tallest 
Colonel) with speed, athleticism! 
and pressure defense. 
► Schedule 
Nov. 18    Berea College 7:30 p.m. 
Nov. 22 Florida Int. 7:30 p.m. 
Nov. 24   Miami (FL) 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 4   Murray State 8 p.m. 
Dec. 6   UT-Martin   830 p.m. 
Dec.13   Samford 3 p.m. 
Dec. 20 Cincinnati 1:05 p.m. 
Dec. 22 Indiana St. 7:30 p.m. 
Dec. 30 Georgia St. 0 p.m. 
Jan. 3   £a«f»m Mr. 4:18 p.m. 
Jan. 5   SEMO   8:30 p.m. 
Jan. 8    Austin Peay 8 p.m. 
Jan. 10   Tann. St.   8:45 p.m. 
Jan. 13   Murray St.   7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 17 Morehead State 3:15 p.m. 
Jan. 22   MTSU   7:30 p.m. 
Jan. 24   Tann. Tach 4:15 p.m. 
Jan. 29 Eaatern III.   8:05p.m. 
Jan. 31   SEMO  8:30 p.m. 
Feb. 3   UT-Martin 7p.m. 
Fab. 5  Austin Peay 7:30 p.m. 
Fab. 7   Tenn. State   4:15 pun. 
Fab. 10  HJF1M   7:30 p.m. 
Fab. 14   Morehead St. 4:15 p.m. 
Feb. 19   MTSU   9:15 p.m. 
Feb. 21   Tennessee Tech 9p.m. 
Feb. 28-March1 OVC Tournament 
TBA 
OVC games in Italics 
Home games in bold 
AM times Eastern 
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Table of Contents 
Your chance (o discover that students at other college campuses across the country are 
weisdet than you .in- (>kjy. mayhe not that weird, but pretty darned goofy. (This 
* Irin <hmtnnl by Man Haney, U. of Nebraska. Octobers Quickies were illus- 
'fcrkins. Wafe Forest U.) 
IOU alw»yylcd like somebody's watching you (they're playing tricks on you, uh oh 
il   Stunt Western Mkhig.ni U. kids didn't rock well last spring in this month's U. Lose. 
f pak*rTiatm^r> been whetted, i li<\ k out why some Florida State U. students are 
"i the bcadcdlady and why, at lexas A&M, dead dogs are raisin' a ruckus. 
-HanSie" may rw. Hkr math, but, boy, docs she love to cheer the boys on! Our friends at 
Mattel have fashioned a new version of the positive role model we all know and cherish. 
j 
n Class / Testing the Tests 
"  Get your No. 2 pencils ready, and please keep your eyes on your own paper. Possible 
extinction is to the ACT/SAT tests as: 
I a butterfly is to a caterpillar 
b) a graduate is to a student 
c) toothless is to a hockey player 
d) all of the above 
c) none of the above 
For the answer to this and hordes 
of other questions, turn to page 6. 
November/ 
December 1997 
You always 
knew 
that your 
college 
education 
would 
pay off 
someday. 
Plymouth Neon. 
If you're a recent college 
grad or will be soon 
(cross those fingers), you 
can get $1,400" off on a 
Plymouth Neon. Whoa! 
That's postage for 4,375 
resumes. For more info, ring 
us up at 1-800-PLYMOUT! I 
or check us out on the Web 
at www.plymouthcars.con 
0000 
+$400 
Consumer 
Incentive 
College 
Grad Cash 
Total College 
Grad Saving • 0400 
That's Plymouth.^ 
•» 1.400 MM mduaW $ 1.000 emit bod on »•« *»' 
pk" S400 rocoM coin gtoduoH coih afaoonco |w» 
oW» lot aWli) V.M. loa .* opkonol ooutp™"' 
What you pay for. 
What you get. 
Plymouth Neon $10,655* (For starters.) Want a 
car that comes with everything? Try Plymouth Neon. We 
made over 40 quality advancements from top to bottom, 
front to back, inside and out. So what you get is a new and 
improved Neon. And it has the largest coupe interior, 
widest array of exterior colors and most powerful standard 
engine in its class* Hungry for more? Call 1-800PLYMOUTH 
or pull us up on the Internet at www.plymouthcars.com. 
— That's Plymouth. Q 
"Base MSRP includes d.»linahon and $1,000 r.bole, e«cludes io« 
*Sourc.   Words Upp»t Small Clan 1997 mod.li 
S®EGSS 
YafeU. 
Sometimes wc need a way to express our 
inner pain. A crowd of more than 70 Yale 
students gathered to hold a vigil for a swing. 
Some bastard stole it from (he Branford 
dorm courtyard, leaving only two ropes 
tanging from a tree, swiping a blessed mon- 
ument from the kids. "There arc genera- 
tions ot Bflflfonliajlf who will never get to 
have sex on the swing." said one student, 
who WOK a black veil. The vigil music? 
Probably  "Swing Low Sweet Chariot. 
•'flEffKIOKI® ©(plIMIILV 
M' ©W 
U. of Kentucky 
So VOU think squirrel hrjin stew and squir- 
rel hum 'n' «rambled eggs arc finger-lickin' 
flood? Think again. Scientists .11 ihc U. of 
Kentucky have found* a link between thesc 
brainy roadkill rations and the dreaded 
"mad tow" disease among five patients. I IK 
first symptom 10 look out for? A headache. 
Not the patient's, silly — the squirrels. 
U. ofCaMornia, Davts 
A grad student at the U. of ( alirnmia, I>avis, 
got a big surprise when he went to the bath- 
room at a local restaurant. Seems a thesis swipcr 
— not to be contused with a teas wiper — 
stole away with his 10-page medical doctorate 
thesis paper. When he returned from the pony, 
both the thief (known only as "Mark") .mil the 
thesis were gone. Police arc on the paper trail, 
but so far. no leads. Just skid marks. 
mm9 m 
u. 
Move   over,    Dylan    McKay.    Sayonara, 
Brandon  Walsh.  The  new  sultans  of 
sideburn  style  arc  nowhere  near 
Beverly    Hills.    90210    — 
ehey're   a   little   closer   to 
Medford. Mass. A group of 
students at Tufts U.  raised 
some  eyebrows   last   year 
when they formed a secret 
sideburn   society   to  cele- 
brate   the  beauty  of the 
"burn.     Members    enjoy 
such hair-raising activities 
as penning their 
"Unaburner     Manifesto" 
and paying homage to the 
father of the sideburn, Civil 
War    figure    Ambrose    E. 
Burnside.   I earn   some  facial 
hair-care  do's  and   don'ts  at 
www.cs.turts.edu/-mwolff/. 
W00JB) W 
FUSEE 
rU. 
Sammies arc meant 
to promote growth 
among women, but 
(his is hardly what 
the ladies at Iowa 
State U.'s Alpha 
< Ihi ()mega had in 
mind. I .tsi sum- 
mer, a wild hemp 
weed took root 
md started gniw- 
ing, um. high right 
outside the Alpha 
(.hi house.  I he 
housemother WM DM 
only occupant   during the 
summer, but police don't sus- 
pect her. Why? She was high on 
life on frequent trips, cr. vacations away from 
the house. I nc men in blue say it was proba- 
bly just a matter of flyaway seeds from the 
lowan fields where hemp was once a thriving 
commercial crop. C)r maybe the dorms ■— 
where it still is. 
Students   for  the   liliu.il  Treatment 
Animals. But the dead birds were an at., 
dent, police say. and indeed 
fraternity   was   only   gui I 
chickening out. 
m 
Kansas State U. 
The pen might be mightier than the tword, 
but its not mightier than a 6-toot-9 basket- 
ball player. Kansas State U. Daily CsoUepan 
columnist Todd Stewart in January iallcd 
Wildcat center Manny Dies "the worst play- 
er in the history of college basketball" and 
said he could be adequately guarded by "sim- 
ply getting out of his way." Clever, perhap*. 
but Dies was understandably not amused. 
Five months later, police say Stewart woke up 
to Dies and another hoopstcr beating down 
his door. Stewart escaped by jumping from a 
second-story roof and calling the cops. Ciood 
thing Stewart never wrote about (>.J. 
saH&BMl, TOOJ) §©(n5cf&lrl 
U.of 
Move over Cherry Garcia, now there's some- 
thing meatier, (lull con carne to be exact. 
Robert Marshall, a food scientist at the U. of 
Missouri, has invented this and do7ens of 
other wacky flavors of ice cream — garlic 
being a town favorite and cucumber being the 
pariah. His mission? Well, vvc haven't figured 
that out yet. But wc do know this: Marshall's 
unflagging and persistent ice cream investiga- 
tions can only mean good things for brain 
freeze sufferers 
the world 
"TTMOS 
U. of 
Perhaps nothing — and we mean nothing 
— is more infuriating than hearing a boring 
voice on an automated phone system. U. of 
Michigan students, saddled with this travesty 
lor years, are mad as hell and they aren't gonna 
take it anymore. Kleven Michigan students 
have started the James Karl Jones For 
Computer Registration Involving Student 
Participation lady Task Force 
(JEJFCRISPLTF) in order to bring Darth 
Vader to campus phones. Students say the 
current voice is "all right, but it's not James 
Karl Jones." More than 800 students have 
signed a petition to hire Jones. Who says stu- 
dent activism is dead? 
M 
u. 
In    the    I'm-a-thief-for-tln 
good    department,    we    have    libl II 
employee Mary Joan Byrd from fortl.ii' 
State U. She admitted in Scpteml'.i 
she had  embezzled more than 
from I'SU from the library copy maclum 
But.  her  lawyer  claimed,  she  thou 
given leniency. Why? Because she losl 
whole wad playing video poker machu 
the proceeds or which go to — la da! 
the state of Oregon. So actually. she 
just borrowing the money before givw 
back. The judge rejected the lenient I ; 
surprisingly enough. 
M8FS TTBa^OT Tin]! P 
U.afl 
After five consecutive losing leatoi 
U. of Pittsburgh, more commonly km 
as "Pitt." found itself ... well, in ihc :• 
Was it their team? Their turf?  I hi 
of  being   the   home  of  Mr.   Belvctl 
None of the above. The problem, i 
ing   to   Pitt  officials,   is   the  dero 
nickname.   Their   solution?   Chang 
That means the school's dccades-oL! 
ors, stadium  name and  logo are In 
the road to make room for the new' 
improved!  versions.  Wouldn't  it   I"•■ 
easier to practice more? 
Ariuma* State U. 
When it comes to 
fashion. F.lvis was 
king — sequined 
jumpsuits,    blue 
suede    shoes   — 
and dreek letters. 
Yup,     F.lvis    the 
Pelvis  was   a  frat 
boy,   a  brother  of 
Tau Kappa F^psilon 
at Arkansas State U. 
to   be   exact.    Fraternity 
members discovered this tidbit of rock'n'roll 
history  after  drilling open  an  old  safety 
deposit box where they found a membership 
scroll  with  Presley's  signature and photos 
from a I 960 honorary Induction ceremony. 
So to those of you who think  ITie King is 
dead, think again — he's just been at a keg- 
ger all these years. 
Florida State U. 
It started innocently enough. An Alpha 
Tau Omega social last March was cruising 
along swimmingly until — the details are 
sketchy here — a large number of chick- 
ens got loose and frantically squawked 
among the party like, well, like chickens 
with their heads cut off. Frat members, 
not known for their ability to withstand 
chicken assault, began freaking out and a 
scuffle ensued. In the chaos, a few of the 
released poultry were stomped, which 
brought   cries  of  fowl   from   the   local 
3P 
The custodial staff at Oklahoma Si 
U. ha« a dirty little secret. You want 
dirt? Well, we're ready to talk tr.i-1 
only are  they  world-class  cleaner-ui'l 
— they're world-class Olympians  Son i 
A*, part  of National   Housekeeper 
( mrodians Week, campus neat freaks i 
hold  janitorial   jobs  competed   i" 
events   as    part    of   the   'Tidy    Bo« 
Custodial  Olympics.  The  vacuum 
event   had   teams   racing  each   othci 
reassemble a broken Hoover. The iwil 
slalom had them buffing floors. And 'I 
window wipe-out? It was a wash. Bui tl" 
toilet tissue loss was by far the 10 
(and scratchiest) event. Using the ailil ' 
piowets  lhai  only a true-blue custod m 
could muster, janitors were timed as thi • 
tossed quilted rolls into a trash coni.ni"1 
The winning tossing style? From from w 
back, of course. 
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Clowning Around 
M 
IDTERMS. ROTTEN ROOMMATES. BORING LECTURES. 
Its enough to make any sane student want to 
run off and join the circus. 
Scudcnts at Florida State I don't have 
to run far — all it takes is a one-credit gym 
class to volunteer tor the "Greatest 
Collegiate Show on Earth" — the FSU 
Flying High Circus. 
Senior Josh Becky says walking the high 
wire has given him memories to last a life- 
time. "Not many people get to do it," he says, 
"but many people dream about doing it." 
Those dreams become reality for one 
week every April when about 100 students 
perform for crowds of 2,000 people a show. 
Come summer,."» of those students are cho- 
sen to perform daily at a resort in Georgia. 
"We're almost magical to some children," 
says senior Beth Gills, a trapeze artist. "They 
want to hug you, get their picture taken with 
you and get your address so they can write you." 
The only problem, students say, is over- 
coming the red-nosed, curly-haired stereo- 
type. Senior Al Wright says his family laughed 
at the idea of joining the circus. "My grandma 
didn't think it was funny. She almost cried. 
THE BUZZ 
She said. They'll 
make you sleep with the animals." 
Not quite. Grandma. The Flying High has 
everything you'd expect horn a professional cir- 
cus, except animals. Since the first performance 
in 1947, students have gone through progres- 
sive training to build skills tor 20 different acts, 
which include jugglers, acrobats, trapeze artists. 
tightrope 
walkers and 
a comedy troupe. 
Rut training can't 
prevent   all   glitches   or 
even the occasional embarrass- 
ment.   While   developing   a   new 
trapeze maneuver, Wright made one mistake 
he just couldn't hide. On one attempt, his 
body went over the trapeze. His shorts didn't. 
"A lady had a stroller with a little kid in 
it." he says. "They stopped what they were 
doing and stared at me in awe." 
Guess that's what  they  mean  by the 
greatest show on earth. 
By 5S55 oSmSj U. ofKamm~/~ 
Photo court—\y of Florida State U. 
• Students at 25 school* are 
msXon' the drink of their childhood 
tor aa It's worth. The Mka behind 
those mHk mustache ads era trav- 
eling across the country pho- 
tographing whrte-uppeHlpped stu- 
dents as part of a campaign to 
educate cottage kids about the 
hearth benefits of mHk. One winner 
from each school wMI be featured In a 
mek ad In his or her campus newspa- 
per, and one lucky overall winner will 
appear In an ad HI Rotting Stone. 
• Accordant to a U. Magazine survey, 
there are too many surveys. Surveys 
say: The nation's new top party 
school la West Virginia U.. according 
to the Princeton Review's annual sur- 
vey of 56,000 students. The U. of 
Wisconsin. Madison. I* the top 
activist campus, says Mother Jonas 
magazine. On the academic sate, 
Harvard U. and Princeton U. Mad tor 
top honors as the best national univer- 
sities, accoidtog to U.S. Nets* * 
World Report. And Money magazine 
chose the CoWomla Institute of 
Technology a* the beet college value 
for the second year to a row. 
• Random drug testing ten t just lor em- 
Doggone It! B 
G 
UESS YOU COULD 
say  it's  a  dead 
i IG BROTHER WAS WATCHING — AND LISTENING 
at Western Michigan U. At least until the 
'FBI and U.S. Attorneys Office stepped in 
and slapped a few wrists. And the wrists belonged^ 
to members of the campus police department.      -^ } 
issue  now.  The 
debate over exhuming 
the   bodies  of Texas 
A&M's collie mascots for stadium renovations has 
been decided: Progress will not yield to the pups. 
The mascots — all named Reveille, and all buried with their 
paws facing Kyle Stadium's scoreboard — caused a ruckus last April 
when architects hired to expand the stadium discovered the con- 
struction must go through the highly regarded final resting place. 
"I wasn't happy they had to be moved." says senior Jeff King, 
commander of Company E2, the unit which cares for current 
mascots, Reveille Nos. S and 6. "Plus there's the unpleasant 
thought of moving the grave." 
King was just one of hundreds of students and alumni who 
harked at the notion of rousing the Reveilles. They say the school 
was forsaking tradition for progress. Their solution? Build 
around, not over. 
Athletic director Wally GrolT wasn't so easily swayed. "They 
move humans all the time to make way for new highways." he says. 
Despite the dogfight, the controversial canines were 
exhumed in August and placed in a temporary site at Kyle 
Field where they will remain until a new gravesite is created 
in 1999 
Until then, applications for paw bearers are being accepted. 
By Krlstlan Pope. U. of Minnesota / Photo courtesy of 
Texas ASM Athletic Department 
From 1992 to 1996. the campus department of public safety taped 
a number of phone calls to and from police headquarters, sometimes 
without callers' knowledge. 
The cops' auditory invasions went unnoticed for a while — until 
police taped the wrong guy. David Wiessner was pulled 
over on suspicion of driving under the influence in 
February 1996 and brought to campus police headquar- 
ters. From there, he placed a call to his stepfather — a top 
official in the local Kalamazoo police department. 
But unknown to either of them, the call was being 
^—.seea taped. And although the recording was 
rJJ^P"^F ncvci played in open court, police did let 
prosecutors in Wiessncr's DUI trial have 
t^L^V a 
ptjnP_rx Wiessncr's   stepfather   went   to   the 
lUMJ FBI, which, along with the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, launched an investigation into the 
school's phone-taping escapades. 
"We found that the university was intentionally 
recording phone calls but that they were inadvertently vio- 
lating the law." says Mike MacDonald. U.S. Attorney's 
Office criminal division chief. "They intended to do what 
they did but didn't realize the full ramifications." 
Ijst spring, the U.S. Attorney's Office made a deal with 
the campus police. 
They'd drop the 
case against the 
cops if the school 
Mopped        taping 
stiidiwts often travel by car to pertk» 
pate to *r Ueuc performances, arts end 
rairnenltlee students who receive schot 
arstops at Butler Community Cneiga. 
the poecy Is legal r^nsldertng scholar 
ships are an optional prtvKege for etu 
dents, not a reouirement. 
• A new national record has been sat 
— 85 percent of high school grade 
ates this year are attending college. 
according to a report from the U.S. 
Department of Education. Full time 
collage enrollment Is expected to 
Increase by 21 percent during the 
next 10 years, and the number of 
high school graduates wM Increase 
by 1« percent to the next dreads. 
unsuspecting callers and published a statement — not an 
apology — about its practices. 
"The Attorney's Office should have tried to take [the 
case against WMU| as far as the law allowed them." says 
Kyle l-ohmcicr. a Western Michigan senior and president 
of the campus Libertarian group. "I don't see how police 
wouldn't know what they were doing was illegal. 
"It seems like a typical unisrrsity police thing IO do," \j\-s 
Western Michigan senior 
Anetra Grice. "They get 
upset when they're not being 
taken seriously and then 
stuff like this happens, and 
they k>se more credibility." 
By John Spykerman, 
Western Michigan 
U./Illustration by 
James Martinet, U. of 
New Mexico 
You Make The Call 
CeryOrem- 
Woody AKen — Allan Konlgsberg 
Bono — Paid Heweon 
Albert Brooks — Albert Einstein 
Stuexendgehewn 
* Jane Seymour — Joyce 
Wllhelmlna Frankenberg 
Mel Brooks — 
Andy Garcia- 
Harnmsky 
Arturo Garcla- 
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Testing the Tests 
■■»  O YOU AUIOMATK1AI.I.Y EQUATE COI.iJ.CiK ADMISSION WITH MKMi >- 
I rizing the meanings of words like "dogmatic" and "vacillate?" Do 
mkW you console yourself with the fact that at least you captured a few 
free points by writing your name on the ScanTron form? 
ROCK STAR. DOCTOR. OLYMPIC 
gymnast. Barbie's been a lot 
of things in her 38 years, 
and now she can add co-ed to 
that resume, because Barbie 
is going to college. 
Sporting  a  traditional   chccrlcading 
uniform. Barbie is shaking her pom-pons 
for 19 different universities across the coun- 
try. The U. of Arizona. Georgetown U., 
Duke U. and Clcmson U. are just a few 
of the  schools  that  the  iiberdoll  can 
claim as her alma mater. 'Hie Mattel 
Inc. toy company chose the schools 
based  on  fan  support,  school  size, 
school colors and the strength of their 
basketball and football programs. 
"I think it's a good idea." says Pcnn 
State U. senior Dawn Munson, who got 
the doll as a gift from her grandmother. 
"Any school that has a lot of team spirit is going to buy something like that. Here at school 
they're completely sold out." 
IPenn State's firsr two Barbie shipments sold out so fast that they had 
to create a wailing list. Demand at the U. of Nebraska also had the dolls 
__   flying off shelves. So what do real-life cheerleaders have to say about the 
popularity of their pint-sized counterparts? ___-^____ 
"'Hie only thing that I didn't like about them is that 
they're all blonde," says Missy Ramirez, a cheerleader at the 
U. ofTcxas. Austin, who's proud of being brunette. "I would 
have bought one if they were brunette, but 
I still think it's a great idea." 
Mosi of the dolls, which sell for 
about S20, are fair-skinned, blonde 
and blue-eyed, bur Mattel has manu- 
factured  Barbies that  have darker skin, 
eyes   and   hair   for   about   half  of   the 
schools.  Some students  have even  more 
beefs with  Barbie than  the color of her 
skin or halt 
"I  think it's cool and all thai Barbie is 
finally going to college,  but why did she 
have 00 be j damn iliccrlcadcr?" asks U. of 
Miami   junior   Heather   Novak.   "They 
could'vc pin her in |cans and a school sweat- 
shirt and made her a regular student." 
Perhaps ihe toy company will bring business-major Barbie lo campus VOIIK- 
day. bin KM now, ihe folks at Mattel will continue lo churn oui cheerleaders 
with .in jililnion.il IS univciMty dolls s, lu.lukil 10 appeal in (line IWK. 
We can't help bin wonder what's ncxi: University Barbie Dre.un Stadium 
— or Quarterback Ken? 
By Patrice Robinson. CatHomlm State U.. Sacramento/Photo* courtesy 
of Mattel Inc. 
(A IS I rXI'iKl 
On Barbi*: 
kmrnt 
■IMlMffftMtibMr 
htfarlakKMckHr 
hate? Ih.-A Hut's Iw 
If so, there may be hope for you yet. 
At least 280 four-year colleges and 
universities do not use, or at least limit 
the use of. SAT and ACT scores in 
admissions decisions. And the number is 
increasing, say experts from the National 
Center for Fair and Open Testing, 
known as FairTest. Among the schools: 
Indiana U.; U. of Texas, Austin; 
Louisiana State U.; and U. of Oregon (a 
complete list can be found on the Web 
at http://fairrcst.org/opistat.htm). 
"There is a growing belief that SAT 
and ACT!' scores are not very helpful in 
determining who's capable of performing 
well in college, and by requiring standard- 
ized test scores, schools are discouraging 
some very qualified students from apply- 
ing." says I jiua Barrett, executive director 
of FairTest. 
But don't burn your Princeton Review 
yet. Critics of the findings argue that 
more schools are relying on standardized 
tests than ever before. 
"The list itself is misleading," says 
Kelly Hayden. director of communication 
for the ACT "The fact is that test-score 
use has increased over [he last 30 to 40 
years. Wiih high school grade inflations 
these days, colleges arc finding they can't 
tell much from a student's grade point 
average and arc turning to stand.mli u ■! 
test scores." 
Some  students  buy  the thcor) 
their test score is indeed an accurate fori 
cast of collegiate success. 
"Standardized tests arc necess.ii, 
should  be  looked  at  strongly  —  run 
strongly than GPAs," says C jrric Howcll 
(senior ai the ' 
of Washing., 
which does I" 
at test scores. 
Other students,  however, say il    • 
make it through class with flying solo' 
high school, that says much more ll 
you than a bubble sheet. 
"If they're not using standardi/u' 
scores, they're using more qualitausi 
sures that arc more reflective of who ,»i 
and who the college is admitting,    i 
than  a  number  on  a  test."  Hr/1   ' 
Stofferahn. a senior at Santa C jara 11   ' 
But, it certainly can't hurl, in- 
case, to know vacillate means to s> 
and dogmatic means unchangeable 
By Jessica Lyons, SanU Clan U. 
Illustration by Joseph Wos, Carlor. 
College. Pa. 
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Take a break from predictability and check out 
the Escort ZX2. It's the kind of breakaway everyone needs 
and just the car that will V-jJt^^VJP you. 
A car packed with just about anything your mind can imagine. 
With an incredible sound system for those times in 
^^£^QJ|^ when you must crank the volume 
to the maximum level and sing like a 
rock star. And marked «P X   an available 6-disc CD changer 
where you get every bit of control over whatever 
you choose to listen to. There's also optional remote keyless entry 
so you don't have to worry about fumbling with your keys. 
Let's not ^■■;■•"    £   \    l^S handling and intense power. 
With solid suspension, you've got a firm grip on the road, 
and under the hood is a kickin' 130-horsepower engine. 
There's no need to hold back. So snap on that safety belt, 
hold on to the   >nr  llCCL and be ready to get up close 
and personal with your fun side. You're driving the ZX2. 
starting at $11,995' 
Q 
|  lake an interactive tnp on highway ZX2  wWW.klfd.Cani 
1 l-8(X)-258-FORI) 
■ wzu Cod s*mMS«> as shown Hot Series $14,605 MSRP induanSpofiOoniindCD chingtr Ti* and MM M e 
more 
students 
can touch 
it fed it 
see it the 
more they 
learn and 
enjoy it 
But how 
much you 
can do 
[creatively] 
depends 
on the 
subject 
matter. 
—Jun SASDMS, 
OOMMM auM 
raoft.wM 
LD SCHOOL 
Innovaftlva tMdilng methods show 
, thara'a mor • to learning than lectures 
BY SARAH EISENHAUER, U. OF FLORIDA 
I*I. PHOTO* * >i Hi I s\ i)|  LARM CM MB11 V 
BASI BALI PHOTO CO! RTES1 Ol  Rl< H MEGAN 
SUM GORTEN WAS LOOKING FOR AN KASY 
"A." Ir was his last summer semester at the 
U. of Florida, and he only needed three 
more credits. He didn't care what the class was 
about — or if he learned anything from it. 
On a whim, he- signed up tor I.xicpiion.il People. .1 course 
about human diversity. Maybe he would show up tor j tew 
cJafSCS .iud take ihe exams, hut that would he li. He probably 
wouldn't even buv the book. 
Bui all that changed when he look his 
Seal among hundreds of other students. 
ready tot a l>oring lecture about sign Ian 
giugc        <>r so he thought. 
The next thing I know, music turns on. 
and this wing. You arc so Beautiful CO Me.' 
ionics on. (itirtcn recalls. Ihe professor 
made everyone stand up and sing, all the 
while teaching ihem how 10 sign along. "At 
first I thought, ' I his is ridiculous, it's out of 
control.' Everybody in the whole building 
could hear us." 
But   weeks later, he could  still  sign  the 
words to that song.   Ilic crazy method or 
leaching actually worked. 
"People   who   enjoy    learning   learn 
more." says professor Stuart Schwartz, refer- 
ring to his sometimes unconvention- 
al way of leaching. "When people 
enjoy what they arc doing, they will 
become more dedicated, and that is 
reflected in their grades." 
ff 
The U. of Florida isn't the only 
school making the grade. While many pro- 
fessors feel lectures are the only way to teach 
and memorization the only way to learn, a 
select few are proving them wrong — they're 
finding that no matter what the subject, an 
active and creative method of teaching exists 
foe it Just take a look at these classes. 
Murder by the book 
I he traditional lecture is usually accom- 
panied by the traditional textbook, unless 
you're an accounting major at I ouisuna 
State U. 
Instead of boring books full of numbing 
numbers, smdcnis in taxation professor 
I am Orumblcy's classes get murder and 
mystery novels — action-packed, fast-paced 
thrillers with solid accounting information 
intertwined with the plot. 
"I was kind ol shocked when I first 
heard about the novels." says Is; grad stu- 
dent Kelly l.ynn Hazel. "But I like them 
much better (than normal textbooks). It 
helps reinforce what you learn." 
Whether  students  are  learning  about 
forensic accounting, renegade IRS agents or 
the audit  from hell,  there are sure to be 
some poisonous snakes, neutron bombs and 
high-speed car chases right around 
the corner. 
So what's  with  this  novel 
approach? 
"If you put information 
into action, you remember it 
much longer," Crumblcy 
says. "When someone reads 
sterile information, it's bor- 
ing — action makes it much 
easier and more interesting 
for you." 
Learning 
the lingo 
On the other side of the 
nation, at California 
Polytechnic State U.. Pomona, 
students in communications professor Judi 
Sanders' Intcrcultural Communication class 
arc writing a book of their own. 
lb help them better understand the 
sociology of college culture, each student 
has to collect 30 slang words that are com- 
piled into a campus slang dictionary at the 
end of the term. So far. six of Sanders' class- 
es have made these dictionaries, with the lat- 
est  edition  titled  Da  Bomb! On  A  Dope. 
Dude' % It' 
Sanders says the dictionary is a hands Of) 
way for students to experience the link 
between language and college culture. "In 
the beginning, some students will grouse 
about it," she says. "But in the 
end. they usually get a big 
kick out of it. They really 
sec the relation between 
slang and culture." 
Much like 
Crumblcy,     Sanders 
believes   that   active 
learning   is   usually 
better than tradition- 
al  methods   "I believe 
the more students can 
touch  it.  feel  it. sec  it, 
the  more  they  learn  and 
enjoy it." she says. "But how 
much   you   can   do   (creatively] 
depends on the subject matter." 
Investigating 
M ntysterws 
of accounting. 
Let's get physical 
One subject that seems impossible to 
teach creatively is physics. But U. of 
Tennessee. Knoxvillc. senior Melissa Brown 
knows firsthand that learning about science 
doesn't have to suck. 
Brown was swept off her feet by a course 
at Tennessee called Romance in Physics, 
which is based on the novel Muonic 
Rhapiody and Oihrr F.ncoumm. Fabio isn't 
on the cover, but what's inside are steamy 
scenes between, believe it or not. subatomic 
particles. 
Brown says the course and book — a com- 
pilation of fictional stories about the panicles 
and the physics of their behavior — present the 
subject from a poetic viewpoint, which makes 
the concepts very dear and understandable. "It 
was like a kaleidoscope view that allows you to 
tunnd into the world of physics like it was the 
life story of your best friend," she says. 
Professor Lali Chaterjee says she wrote 
the book for fun as a way to get nonscience 
majors interested in the subject. "I attributed 
particles    with    human    feelings. 
Oiatc-rjce. who now is teaching inccoui 
nearby Cumberland U. "I tn.ul. 
ing because so many people find sciemi 
and boring." 
Having a ball 
Boring isn'i the wi 
10 students from 
U.       of       AIJI'.U 
Tuscalons.1.      wi 
use   to  describe   li 
wav    they    learfi 
about   how   bj-. 
and American cultui 
mix. 
Alabama jun 
ljndy Weaver didn't knot 
a thing about the spurt uni 
he    look    field    "I    I'"" 
Baseball. American Culture and tl 
Open Road. Instead of listening 
lectures or watching games on IV il 
class takes a five-day trip to sec- g."' 
played at different Icsrls. from the minor- 
the major league. 
"'I"he hands-on experience was gr. 
Weaver says. "We got to talk to the I 
and everybody had their own story. 
The class not only taught Weaver ibom 
the game, it helped her realize thai ban 
has its own subculture,   leaching stiul. 
concepts like this is the purpose of the das 
says professor Rich Megraw. 
Alabama grad student Lee Ann. 
Hewett says she enjoyed the inlnrn 
atmosphere of the class, which encourage.! 
her to ask more questions. "We were jll 
just kind of buddies going to the baseball 
park." she says. 
And that. Megraw says, is one of tl" 
best methods of teaching — taking student- 
outside the classroom. "No knowledge i- 
better than road knowledge." 
Smrmh FHonhsuor at curtout about what 
tort of Cnsjtlw latching method* hot 
M« odonthm In mind. 
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Hostel Territory 
S 
I 11- L NURSING THAT DREAM Ol III ITINC TillROAD AND rRAVELING 
across the United States? If the spirit is willing hut the pockctbook 
isn't, there's still hope: hostels. 
Yep, the United States has 'era. too, In fact, rhcre ait hundreds ol these dorm-stylc lodg- 
ings all ovei the nation. Without age restrictions, and ai .1 price thai usuall) hoven around 
$10 a night and neves exceeds S JO, hostels art-1 great alternative lor free spirits on a budget 
(read: college students). 
"There's a wide age range, but most ol the people we see have just graduated or are about 
id.   «.i\s Ben MtMire. owner ol I lostd ol the Rock) Mountains in I senver,    I hcj arc on thai 
big adventure before   real hie' sets in. 
skip lurano. one of the main itudctM adventuirfs 
who pulled up a cot at a hostel in Knchorage, Alaska. 
was .1 prime candidate lor hostel lilt* — young, adven- 
turous  and   low   on   cash.    Fne   hostel   ottered   him   an 
attractive   benefits  package   Hood,   shelter, etc.)   in 
exchange lor a little extracurricular employment. 
'It means I clean toilets, sweep and mop floors and 
put dean towels in the bathroom." he says, "anything 
that needs to be done in exchange lor staying lure 
It certainty isni the Holiday Inn, And while some 
travelers might revel in that fact, New York hostel owner 
Jim Williams says he and other hostel owners see far too many travelers who complain aboui 
the decidedly un-hotd-like environment. 
101   some   reason,  when   American   Students   travel   iii   B—«*"   ■-■■  ■ 
I uropean hostels, they're open to all sorts ol diversity and  If     r    Q     V    t?    / 
quirky environments."' he savs.   "Bui when Ameiuan students   P 
GOT HOSTEL FEVER? 
• Ths Hotel Hmndbook lor USA *nd 
Canada by Jim WIINsms: s-mail 
lrrfonostslwsol.com 
•Ths Left Oe Mites, SI. Martin'* Prsss: 
In bookstores evsrywhers 
Horlh Arrmrtcm, HosteNinf 
Intsmstlonal; (202) 7834161 
•http://www.hoststo.com 
suv in American hostels — which arc exactly ihc Mine   - dicy expcci hotel stxoirunocwioni 
— private roomSi ice machines. I hati not hostel living, 
I nr moss »ho can hack ii, the experience is worth more than yuppie luxury. 
"In a hold, vou're isolated."  lurano says. "In a hostel, you're pan ol a group, Its very 
itimmunal. 
s,i communal, in fact, thai many first-lime hoftden quickly ma ttkie the guidebook 
they arrived with and instead go on the advice of tellow hostelers. 
And how, Turano'l tip sums it up better than any guidebook "I losieb .unit lor every 
one. Hut if you can RBI used to the idea of sleeping in the same room with a hunch of 
strangers, then you're oluy." 
By Echo Gammel. U. of Anchorage. Alaska / Photo* court—y of Hostelling 
International — American Youth Hostels 
Mehndi Madness 
BACK IN THE DAY. IT WAS |HIY SHOES. THROW IN SOME BANANA 
clips, a few grungy flannels and a piercing or two over the years, 
and you were the hippest kid around. But what's today's fashion- 
forward girl to do if she wants to get her hands on the latest trend? It's 
simple — she gets the latest trend on her hands. 
Henna tattoos have been spoiled on 
celebrities like Ciwcn Stcfani. Mira Sorvino 
and Cjrmcn Electra for monihs. and now 
Ii they're cropping up 
6 t \ t r?lona campus near 
^^^^^^^^^^^J you. loyola Mary- 
mount U., Calif., sophomore Narda 
Malakzad had her hands stained in ihc 
Middle Eastern tradition called mehndi 
after reading about the custom in the Las 
AngrUt TimrL 
"I  wanted  to check  ii  out  because  it 
seemed so spiritual." says Malak/ad. who 
was henna-iaitooed twice, the first lime on 
her hand and later on her bicep. "I decided 
to do it because it wasn't permanent, and it 
was brand new — everyone who saw it was 
like 'What ihc hell is that on you?'" 
Answer: a pasty mixture of henna powder 
and lemon or lime juice that's delicately paint- 
ed on hands, feet. arms, chests and around 
belly buttons in elaborate patterns. Ihc 
designs last anywhere from a few days to a few 
weeks — but the trend seems to go on and on. 
Cornell   U.   sophomore 
Aliya   Iqubal.   a   native  of 
Pakistan, says seeing mehndi 
on   craze-crazy   Americans 
amuses  hci.  especially since 
u's uadiiionally a wedding rit- 
ual for brides. "Bui it's great to 
see," she says. "Mehndi has intri- 
cate patterns that make it so beauti- 
ful, so why shouldn't they enjoy it. loo?" 
Trendsetters arc enjoying it so much thai 
many college-town tattoo parlors arc adding 
this "new" art form to their services. Middle 
Easi meets Midwest at Stained Skin Tattoo 
Studio in Columbus. Ohio, where picrceol- 
ogist Katie Johnson says she's had so many 
requests from students at nearby ()hio State 
U. that she's teaching herself how to do it. 
"All kinds of people have requested henna 
tattooing," Johnson says, "so I'm trying to 
adopt a procedure and develop a technique " 
She'd better hurry, before this fad goes 
ihc way of the Pet Rock. "Us like fashion." 
Malak/ad says. "Everyone will be sick of it 
in a couple of months." 
By Tan Munyan. Ohio State (/./ Photo 
by Ban Kotran. Ohio State V. 
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R 
IGHT NOW YOU'RE PROBABLY ARRANGING YOUR RIDE HOME FOR 
Thanksgiving. Carefully plotting your impending attack on 
the mall o' bargains for family holiday needs. Or scrambling 
^, to gather a study group in heated preparation for upcoming 
final exams. Whatever the case, knock it off; it's time you got your pri- 
orities straight, young whippersnapper. 
•rbr 
Spring break '">8 is just months away, and 
unless you're okay with a college experience 
devoid of experimental nudity, comatose gray 
matter and large drinks with small umbrellas, 
you'd better start planning. If you don't? Well, 
the closest you're going to get to spring break 
this year is watching Where ihe Bop Are and 
Slur rentals from that dark and dingy subur- 
ban pad you call a home. 
Our advice? Don't do it. Get up and 
star  in  your  own  action-packed,   babe- 
fillcd adventure flick. And since even the 
best stars need a good director, we here at 
II. Magazine have compiled a handful of 
potential hot and not-so-hot spring break 
spots to help guide you. By no means are 
we  endorsing  any  of them  — 
__       mostly because we don't sec any 
JJ        sort of commission check for our 
efforts,   but   also   because   the 
decision is yours. So read 'em, 
discuss democratically with your friends, 
then   do   whatever   the   hell   you   want. 
I hese kids did, and look how happy they 
look ... well, most of'em, anyway. 
EN AND ALCOHOL. THOSE 
were the only criteria we 
had  when  making  the 
long, arduous decision of where to 
spend spring break. 
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AAHHH, JAMAICA. 
Crystal blue waters, pristine white beaches, 
L land of Bob Marley. What more could a spring breaker ask for? 
Well, in response to the overwhelming presence of American students during the sacred three-week time slot in March and 
April, Jamaican businesses have been kind enough to import a touch of Americana 10 the tropical island 10 make us feel more at 
home — right down to the wet T-shirt contests and Budwciser. Thoughtful, aren't they? 
Mote helpful still, there are all-inclusive accommodations (perfect for the budget-oriented) and enough college marketing 
schemes to help you get out of paying full price for a drink during your entire visit. It'll be like you never even left the good old 
VS. of A., but you can get those wacky hair braids and a scorching sunburn to prove you did. 
But if you're looking for a real Jamaican adventure, avoid all the "come hither, Arnerican" ploys and "free! free! free!" offers. You're 
shelling out the money for air fare, so you may as well do Jamaica right: local-style. 
Go to the local cafes, like the Silver Star Care in Negril. and order exotic 
dishes straight from the source. See the bush from the seat of a bicycle with 
Rusty's Excellent Adventures, a mountain biking outfit in Negril run by — no 
JM. — a formcr-American-turned-local. Get friendly with your local hotel 
bartenders and find out what's really going on. If you're lucky enough to be 
in Negril during the music festival — go. 
If all goes well and you do Jamaica right, you might actually go the whole 
trip without hearing the pifia colada song or seeing other American students 
vomiting in parking lots. Bon voyage! 
And if the rumor was true, the decision was clear — 
Cancun, Mexico. 
From the second we arrived there, we were practically 
tripping over miles of single American college men and 
tossing lime-slice-topped Coronas down our throats. 
It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. 
The best — it was a new experience for a then 19- 
ycar-old college student to be able to order up a day's 
ration of alcohol without being given so much as a dou- 
ble look for identification. 
The worst — the second night we were there, my 
buddies. Rachel, Joy and Jemclc, and I got completely 
trashed. Too trashed. The place? Sefior Frogs. Its spe- 
cialty? Potent drinks they like to call a "yard." 
Fun? Yes. Until the next morning, when we real- 
ized one bathroom is not nearly enough for four exception- 
ally ill women. Needless to say, we didn't drink again for the next two days. 
Our solution: See something educational. Mexican ruins. Unfortunately, we 
were the only college students who wanted to see them without purchasing the 
required all-you can drink package. What if we didn't want to drink, we asked? 
Our answer came in the form of a bus door slamming shut and squealing away! 
We never got a chance to see the ruins, so most of us spent the larger part of 
the week blacked out on foreign liquor. So what? My friends with higher alco- 
hol tolerance verified we had a great time in Cancun. And I have a hunch they 
were right. 
S I SLAMMED THE TRUNK 
shut and prepared for 
i the drive to Panama City 
last year, I looked at my friends 
and said, "Guys, I'm really look- 
ing forward to this vacation." A 
ripple of laughter pealed through 
the crowd. 
Ri Goon© /MDDQ© 
E VE ALL MET OUR FAIR 
share of adventurous people. We know 
the type — the ones who subscribe to 
Men's Journal, love kayaking and always talk about 
(get this) "going out and getting some fresh air." 
Poppycock. Balderdash. Phoocy. Give mc Chcctos or give 
mc death. Wc spend every day of our collegiate lives wanting to 
take a break, sleep in late or find some distraction from study- 
ing. We get a week off from school for spring break, and we're 
supposed to enjoy it. 
But what do we do? We spend our hard-earned week off 
going through the anguish of planning a whole trip, freaking out 
as to whether we'll get to the plane on time, whether wc have 
enough suntan lotion, whether these shoes match these pants. 
Why bother? What we really need is some time off. Time for 
us. We're tired of going out and trying to make it in the world; 
the world needs to come to us. 
And it can, via that wonderful creation, the television. While 
all our friends arc out suffering from sunstroke and passing out 
with blurry strangers, we'll be perched comfortably on our couch- 
es, watching l*sychic friends Network, munching on Baked 1 ays 
and scratching ourselves. You can have your fun. but we can have 
our freedom — the freedom to plant our asses in one place and 
not leave for a week. We have to stand our ground, people. 
To paraphrase our fellow activist predecessors — heck no. 
wc won't go. 
"Break isn't a vacation." one of my 
friends said. "It's a party." Were they 
ever right. On a typical college student 
spring break, you're cutting costs. 
When you're cutting costs, overcrowd- 
ing is the key to survival. And when 
you're overcrowded, intoxication is 
practically a necessity. Hence, a party is 
inevitable. 
In any case, Panama City Beach is 
the best place to be for all elements. Wc 
drove down 11 hours from my home- 
town of louisvillc, Ky. Wc piled 12 
people into our suite. You might not be 
as lucky. Many hotels down there try 
to keep the number of guests more rea- 
sonable by requiring armbands. 
No matter where you stay in 
Panama, there are tons of things to do. 
Bungcc jumping, as well as miniature 
golf courses and arcades, tend to be hot 
items. One have-it-all. the Hidden 
I igoon, offers two challenging courses 
ol mini-golf (plus $50 to anyone who 
can get a hole in one on No. IK), not 
to mention the longest go-can track in 
the panhandle. 
As far as food gix-s, there are plen- 
ty of fast food chains around, or if you 
prcler to fix your own, there are a lew 
grocery stores as well. II you stay a 
week, be prepared lo spend .n IcM 
$100 on food lot your IK-SI food 
value, go to ihe Seym Scaa seafood 
restaurant, fur $1 Vl>5 vim can get 'he 
all-you-can-eat steak, chicken, seafood. 
Tgeuble. salad and dessert butli-i |uH 
remember the old adage: Neva K" "' •' 
sejhiod H-M.uir.im KM sli-.ik 
Looking bach on  (he eight-day 
(-kimsion. it totaled about S450. I hat 
includes room, meals, entertainment. 
■ouvenin and travel expenses. I' was 
well worth the money, bin I still need 
ed a vacation 
■ 
1MB WEI'     i   ■ 
F I WERE TO PITCH MY 1995 SPRING BREAK EXPERIENCE 
to a fellow college student, I probably wouldn't mention 
the work. 
Even though it was the volunteer work I did for Operation Hospitality 
(bat lasts in my memory to this day, nobody in their right mind would actu- 
ally choose to sacrifice the traditional boozc-fesrs in Florida or Cancun to 
assist in the promotion of self-sufficiency among Statcn Island's homeless and 
drug-addicted. In light of this, I would probably take a much different angle. 
To my fellow college students, I would say ... Chicks dig community service! 
Of the 13 others who joined me on my New York Gty adventure, only 
VERY   YEAR   COLLEGE   STUDENTS   CROWD 
Florida's beaches during spring break in 
i search of the ultimate party. The rest of us? 
We're in search of the ultimate rush. And we 
found   it  on   the   New   River  Gorge   in   West 
Virginia. 
One of the oldest rivers in North America, the New runs 
north from the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina through 
rugged canyons 1,300 feet deep. Although old and beautiful 
forests hide abandoned coal mining towns alongside the river, the 
New hides nothing but rather gives you all it's got. 
If you can imagine yourself sailing down a river at 40 miles per 
hour, with only a rubber raft between you and 6-foot-tall waves 
and hundreds of daunting sharp rocks and boulders — this is the 
trip for you. It was for me and my fraternity brothers. 
For less than $50, wc got one day of rafting, a picnic lunch on 
the river and two nights of free camping. The special rate is for 
March and April only, so it's prime for spring breakers. If you're 
worried about the cold, don't sweat it: Wet suits arc on hand for 
one was male. In addition to the fact that I was given a chance to see New 
York for free and put a very meaty piece of extra-curricular activity on my law 
school application, I was surrounded by women the entire week. 
I found out about the program through a campus organization at Michigan 
State U. called Alternative Spring Break. Through that, I was linked up with 
Operation Hospitality, a small, church-funded organization in New York. 
Our daily activities: painting the walls at a shcltct for the homeless, help- 
ing serve at a local soup kitchen and sitting in on drug rehabilitation therapy. 
That gave us insight into our own privileged lives and helped us to learn how 
we take things for granted ... yeah, yeah, you get the point. 
Basically, it was cheap, different and interesting. Of course, if you'd rather 
spend another spring break drinking yourself into unconsciousness, that's 
cool. too. I suppose community service isn't for everyone. 
^^^■"TS , (mum tWW'v u 
inexpensive rental — generally under SIS.  Compare  this with 
$S00 for .i week at the heath. 
Although a hall down or M> raraiw outfitter! line the g'»rgc. wc 
chose Rivers ratting company. Not only dotl h offa ■> Utal ride 
and campground, itl ibo torn with crmrtamnieni — namely, the 
Red Dog Saloon, a great place to relax, enjov a *.old drink and talk 
about all the fun vou and your friends ha\c had. 
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POCKET BAND 
Epiphany Recording* 
Tire Hmw, you »*y? 
Who an they? Oh. nobody 
boarded ■ WWM tank, drove H 
through |M An-p-lii Wm\ ""■*» 
cm value only by the t 
• trial of OJ. 
Tnat* right. Upon arriving 
....._.., «tt DW OOWtttaVHI 
courthouse, the 
boM tnrst man 
; from ths tank's 
; armored bowata 
i to treat tha gatn- 
jarea (awtiara to 
iwhet — H the 
. media receive 
ttwm better MM DM COM 
who confiscated their |M» 
dk) — WM lo bo the b«> 
■His ol a long. sacooMM 
caraor playing seme of the 
moot Wmmm\m\ rock/punk 
anthomo ever to nil tha pub- 
lic • oara. And that'* not 
an: Each tuna la guaranteed 
to atiniulote tha seat, ana 
aootho racial tanatona. Or. 
at tha vary laaat. (at you 
up oft tha aota — tha 
rvofsons aeon t ptcKy. 
Especially whan rt coma* 
to MictlMng thah- mualc: 
-Ha W» whan somoono 
gets drunk ana- wrltaa a lot 
tar In tha mlddla of tha 
night ami N't ktnda aha M 
MHO Mill 
• * * * • 
New dad David Gavurin 
(guttarlst)   terms 
this, the Sundays' 
third abum, -quite 
simple and intimate." It's 
an accurate sentiment not 
only m content but in construction. 
In and of itself. Static and Silence 
hardly takes  • slap away from tha 
Sundays' well-plodded simple and 
Intimate territory of old. Gavurtn's 
subtle guitar swells. Harriet 
Wheelers whimsical vocals 
— both are Wact. yet 
this Urn* around. 
tha style Is 
Simon and 
Qarfunkol 
decidedly more casual and flowing. 
Why the baby step from mere- 
ly mild to quietly private? It rrught 
to do with Gavurin and 
Mast acquisitions: 
namely, a pile of m-home studio 
equipment   and   a   new   baby. 
Already in family mode with the 
infant, tha two (along with bassist Paul 
Brindkry and drummer Patrick Herman) 
created and nurtured Static and Samoa 
from their own living room. 
The coBest tunes: the gantry Joy- 
ous  "Summartime'  and  oven 
warmed  "Whan  I'm Thinking 
About You.- But any of this 
CD's    selections   will      
warm your humble 
the Pixies 
Chart based solely on collage radio play. 
Contributing stations: KUOM, U. of Minnesota; HALX, 
U. of California. Berkeley: WRUV, U. of Vermont; 
WXJM, James Madison U.; KTRV. Rice U.; HASH. 
Arizona State U.; WUSM, U. of Southern Mississippi; 
WCBN, U. of Michigan: WGTB. Georgetown (A; 
rVK/VC. U. of North Carolina, Chapel HIH 
r --■ •ream mitt ass* | 
Columbia/Legacy 
As If 1981s free Central Park reunion wasn't 
enough. Simon and Garfunkel go another round. This 
three-CD compilation boasts 59 of their tunes for a 
pseudo-reunion any fan or foe could appreciate. Most 
are ok) faves even todays kids would deem familiar 
— but 15 previously unreleased tracks satiate the 
fiercest Simon and Garfunkel know-it all's thirst. 
Regrettably, none of the unreleased tunes pose 
the posture of last year's Beatles "Free as a Bird* 
standout But thankfully, the pair don't overindulge 
themselves or their success with any "aw shucks* 
sound bites like Ringo Starr's famed rationale: "We 
were just a band who made it very big." 
Nope. Simon and Garfunkel know their place, if 
not their limits. And maybe, after more than 30 years 
of rehashing, rereleasing and re«nactmg the same 
old glory<Jay ditties, that's what keeps them so 
damn appealing. 
Replacements 
Elektra 
Think of this CO less 
as   compilation and more 
as history lesson — as If someone had scoured 
the canons of alternative music through the ages 
and finally stepped forth with a book of Genesis 
that simply opens. "In the beginning, there were 
the Pixies." 
Certainly, before alternative was everywhere, 
anywhere or merely misunderstood in Nowheresville. 
USA. the Pixies hod created a sound best character 
ized in their liner notes as a scream that has now 
become fashion. 
Deafh fo the Pixies bundles up all these fashion- 
able screams — "Here Comes Your Man." "Wave of 
Mutilation" and "Gigantic" are of course present — 
along with a cornucopia of live hits and misses to 
help teach the unlearned and gratify those who know 
the Pixies well. 
Bite the apple and buy it. It's worth eternal 
damnation. 
Repnse 
This muchawaited dual CD. a weghty archive of ok) 
faves and unreleased faves-tooe. is. without drapute. an 
album of g»>ant«-ally talented proportions — albert an 
Incomplete one. How? Consider the oxymororuc source. 
Everyone's favorite losers got angry upon learning 
Twin/Tone (their first label) was about to release their 
ok) albums on CD without permission. And. in true Mat 
fashion, they drove straight to the Twin/Tone studios 
(after the requisite bar binge, of course), told the studio 
receptionist they were there to do remixes, then ran 
sacked the place for the master tapes before dumping 
the whole lot into the Mississippi River. 
Fact or fiction? No one knows for sure. But All lor 
Nothing/ Nothing lor All makes a play as testimonial 
Fans who can forgive the loss will find the compila 
tions a treasure nonetheless. In them, the darkly 
insecure, rabid-punk players roll on in depths even 
the Big Muddy can't drown. 
same time 
intentions ... I hope.   Of 
when It comes to doecriotng 
themselves: "We're Hka 
Hanaon ... plus." Or even 
their Heteners: "Either peo- 
ple don't get us or they kind 
of get us ... or they're re-dry 
crazy about us." 
Don't mhUMS "»i"Wt| for 
wkjrry-w eahJneea. however. 
Tha PWraona know one thine 
for euro: "We'd rather be 
making mualc than making 
s* And they're 
wMtnc to pull out tha heavy 
H. 
OUR PICKS 
Various artists 
■■S Ire**. i-» 
Rhino 
Be afraid. Bob 
Seger: be very afraid Classic rock 
is dying — and classic rap is taking 
over. This incredible compilation 
from hiphop pioneer Kurtis Blow 
chronicles the evolution of rap and 
rhyme from the early '70s to the 
late '80s Volume 1 lays the 
groundwork with tracks like James 
Brown's "Give It Up or Turnit a 
Loose"     and     "King     Tim     III 
(Personality Jock)* by Fatback. 
Volume 2 features Blow. Sugernill 
Gang's 'Rappers Delight* and 
even Afrika Bambaata & The Jazzy 
5, while Biz Marine. RunD.M.C. 
and Public Enemy dominate Volume 
3. A history lesson in old school. 
The Texas 
Chainsaw 
Orchestra 
n— T.x— Ct-emeaii P-m-stta 
Rhino 
While logging about 10 years ago. 
four goof offs from Aberdeen. Wash, 
(yes. Kurt Cobam's Aberdeen), dis- 
covered their chainsaws sounded 
kind of musical. A long time in the 
woods will do that. They played a 
few concerts, lost a few 
appendages and moved on with 
their lives. But they've reunited and 
produced a hysterical and oddly 
melodic sampler of seven songs — 
using only power tools, mind you — 
including "American Woman." 
-Birthday" and "You Oughta Know." 
The highlight, however, is a rollicking 
version of Whitney Houston's "I Will 
Always Love You." Timber, America. 
dor dan 
The M*e"M ""afore.* A Carrrc 
here in the States makes for some 
exerting and inviting eggnog mood 
music. Insh style. It even makes fruit 
cake sound good. 
Soundtrack/ 
Various Artists 
Narada 
Screw 'Saver Bells' — this disk is 
the real Santa Claus. Tinkling bens, 
whistling winds and a buncha other 
instruments  you  don't  hear  much 
Polygram 
If it's posstte. the soundtrack is 
better than the movie. Roy Brown's 
"Mighty, Ivkghty Man* is tou-fh enough 
to carry the whole CD. but it doesn't 
need to. The sanple seductive qualities 
of "A Sunday Kind of Love' and 'You've 
Changed* round it out well enough to 
make even the most hardened GervXer 
have a hankering for a strawberry mux 
shake — with two straws, of course. 
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■Y WILL LEITCI 
Conventional wis- 
dom has it that 
Hollywood saves its 
best films for the 
holiday season to capital- 
ize on the short-term mem- 
ory of Oscar voters. With a 
disappointing movie year 
up to November. Hollywood 
Is definitely due. And it's 
brought out the big guns for 
the jolly season: Tarantino, Spielberg, 
Coppola. Woody. If that doesn't cut it, 
fret not. Upcoming are a shrieking 
sequel, a certain philandering secret 
agent, some mean bugs from outer 
space and an oversized tugboat. 
Til—III 
Paramount/20th Century Fox 
It's finally here s. some $200 million and six 
extra months later. James Cameron's epic hits the- 
aters this December. And the early butt is (surprise!) 
that its fantastic. It you've seen the preview, you 
know this stacks up to be a visual masterpiece, but 
word is the story — involving Leonardo DiCaprio and 
Kate Winslet in a doomed romance — holds up just 
as well and won't sink the picture. 
Scream Again 
Miramax 
The title is likely to 
change tor this sequel, 
since the project was put 
together so quickly there 
wasn't time to figure out 
an adequate moniker. No 
matter. Fans of the first hor- 
ror/comedy are treated to more teen slasher 
humor here, with all the original cast members 
(except for the ones who were cut up in the first 
one. that is|, plus Jada Pmkett [Set It Off). Jerry 
0'Connell Uerry Maguire) ana Sarah Michelle 
Gellar (TVs Buf7y the Vampire Slayer)- The plot 
here revolves more around reporter Courteney Cox 
and Liev Schreiber's character, the man who may 
or may not have murdered Neve Campbell's moth 
er in the first film. 
Deconstructing Harry 
fine Line 
According to early reports. Woody Allen's 
newest film is perhaps his most autobiographical. 
What's it about? Well, there's this writer (played 
by Allen, of course) who is a complete slimeball 
and is overly obsessed with sex. When this 
opened the Venice Film Festival in August, the 
response was almost entirely positive, if a little 
frightened about the disclosure of personal Allen 
details. We won't ask. 
Amlstad 
Owernwbrfcs 
At ant glance. « appears drector Suven Sox-bergs on shaky 
aM«^nB)«.Traii«>»a1oryofefaliJiliiiw»oIc«taSpana»aWp 
tight before the Cut War. As Is aVnoat always the case n HcJtywood. 
the black people on Mat are defended by BM white Americans. 
played by Anthony HopWns and goohVahot Matthew McCcnaughey. 
Or. as uawtyput«inaiewewof GhoaH<*«■>—i«r -yuhan future 
generations turn to thai era's mown for an account of the struggles 
for racial justice r America, they! learn the summing lasaon that 
such baSee were fought and won by square jowed whtfe) guys." 
Perhaps Spxafoerg can put Ms off. but KM be Wcky. 
Jackie Brown 
Miramax 
Quentm Tarantino plays 
the career resuscitation 
game again, this time hand- 
ing blaxptoitation queen Pam 
Gner the lead role in his first 
directorial effort smce Pulp 
Fiction (no. Four Rooms 
doesn't count). Gner plays the 
title character, a flight attendant who attempts to np 
off the mob. the feds and a whole bunch of other 
shady characters. Tarantino has another outstanding 
cast: Samuel L. Jackson. Michael Keaton. Bridget 
Fonda. Robert De Ntro and Chns Tucker. Missing from 
that list9 Tarantino himself, who is said not to have a 
role this time. 
The Rainmaker 
Paramount 
Francis Ford Coppola does John Grisham. 
Well, not literally. But The Godfather director 
helms   this   adaptation   of   the  ex-lawyer's 
novel   about  a  young,   idealistic   attorney 
(Matt Damon. Courage Under Fire) trying to 
take down an evil insurance company and 
save a battered wife (Claire Danes) from her 
abusive    husband    (Andrew    Shue.    TV's 
Melrose Place)   This legal thriller is definite 
y uncharted territory for Coppola,  but pre- 
view audiences have unexpectedly found this to 
be wonderfully funny. Whether it's funny on pur- 
pose waits to be seen. 
Mad City 
Warner Bros 
John Travolta, in his eighth movie in the past 
two-and-a-harf years, plays a confused terrorist hold 
ing a museum hostage after losing his job. Dustm 
Hoffman is a rabid TV reporter who befriends him 
only to get the story and boost his fledgling career. 
Yep. It's another 'That Damned Media" movie. 
Those media — they're out of control, you know. 
Tomorrow Never Dies 
MGM/UA 
Bond is bach, and this one looks to be better 
than the overrated GoktenEye. Why? Hong Kong 
action heroine Michelle Yeoh teams with Pierce 
Brosnan and new Bond babe Teri Hatcher to try to 
overtake evil Jonathan Pryce. Look for more outra- 
geous stunts and more outdated sexual innuendo. 
Welcome 
to Sarajevo 
Miramax 
Finally, a film that doesn't 
make the media look like 
idiots. This drama, which 
weaves in real documentary 
footage from the former 
Yugoslavia, revolves around 
a smattering of reporters 
struggling to come to terms 
with the madness that sur 
rounds them and a pubic 
that seems oddry distant 
Woody Harretson and Mansa 
Tomei have small parts, 
which probably means they 
get killed off early. 
Starship Troopers 
Columbia/TnStar 
Lets not understate this: This movie's about big 
alien bugs attacking earth. Yes! Don't confuse this 
with the dreary Mimic just because these are nasty. 
machine-like bugs that our world's citizens must unite 
to defeat. Three cool things about Starship Troopers: 
1) Neil Patrick Harris (that's nght. Doogie himself) 
plays a supergemus who can talk to the bugs; 2) it's 
directed by Paul verhoeven. who gave us the gripping 
and affecting Showgirls, and 3i maybe you didn't hear 
us: Big Alien Bugs Attacking Earth! 
Rubber 
Buena Vista 
if you thought The Absent Mmded 
Professor would have been brilliant in more 
sensitive hands, your prayers have been 
answered. John Hughes, who has gone from 
silly but fun '80s teen comedies to disas- 
trously lame '90s kiddie comedies, brings us 
this remake of Fred MacMurray's epic saga with 
Robin Williams playing the goofy prof What do you 
need to know about this? A character blows flubber 
out of his buttocks, proving once again that nothing 
is funnier than green crap shooting out a man's 
anus. Nothing. 
The Big 
Lebowski 
Polygram/Gramercy 
The Coen broth- 
ers {Fargo) return 
with this dark comedy 
(what, you were expect 
ing a musical?) about an aimless oaf (Jeff Bridges) 
who accidentally gets caught up in a kidnapping/ 
murder scheme. Coen regulars Steve Buscemi. 
Peter Stormare. John Goodman and John Turturro 
costar. It you can forgive the horrible title, this looks 
mucho cool. 
REEL DEAL 
Moet writers become 
screenwriters for art, far 
money or for fame. Ben 
Affleck, however, wrote 
because he couldn't land 
any decent parts. That's 
no longer a problem. 
The Beaton native 
Mend Matt Damon to writs 
Good Wm Hunting whan rat 
ther frustrated actor could 
ffod much soad work at a» 
I on to ( 
Amy and Going AM the Wmy. 
Demon hasn't dons too 
ed for his performance ei 
Courage Under Fin. and 
•Urs kl Francis Ford 
Coppola's Tne ffatanakar 
But they haven't forgot, 
tea about Hunting. This 
December, the duo's script 
hrts the big screen, with 
Damon In the lead role as 
a tortured lupergenlus and 
Affleck as his beat mend. 
Robin WHUams, Minnie 
Driver and drector Oue 
Van tarn are atao on hand. 
-We sent the script out. 
thinking that we can sell 
this, but we would have to 
be In tt." Affleck says. 1 
was sick of battery rotes 
fete In School Ties, and we 
figured, worst case, we 
could just gat $50,000 
and make an extratow 
Sueget movie. Than we'd 
at least have somethrng to 
No kidtftng. The script 
origin ally went to Castle 
Rock Entertainment, but 
those pesky creative defer- 
ences got In the way and 
In and 
I Damon's careers were tak- 
ing oft. making this offbeat 
project more bankable. 
-V*e had some Dm. on 
our hands, so we decided to 
write a script.- Affleck 
says It's worked out prat 
ty we*. I meat sav." 
a leea* movie, foe contrived, toe 
theater eaSer at the u. of Southern a tsae sophomore 
MMeja\|liji.ln[»ie>>)ttjfc 
e. he showed. 
re la her sate as bad girt 
Teiehare 
d. lo 
I ohms foal ■» fei net 
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ANNOUNCING THE 
1997 U. SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 
MARKETING FINANCE 
Chrysler 
Michelle E. Mariscal 
PIERCE COLLEGE 
GMAC 
Muamera Adzamija 
MINNEAPOUS COMMUNITY 
& TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TECHNOLOGY/ 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Plymouth 
Sergio Rodriguez 
CALIFORNIA STATE 
POLYTECHNIC U.. POMONA 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Warner Bros. 
Lisa L. Daniels 
U. OF KANSAS 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Jennifer R. Schwantz 
U. OF WISCONSIN, MADISON 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 
Chevrolet 
Carrie E. Roilwagen 
SAMFORD U. 
Texas 
Instruments 
Jeremy W. Reed 
CLEMSON U. 
Discover 
Card 
Jennifer K. Maeder 
SAINT XAVIER U. 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
U. Magazine 
Heather R. Payne 
SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT 
STATE U. 
JOURNALISM 
MasterCard       U. Magazine 
Christine M. Oliva 
NORTHWESTERN U. 
INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENT 
Nike 
Bryan Thompson 
NORTHERN ARIZONA U. 
LIBERAL ARTS 
AND HUMANITIES 
U. Magazine 
Gerald H. Fornwald 
CREIGHTON U. 
U. Tk* MaCtonaf Co»f Wffifci ha* awardad $1,000 acholarsMpa to 12 ulaf nfa« imdawgaduata Mudwits In • variety of notoa. MM of tho U. 
Llmliil>l»l OOT* oftond In partiwraMp wHh corporation* that advarthM In U. In addition. U. haa awardad a $1,000 Scholarship to thro, •tudonti 
I to and acMavamant ki tha flatda of (a—aSMaV atadamtc acMavamant and Hbaral arts and tha homanrtlaa 
PSW 
BY WILL LEITCH 
ASSISTANT EDITOR 
c ONSIDER    ALL    THE horrific crimes inflict- ed on humanity every day. 
Rte?|@® 
Little old ladies being mugged jnd auaul 
cd right thcte on the street by today's undi 
plincd ruffians. Govcrnmcnt-subsidi/cd co 
lions screwing over  the  working  man.   Kthnic 
cleansing in Sarajevo. Chris Farley. 
But to hear some people tell it, there is no crime worse than 
the one perpetrated by the scourge of society, those deviant 
smokers who pollute our air and (big dramatic pause here) 
I mi Our Children Their Lived 
(live me a break. 
Why can't it be the 'SOs anymore? F.vcryonc was so much 
cooler in the 'SOs. Y,HI could walk into a friggin' movie the- 
ater and smoke in the SOs. Ibday. smokers arc lepers. I Wt 
believe me? Walk down a street when it's 10 below and check 
out who the only people standing outside arc. It's our per- 
secuted, smoke-filled souls. 
We don't ask for much. We're just looking for 
a little rest and relaxation here — a nice S- 
minute span when, no matter what mess our 
lives might be in, we can feed the beast and go 
careening into nicotine nirvana. And we don't want ILLUSTRATION n Nil K STAKED M. U. 
to have to fiy to Madagascar to do it. I >• J you know thai in some cities you can't even 
smoke in bars? What would one of our greatest American!, I 'bonus Jefferson (from 
Virginia, one of our top tobacco-producing states), think of such an abridgment ol cer- 
tain unassailable rights? "Freedom for all who tread across this land, even those with yel- 
low fingers," that's what. 
Out society is way 100 uptight now. People. 1 hate to be the bearer of bad tidings here, 
but no matter how much ginseng, tofil and bee pollen you ingest, you arr going lo die. You 
can really psvche yourself.-in of life il you spend all your lime worrying about what's good 
for the gullet and wfiat'l bad tot ihe body. If il hi* good, smoke il, baby 
HKN I WAS 4 YEARS OLD, MY MOTHKR BEAT ME WITH 
a cigarette. Winston. Unfiltered. 
• 
Hpf" 
^.*)    leave mc with a significant set of ash-embedded 
scars. Or long, cylindrical-shaped welts. BCMUM '< 
I       did. campers. I am a scarred human being, and 
»     every time I walk down the street, dine in a 
restaurant or lounge at a bar where a smokers 
*«   butt is inevitably planted, you can bet your sweet 
5 bippy the experience is cruelly akin to a post- 
Delitrrancepig farm vacation for one Ned Reatty. 
Okay, small exaggeration. I wasn't beaten, but I may as well have been. Why? 
Because nothing short of an obvious, instantaneous, smoke-induced handicap 
^C* 
will keep a smoker (rom lighting up in a 
nonsmoker's presence.  They light up. we 
lose an arm, they'll put it out. But a simple 
aversion to hacking up a lung at dinner, a 
minor distaste for recking like an ashtray or 
a mere reluctance 10 envision a future as 
Whee/f Champion in  the seiondhand- 
Hnoke  cancer  ward?   Not  enough  for 
them. The world is their ashtray. 
|i0 *^7 Thcv say we're OVCftCACl 
in MlSSBSim inK     Making    a    big    deal. 
Mountains out of molehills and all thai. And then 
they puft. puff, puffthcir little charred lungs out. leav- 
ing us. the nonsmoking public at large, gasping for a 
fresh breath and wondering what in the hell made 
these adduis so self righteous, 
You don't see heroin addu ts souirring their needles on passers-by You never hear 
parade.  So what gives these CO-dependent the right  to blow   their hahii- 
breathing spaces? 
p(g) ita 
they puff, 
puff, puff 
their little 
charred 
lungs out 
ff 
11 crack 
in out noes and 
I guess they're just special. Well, you know what bus the special kids tide. 
The Muckraker. Joel Coughlin. State U. of New York. Buffalo 
WELCOME TO UNITEP 
CREDIT CARP SERVtCE- 
FoR VOUR CONVEH1EHCE 
ViC'VE CKEATEP A 
PIGIT/ZSP OPTION MENU 
TO SETTER SERVE! 
ft>0.   TO CHECK  foOR 
CARPS   BALANCE., PRESS 
JL. To REROPT A 
STOLE* CARP, 
PRESS Z- 
IF VOOR CARP WAS 
STOLE* AT 60HKHHTPR& 
6; ;&£?£ IF XT 0JA5 AT 
AW AM, PRESS Xi^StEFi 
ZF WE ASSAILANT WAS 
UNITE, PRESS %•*&&% 
J.F TUB. ASSAILANT OMS 
BEARPEP, PRESS 3;fmn 
IF XT WAS       AirU 
MoRNiNe. PRESS Hltjn 
YoU~.iBBEPS 
IT... S BEEPS:  IF 
Vou- 58EEEPZ 
HOUR CALL. will. 
NOW BE TRANS- 
FERRED... 
BUT IT MAV 
TARE /JFEir/ 
NIINUTE5 TO 
GIVE 
<WR CALL 
ATTENTION^ 
SO FOR THE MUZAK 
VERSION OF STAIRUJM 7D 
HEAVES, PRESS 1; FcK 
MRS. ROBINSON, PRESS 6. 
FOR NIOZAK PASTt<m.' 
PRESS 3. FOR KENNY 
"6" SELECTIONS, PRESS 
Vx^V\\\\\\VvU 
DOUBLE 
TAKE 
People In the 
PR business 
often tend U. 
Mmgjuin* 
some, urn, 
Interesting 
gifts In hopes 
that we'll 
write some- 
thing about 
their movie. 
CO, or whet- 
ever product 
they're 
hawking that 
wilt. Here's 
a look at the 
cream of the 
klss-ass crop: 
- Bloody 
human brain 
on Ice —OK, 
so It wasn't 
real —but It 
sure freaked 
out the rest 
of the office 
when we put 
It In the fridge. 
• Miniature 
thumbs — 
Two thumbs 
up to these 
movie promo* 
tk>n girts that 
Crow when 
you stick 'em 
In water. 
• Ferrari 
Ftwcelt: All 
otmt — This 
video didn't 
|et review—?, 
but trust us, 
she's all 
there. 
• Singing 
Elmo can — 
When the top 
Is pulled oft. 
It sines a sort 
of -ts-de" 
sounding 
sons'. Give our 
poll line a cat 
•t 1*00-61) 
VIEWS H you 
really want to 
hear It. 
•Chocolate 
Hpe — Ta* 
about PR 
butt. 
November/December 1997 • wwv.timaRazine.com   JUS 
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what want 
major) 
Get a super deal on the credit card 
that doubles as a calling card. 
free calling 
$10 in free AT&T Calling Card calls and you can 
enroll in a savings plan that can save you 30% 
on all qualifying AT&T Calling Card calls. 
■ ■ hjmt  %f 
ge 
A free one-year Student Advantage membership- 
for discounts on travel, CDs, movies, and more. 
Apply for your AT&T Universal MasterCard today. 
Call 1 800 529-8762 or visit www.att.com/ucs/ 
It's  all   within  your  reach. ATfiJ 
&i 
REWARD 
QURSELI 
GRADS GET $400 OFF FROM GM 
■ 
ws? 
*i 
Plus... 
-No Downpayment When You Pi 
•Special Easy Financing For Grads 
Graduates get $400 oft from GM! f you K aDout to graduate, have recently graduated from a two-year or four-year college, or are a 
graduate student, simpiy return this card for a $400 certificate good toward the purchase or lease of any new Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC 
vehicle, when you qualify and finance through your participating dealer and GMAC See .our participating Chevrolet, Pontiac c GMC 
dealer for details GM reserves the right to change or withdraw this offer ©1997 General Motors Corporation Ail rights reserved 
IAST NAME EIHT NAME MI Mr _| 
MS   J 
PERMANENT ACXHKSS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
PHONt 
Do you presently owr. a car .- • ■ □ ves   L) 11 
If SO, w' 
year M»C w.x  
When -. 
□Now Q1-3        J _l J 
_l J J Qurai 
Return this card today, or Call 1-800-964 GRAD 
visit our web site   www gmgrad com CN 
Grads Get $400 Off From GM! 
If you are about 10 graduate, have recently 
graduated from a two-year or four-year college, 
or are a graduate student, you may qualify! 
You can receive a $400 certificate good toward 
any new Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC vehicle 
purchased or leased from a participating dealer, 
when you qualify and finance through your 
Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC dealer and GMAC. 
Best of all, this special discount is available in 
addition to most other rebates and incentives. 
The Choke is Yours! 
Choose from any new Chevrolet, Pontiac or GMC car or truck. 
Financing Benefits That Are Right For You! 
Once you've selected the vehicle that's right for you, GMAC 
helps make it affordable with these important financial benefits: 
• No downpayment when you purchase 
• Special easy financing for grads 
• Choice of financing options ... from traditional purchase 
to SMARTLEASF.   by GMAC to GMAC SMARTBUY 
Participate Today! 
To receive your $400 certificate and other program information, 
simply return the postage-paid reply card below, or call: 
1.800.964-GRAD 
visit our web site: www.3mgrad.com 
See your participjting Chevrolet, Pontiac or .CMC dealer for details. 
(•   I997 GM Corp. All rights reserved.  Litho USA, October I997. 
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